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Acquisition and Appraisal Information
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Processing Note

Note
Negatives and associated prints not necessarily housed in same binder.
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Detailed Description of the Collection

B1
.1 – Adak, AK, June 1981 [man next to small plane on airstrip, labeled: “Peninsula Airways Inc., N4763C”]
.2 – Adak, AK, June 1981 [Captain Pat Kelly Air Terminal in Adak, AK, with sign: “Birthplace of the Winds – Welcome to Naval Station, Adak, Alaska, The Westernmost Naval Activity in the United States”]
.3 – Adak, AK, June 1981 [close-up of airplane: Peninsula Airways Inc. N4763C on airstrip]
.4 – Adak, AK, June 1981 [front of an unidentified plane on airstrip, wing labeled: “Jet Alaska,” landscape and buildings in the background]
.5 – Adak, AK, June 1981 [airstrip and mountains in background, tail and wing of airplane in foreground, labeled: “N456JA”]
.6 – Adak, AK, June 1981 [airstrip with small plane, buildings in distance]
.7 – Cold Bay, AK, June 1981 [landscape view of bay and sandbars]
.8 – Cold Bay, June 1981 [car and building with sign reading: “RAA: Reeve Aleutian Welcomes You To Cold Bay, Alaska – Gateway to the Aleutians”]
.9 – Cold Bay, AK, June 1981 [maintenance crew and truck on airstrip working on plane labeled: “N456JA,” mountains in background]
.10 – Cold Bay, AK, June 1981 [aerial view of shoreline, wing of plane labeled “Jet Alaska”]
.11 – Flying between Old Harbor and Akiak, 8-82 [aerial view of bay and surrounding mountains]
.12 – [print and original negative] Flying between Old Harbor and Akiak, 8-82 [aerial view of two lakes surrounded by mountains]
.13 – Flying between Old Harbor and Akiak, 8-82 [aerial view of bay]
.14 – [print and original negative] Flying between Old Harbor and Akiak, 8-82 [aerial view of sea and mountains]
.15 – Akiak from airplane, 8-82 [aerial view of village]
.16 – Akiak from airplane, 8-82 – Clinic w/ “dish” [aerial view of village, including a church and a building with a satellite dish]
.17 – [print and original negative] Mary Phillip, C.H.A., 10/81 [woman with glasses]
.18 – [print and original negative] Hannah Gililla[?], A. C. H. A, w/ Duke & Kalie Phillip, 10/81 [woman with two young children]
.19 – [print and original negative] Waiting for the plane in Akiak, AK [man and woman[?] on airstrip with equipment]
.20 – [print and original negative] Waiting for the plane in Akiak, AK [small plane on airstrip, forest in background]
.21 – [print and original negative] Akiak, 10-81 [Akiak School with sign reading: “You’re Steppin’ on Thunderbolt Territory”]
.22 – [print and original negative] Akiak, 10-81 [small U.S. Post Office building with Akiak Community Bulletin Board]
.23 – [print and original negative] Akiak, 10-81 [houses in background and small sign, unreadable]
.24 – [print and original negative] Akiak, 10-81 [yard with animal skins hung on a wire]
.25 – [print and original negative] Old BIA School, Akiak, AK, 10/81 [boardwalk leading to group of houses]
.26 – [print and original negative] Old BIA School, Akiak, AK, 10/81 [boardwalk leading through trees]
.27 – [print and original negative] Old BIA School, Akiak, AK, 10/81 [evening landscape with lake[?]]
.28 – [print and original negative] Inside Clinic [medical equipment and furniture, eight photographs taped on a wall]
.29 – [print and original negative] Akiak, AK, 10-81 [wooden house]
.30 – [print and original negative] Akiak clinic 10/81 [inside of clinic, with oven, scale, and posters on a wall]
.31 – [print and original negative] Akiak clinic [unidentified room inside clinic]
.32 – [print and original negative] Akiak clinic [oven and stove with posters on wall in background]
.33 – [print and original negative] Lucy, Ivan, & Maggie, Akiak Clinic 10/81 [woman and child in kuspuks in foreground, two other people in background, inside clinic]
.34 – [print and original negative] Exam room, Akiak Clinic 10/81 [room with bed and medical supplies]
.35 – [print and original negative] Virginia Williams [woman with baby child]
.36 – [print and original negative] Mary Lou Williams [two young girls inside clinic]
.37 – [print and original negative] Hannah Gilila using C. B., Akiak Clinic, 10/81 [woman speaking into radio]
.38 – Boarding Air North for Allakaket, 10/81 [group on airstrip, several small planes]
.39 – [print and original negative] St. John’s in the Wilderness, Allakaket, AK, 10/81 [close-up of small log cabin]
.40 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK [group of houses, forest in background]
.41 – Allakaket, AK, 10/81 [classroom?] with woman and group of children coloring
.42 – Allakaket, AK, 10/81 [cache in winter with lake in background]
.43 – [cache in winter with animal hides and lumber]
.44 – [print and original negative] Johnson Moses (on snowmachine) [Johnson Moses on snowmachine carrying equipment, and two unidentified men, forest in background]
.45 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10/81 [plane on snowy airstrip, wing labeled “Air North”]
.46 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10/81 [wooden house with satellite dish]
.47 – [print and original negative] If you don’t pay your phone bill everyone knows [log cabin with various newsletters posted on door]
.48 – [print and original negative] [log cabin with piles of firewood in foreground]
.49 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [landscape]
.50 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [houses, cache and piles of equipment in foreground]
.51 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk River, Allakaket [river in winter]
.52 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk River, Allakaket [river in winter]
.53 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [log cabins]
.54 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [front view of a cabin]
.55 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [river and dog]
.56 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [log cabins]
.57 – [print and original negative] St. John’s in the Wilderness, Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [church and surrounding trees]
.58 – [print and original negative] Charlotte Bergman, Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [girl in the entryway of Allakaket Community Hall]
.59 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [house under construction]
.60 – [print and original negative] Johnson Moses at phone, Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [man talking on phone]
.61 – Kitty David, A.C.H.A., Bertha Moses, Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [two women with glasses]
.62 – [print and original negative] Forms for making sleds, Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [forms hung up on side of log cabin]
.63 – Bertha at work [woman with medical supplies]
.64 – Kindergarten [woman with children coloring, same group as B01.36.41]
.65 – [print and original negative] Kitty David, Allakaket, AK [portrait view]
.66 – [print and original negative] Kathleen Linus[?] 3-82 [woman in profile view]
.67 – [print and original negative] Clara Sam 3-82 [woman with medical posters in background]
.68 – [print and original negative] Clara Sam 3-82 [woman with medical posters in background]
.69 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [medical bed and posters]
.70 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [log cabins]
.71 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [log cabin and barrels in foreground]
.72 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 10-81 [log cabins]
.73 – [print and original negative] Amelia Edwards Allakaket, AK, 3/82 [portrait of woman]
.74 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3/82 [fur and embroidered parka on a hanger]
.75 – [print and original negative] Lydia Bergman, Allakaket, AK, 3/82 [woman with posters in background]
.76 – [print and original negative] Kitty Davis & Caroline Bergman [two women, one writing, scale and posters in background]
.77 – [print and original negative] Kitty Davis & Caroline Bergman, Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [two women]
.78 – [print and original negative] Skinning beaver, Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [close-up of beaver during skinning process]
.79 – [print and original negative] Bertha & Johnson Moses with moose hide jacket Bertha made. [couple with parka]
.80 – [print and original negative] Bertha & Johnson Moses with moose hide jacket Bertha made. [couple with parka]
.81 – [print and original negative] Bertha & Johnson Moses, Allakaket, AK, 3-81 [couple, Johnson wearing parka]
.82 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-81 [log cabin labeled “Bergman Moses”]
.83 – [print and original negative] Bleaching moose hide, Allakaket, AK, 3-81 [moose hide on snow, surrounding cabins and equipment]
.84 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-81 [log cabin]
.85 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-81 [yard with dogs and dog houses]
.86 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-81 [beaver about to be skinned]
.87 – [print and original negative] Johnson Moses skinning beaver, Allakaket, AK, 3-81
.88 – [print and original negative] Johnson Moses skinning beaver, Allakaket, AK, 3-81
.89 – [print and original negative] Johnson Moses skinning beaver, Allakaket, AK, 3-82
.90 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [aerial[?] landscape]
.91 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [log cabins in snow]
.92 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [aerial [?] landscape]
.93 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [landscape]
.94 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [log cabins in snow]
.95 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [yard with dogs and dog houses, cabins in background, satellite dish]
.96 – [print and original negative] Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [yard with dogs and dog houses]
.97 – Allakaket, AK, 3-82 [cabins in winter]
.98 – Sledge Island, 4-82 [landscape]
.99 – Sledge Island, 4/82 [landscape]
.100 – Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [snowy landscape]
.101 – Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [building in snow with radio towers]
.102 – Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [distant cabins]
.103 – Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [cabin and building in snow]
.104 – Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [building with radio towers, labeled: “U.S. Department of Health Education and Welfare – Public Health Service – Indian Health Service – Alaska Native Health Station”]
.105 – Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [office with bunk bed]
.106 – Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [road covered in snow]
.107 – Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [building with snowmachines in foreground]
.108 - Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [log cabins]
.109 - [print and original negative] Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [winter landscape]
.110 - [print and original negative] Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [health station from a distance]
.111 – Airstrip, Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [people on wooden sleds and snowmachines]
.113 – Theresa & Paula with Martha, Alakanuk, AK, 4/81 [three women in office]
.114 – Paula with Darleen & Rachel, Alakanuk, AK, 4/81 [woman with two girls]
.115 – Paula Ayumerak, C.H.A., Alakanuk, AK, 4/81 [woman on phone]
.116 – Inside clinic, Alakanuk, AK, 4/81 [room with medical bed]
.117 – Inside clinic, Alakanuk, AK, 4/81 [boy next to scale]
.118 – Johnson Johnson, Maggie & Natalia, Alakanuk, AK, 4/81 [family portrait]
.119 – maker of fish trap and sled, Alakanuk, AK, 4/81 [family portrait]
.120 – [print and original negative] Sky-van at Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [group of people in front of plane in snow]
.121 – Inside sky-van, Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [view of cockpit]
.122 – [print and original negative] Alakanuk, AK, April 1981 [group in front of plane]
.123 – Frank Ganger [with snowmachine?]?
.124 - [print and original negative] Alakanuk, AK, 4/81 [cemetery]
.125 - [print and original negative] Emmonak, AK [log cabin with dog]
.126 - [print and original negative] Emmonak, AK [buildings in snow]
.127 – [print and original negative] Steam bath - Emmonak, AK [wood and earthen structure in snow]
.128 – Inside Alakanuk Clinic, 4/81 [room with sled, other equipment]
.129 – Inside Alakanuk Clinic, 4/81 [room with bunk bed and medical supplies]
.130 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [log cabins and mountains in background]
.131 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [cabins]
.132 – Ambler, AK, 6/83 [cabins and car, river and mountains in background]
.133 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [cabin and tent in foreground]
.134 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [houses and dirt road, obscure]
.135 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [dirt road, playground and buildings in background]
.136 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [house with dirt road]
.137 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [closer view of house]
.138 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [wooden cache]
.139 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [sheds and hunting/fishing supplies]
.140 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [cabins and river]
.141 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [shed, firewood, and bundle of antlers]
.142 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [plot of soil with river in background]
.143 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [small cabins and dirt road near river]
.144 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [dirt road and cabins, boats, near river]
.145 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [cabins and clotheslines with dirt road]
.147 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [building and mountains in background]
.149 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6/83 [view of plane wing with mountains in background]
.151 – Ambler air strip, Ambler, AK, 6/83 [air strip with mountains and town in background]
.152 – [print and original negative] Pauline looking in ears, Ambler, AK, 6-83 [woman examining ear of another woman]
.153 – [print and original negative] Ambler, AK, 6-83 [two girls]
.154 – Jillian Johnson & husband, Ambler, AK, 6-83 [portrait of couple]
.155 – [print and original negative] Kristina Cleveland, Ambler, AK, 6-83 [two girls]
.157 – Cheryl Morgan, 3 yrs, Ambler, AK, 6-83 [girl with house in background]
.158 – Cheryl Morgan, 3 yrs, Ambler, AK, 6-83 [girl with house in background]
.159 – Aniak, AK, May 1981 [body of water, houses on opposite shore]
.160 – Aniak, AK, May 1981 [houses and dog]
.161 – Aniak, AK, May 1981 [tractor on dirt road]
.162 – Aniak, AK, May 1981 [sea and distant mountains]
.163 – Aniak, AK, May 1981 [dirt road and house with snowmachiner]
.164 – Aniak, AK, May 1981 [dirt road and log cabin]
.165 – Aniak, AK, May 1981 [house and trees]
.166 – Aniak, AK, May 1981 [houses and canoes in foreground]
.167 – [print and original negative] Inside Aniak Clinic, May 1981 [two women in office]
.168 – [print and original negative] Inside Aniak Clinic, May 1981 [an office]
.169 – Easter – 1981 [close-up of glass figurines and miniature boat on a shelf]
.170 – Easter -1981 [close-up of woven baskets and ivory figurines on a shelf]
.171 – M. M. G. office [office interior]
.172 – Aniak clinic [exterior of building]
.174 – [print and original negative] Lucy Phillips, A.C.H.A. [two women at work in office]
.175 – Aniak – Lucy w/ patient [two women in clinic, medical supplies on table]
.176 – Aniak telephone office [building with sign: “Bush Tell Inc.”]
.177 – Aniak Air Service [float plane on river, tail labeled: “Aniak Flying Service”]
.179 – Aniak from clinic – across runway [airstrip and distant buildings]
.180 – Bethel, AK, Fall 1980 [winter landscape view from airstrip] [print and original negative]
.181 – Bethel, AK, Fall 1980 [log cabin in snow]
.182 – [print and original negative] Bethel, AK, Fall 1980 [view of town, sign reading “Kuskokwim Inn”]
.183 – [print and original negative] Bethel, AK, Fall 1980 [people and cars in front of Kuskokwim Inn]
.184 – [print and original negative] Bethel, AK, Fall 1980 [interior of building, café area with people]
.185 – [print and original negative] Maggie Smith, Norma Shorty, Annie Fox, Bethel, AK, Fall 1980 [group of women at a meeting with a blackboard on the wall]
.186 – [print and original negative] Donna Chris, Bethel, AK, Fall 1980 [group of people seated at cafeteria]
.187 – Sue Martin’s steam bath, Bethel, AK, 10-81 [wooden structure]
.188 – Moon set, Bethel, AK, 10-81 [moon setting on landscape with buildings]
.189 – [print and original negative] Bethel airport 10-81 [interior of airport, with counter and sign reading “Wien Air Alaska”]
.190 – [print and original negative] Bethel airport 10-81 [man in front of sign reading “Hurts Car & Truck Rental”]
.191 – T.B. testing – Bethel, AK (date unknown) [woman holding child receiving test]
.192 – T.B. testing – Bethel, AK (date unknown) [man receiving test]
.193 – [print and original negative] Bethel, AK, 10-82 “Uncle John” & Nancy Davis [man and woman inside cabin, woven baskets in background]
.194 - [print and original negative] Bethel, AK, 10-82 “Uncle John” & Nancy Davis [man and woman inside cabin, woven baskets in background]
.195 – Bethel [winter landscape]
.196 – Bethel [winter landscape during sunset]
.197 – St. Lawrence Island from air, Fall 1980 [aerial view of island]
.198 – St. Lawrence Island from air, Fall 1980 [aerial view of island and sea]
.199 – [print and original negative] Flying thru the Brooks range, 10-81 [close view of snow-covered mountain side]
Flying thru the Brooks range, 10-81 [aerial view of mountains]

Flying thru the Brooks range, 10-81 [aerial view of mountains]

Flying thru the Brooks range, 10-81 [aerial view of mountains and sky]

Bettles, AK 10-81 [view of town with mountains in background, plane wing in foreground]

Bettles, AK 10-81 [child wearing parka and eating a chocolate bar]

Bettles, AK 10-81 [group of people with plane and buildings in background]

Bettles, AK 10-81 [landscape and sheds]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [log cabin in snow]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [buildings, sign reading “Buckland Native Store”]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [cabins in snow near river]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [cabins in snow]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [building with sign: “Friends Church, Buckland, Alaska”]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [street view with two people and a child being pulled on a sled]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [log cabin with snowmachine in foreground]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [cabin with sunset in background]

Buckland Clinic, 1-83 [buildings and satellite dish]

outside, Buckland Clinic, 1-83 [satellite dish and landscape]

inside clinic, Buckland Clinic, 1-83 [bed and shelf with supplies]

inside clinic, Buckland Clinic, 1-83 [medical supplies, posters, and boxes]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [two people with child on street, buildings in background]

Buckland, AK, 1-83 [building with radio towers]

Inside clinic [office with medical supplies]

Clinic – inside [room with bed]

Buckland, AK, 1-83, inside clinic [kitchen area with sink]

Nora Thomas, Buckland, AK, 1-83 [portrait of woman]

Paula Cathers (L) Nora Thomas (R), Buckland, AK, 1-83 [two women in office]

Grace Washington, Buckland, AK, 1-83 [portrait of woman wearing parka]

Jessie Hadley, Buckland, AK, 1-83 [portrait of woman]

June & Cheryllin Ballot, Buckland, AK, 1-83 [two children]
229 – [print and original negative] Grace Lu, Buckland, AK, 1-83 [woman in kitchen]
230 – [print and original negative] Paula Cathers & Nora Thomas, Buckland, AK, 1-83 [two women seated]
231 – [print and original negative] Beulak Ballot, Buckland, AK, 1-83 [two women with medical supplies]
232 – [print and original negative] James & Eva Lee, Buckland, AK, 1-83 [woman and baby]
233 – [print and original negative] Inez Koenig w/ baskets, Buckland 1-83 [woman holding two woven baskets]
234 – Lucien’s[?] aunt – Gambell, AK, 1980 [woman in kuspuk, holding bags, landscape in background] [back: “Typical St. Lawrence Island dress trimmed in Red (or white) only.”]
236 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, Sept. 1981 [landscape with a small building and river in background]
237 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, Sept. 1981 [landscape with shoreline, river]
238 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, Sept. 1981 [small house]
239 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [landscape with buildings in background]
240 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [rack with drying fish]
241 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [street at night, obscure]
242 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [boardwalk with houses]
243 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [exterior of small building]
244 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [scenic view of river]
245 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [rack with fish, river in background]
246 – [print and original negative] Clinic inside, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [room with medical bed and stethoscope]
247 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [domed structure]
248 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [buildings and boardwalk with landscape in background, sign on building reading: “Alaska’s First Airline – Wien Air Alaska”]
249 – [print and original negative] Drying grass for fish, Chefornak, AK, 9-81
250 – [print and original negative] Agnes Kairainak, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [woman seated in kitchen]
251 – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [scenic view of river]
252 – [print and original negative] Martina Wassillie, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [woman with decorated woven basket, seated in kitchen]
253 – [print and original negative] High school, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [classroom with students and teacher]
254 – [print and original negative] High school, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [classroom with students working]
235a – Hilda Wassillie, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [woman with woven plate in front of house]
236a – Chefornak, 9-81 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Maggie Tom]
237a – [print and original negative] Martha Lewis, CHA, w/ patients [woman examining child]
238a – [print and original negative] Martha Lewis, CHA, w/ patients
.239a – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, Inside Martha Lewis’ home, 9-81 [interior of house]
.240a – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, Inside Martha Lewis’ home, 9-81 [kitchen with woman on couch in foreground]
.241a – [print and original negative] her nephews, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [two boys with quilts]
.242a – [print and original negative] her nephews, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [boy with quilts]
.243a – [print and original negative] Martha Lewis’ mother fishing, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [woman with tent, dried grass in background]
.244a – [print and original negative] Tom Cod, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [woman near tent with pile of fish]
.245a – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [woman tying fish with dried grass]
.246a – [print and original negative] Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [woman tying fish with dried grass]
.247a – [print and original negative] Martha Lewis’ father, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [man working with fishing net]
.248a – [print and original negative] Martha Lewis’ father, Chefornak, AK, 9-81 [man working with fishing net]
.249a – Martha Lewis, CHA, 1982 [woman at table]
.250a – Martha Lewis, CHA, 1982 [woman at table, working with thread[?]]
.251a – Chefornak, AK, 1982 [two small houses in winter, cemetery in background]
.252a – Chefornak, AK, 1982 [snowy landscape with town in background, snowmachines and three people in foreground]
.253a – Chefornak, AK, 1982 [cemetery in winter]
.254a – Martina Wasili, ’82 [woman in kuspuk with fur hood, holding woven urn]
.255 – Josephine Wasili, Chefornak ’82 [woman beside table with three woven baskets]
.257 – [print and original negative] Chevak, AK, 2/81 [houses in winter]
.258 – [print and original negative] Chevak, AK, 2/81 [building with radio tower and sign reading: “Company E 2nd Scout Battalion – Alaska Army National Guard – Chevak Unit”, street and houses in background]
.259 – [print and original negative] Chevak, AK, 2/81 [houses in winter]
.260 – [print and original negative] Chevak, AK, 2/81 [building with radio tower and sign reading: “Company E 2nd Scout Battalion – Alaska Army National Guard – Chevak Unit”]
.261 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Chevak, AK, 2/81 [small blue building]
.262 – [print and original negative] Chevak, AK, 2/81 [building with sign reading: “Welcome to Chevak Tundrafest Village”]
.263 – [print and original negative] Chevak, AK, 9/81 [close-up of building with sign reading: ‘Welcome to Chevak Tundrafest Village’]
.264 – [print and original negative] Chevak, AK, 9/81 [large building with sign reading: “In Memory of Jerome Woods – Chevak Company Corp. – Chevak, AK”]
.265 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Chevak, AK, 9-81 [small building with woman in kuspuk]
.266 – [print and original negative] Margaret Slats, Clinic, Chevak, AK, 9-81 [woman in kuspuk]
.267 – [print and original negative] Blizzard and white-out, Chevak, AK, 2-81 [houses obscured by blizzard]
Blizzard and white-out, Chevak, AK, 2-81 [houses obscured by blizzard]

Chevak, AK, 2-81 [boat and sleds blurred by snow]

Man with snowmachines, houses in background, obscured by snow

Chevak, AK, 2-81 [boat in snow with fur parkas]

Mary Nanusvuk, Chevak, AK, 2-81 [woman in house]

Rita Unin[?], Maria Auguluk, Theresa Tommy, Chevak, AK, 2-81 [portrait of three women in kuspuks]

Wien in Chevak, AK, 2-81 [group in front of plane on airstrip with tail labeled “Wien”]

Rita Unin, Maria Auguluk, Theresa Tommy, Chevak, AK, 2-81 [portrait of three women in kuspuks]

Chevak clinic, 1-82 [wall with posters and bulletin board]

Cecilia Adams, Chevak Clinic 1-82 [note reading: “Mrs. Tuluk, Thecla’s M. I. L.”] [woman in kuspuk. In 2017, identified as Lucy Tuluk]

Clinic, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [inside of office]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [inside of clinic office]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [street view in winter]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [street view in winter]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [street with houses in distance]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [street view in winter]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [house with large sled]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [houses in winter]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [houses in winter]

Thecla Tuluk, CHA, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [woman working at a desk, with microscope]

Agnes Boyscout, CHA, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [two women, one at desk]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [tundra view with distant mountains and houses]

Chevak, AK, 1-82 [view of street from a window]

Sunrise, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [street view]

Chevak, AK [scenic view of tundra, shoreline, and houses]

Anna Martin, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [woman in kuspuk, holding woven basket and embroidered fur purse]

Agnes Boyscout w/ Anna Martin, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [two women, one at desk]
.300 – [print and original negative] Monica Slats, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [woman in kuspuk, holding glasses and gloves]
.301 – [print and original negative] Thecla Tuluk [two woman seated at desk]
.302 – [print and original negative] Rosalie Panyuk, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [woman in kuspuk on telephone]
.303 - [print and original negative] ...and her dolls, Chevak, AK, 1-82 [two handmade dolls]
.304 – [print and original negative] Helen Friday [portrait of woman in kuspuk, holding woven basket]
.305 – poss. Mary Paniyak’s daughter [small girl in clinic]
.307 – Barrow, AK, 1-82 [plane during sunset]
.308 – Flying to Nuiqsut [aerial view of town, obscure]
.309 – Flying to Nuiqsut [aerial view of town, obscure]
.310 – [print and original negative] Anchorage Fur Rondy, 1982 [dogsleds, crowd, and truck in city street]
.311 – [print and original negative] Anchorage Fur Rondy, 1982 [dog team in street with crowd surrounding]
.312 – [print and original negative] Anchorage Fur Rondy, 1982 [dog team with sled labeled “Clyde Mayo”]
.313 – [print and original negative] Anchorage Fur Rondy, 1982 [two fur parkas]
.314 – Sunrise, Anchorage, AK, 1-82 [sunrise and Chugach mountains]
.315 – [print and original negative] Seair in Bethel, AK [no date, plane on airstrip]

B2
.316 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, clinic 1-83 [interior of room]
.317 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, clinic 1-83 [woman examining baby on medical bed]
.318 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, clinic 1-83 [waiting room with posters]
.319 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, clinic 1-83 [medical bed and supplies]
.320 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, clinic 1-83 [building exterior]
.321 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, clinic 1-83 [building exterior]
.322 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, clinic 1-83 [firewood and snow banks]
.323 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, clinic 1-83 [snow banks and ice outside of house]
.324 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, 1-83 [street view in winter]
.325 – [print and original negative] Deering, AK, 1-83 [rack with animal hides]
.326 – [print and original negative] Pauline Barr, Deering, AK, 1-83 [portrait of woman]
.327 – [print and original negative] Gifford Barr, Deering, AK, 1-83 [man in doorway]
.328 – [print and original negative] Elim, AK, April 1981 [aerial view of town and shoreline in winter]
.329 – [print and original negative] Elim, AK, April 1981 [aerial view of town and shoreline in winter]
.330 – [print and original negative] Elim, AK, April 1981 [street view]
331 – [print and original negative] Elim, AK, April 1981 [street view]
332 – [print and original negative] Elim, AK, 4/81 [houses in winter]
333 – [print and original negative] Elim, AK, 4/81 [house with canoe in front]
335 – [print and original negative] Elim, AK, 4/81 [houses and ocean under ice]
336 – [print and original negative] Shirley Davids, ACHA, Elim, AK, 4/81 [woman in clinic]
337 – [print and original negative] Harry Moore, Elim, AK, 4/81 [man seated on couch]
338 – [print and original negative] Harry & Jenny Moore [portrait of couple]
339 – [print and original negative] Jenny Moore (she has green eyes) [portrait of woman]
340 – [print and original negative] Marion & Ernie Saccheus, Elim, AK, 4/81 [portrait of couple]
341 – [print and original negative] Honi Saccheus, Elim, AK, 4/81 [boy at table]
342 – [print and original negative] Emmonak, AK 4/81 [house in winter]
343 – [print and original negative] Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [distant street view]
344 – Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [house with snow machines and sled]
345 – Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [exterior of house]
346 – Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [street view]
347 – Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [houses in winter]
348 – Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [large building with sign reading: “B. I. A. Emmonak Day School”]
349 – Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [winter street view]
350 – Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [street view]
351 – Emmonak, AK, 4/81 [exterior of house]
352 – [missing]
353 – Emmonak, AK, 4-81 [house and trees]
354 – Emmonak, AK, 4-81 a river airstrip [frozen river and shoreline with distant buildings]
355 – [print and original negative] Emmonak, AK, 4-81 [plane on frozen river]
356 – Emmonak, AK, 4-81 [distant view of plane on river ice]
357 – Perpitou Horn & Ursula Kozenikoff, CHA, Emmonak, AK, 4-81 [portrait of two women]
358 – Perpitou Horn, Emmonak, AK, 4-81 [woman in kuspuk]
359 – Lucille Westlock (Ursula’s mom), Emmonak, AK, 4-81 [woman in kuspuk holding mukluks]
360 – Lucille Westlock (Ursula’s mom), Emmonak, AK, 4-81 [woman in kuspuk holding mukluks, portrait view]
361 – Emmonak, AK, 1/82 [kitchen stove and oven]
362 – [print and original negative] Emmonak, AK, 1/82 [plane with side labeled: “N732OU”, buildings in background]
363 – Emmonak, AK, 1/82 [snowmachine pulling people on sled, plane on background]
364 – Emmonak, AK, 1/82 [two people by plane and snowmachine]
365 – Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [street view in snow]
366 – [print and original negative] Phyllis Moore, Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [portrait of young girl]
367 – [print and original negative] Myra Tupper, Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [young girl in kuspuk]
368 – [print and original negative] Myra Tupper, Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [young girl in kuspuk]
369 – Myra Tupper & mom, Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [portrait of woman and girl]
.370 – Amy Westlock, Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [girl in parka]
.371 – [print and original negative] Waiting in Emmonak clinic, 1-82 [man and woman sitting in clinic waiting area; at AFN 2013, woman identified as Lucy Peters; at AFN 2014, man identified as Charlie Hootch]
.372 – [print and original negative] Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [empty waiting room]
.373 – [print and original negative] Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [two women and a girl beside a desk]
.374 – [print and original negative] Baby Victor Augustine, Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [woman holding baby]
.375 – [print and original negative] Norma & Mary Shorty, Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [woman with child on lap]
.376 – [print and original negative] Mary & friend Phyllis Moore [two seated girls]
.377 – [print and original negative] Trailer fire, Emmonak, AK 1-82 [fire scene at night]
.378 – [print and original negative] Trailer fire, Emmonak, AK 1-82 [large blaze, obscure]
.379 – [print and original negative] Trailer fire, Emmonak, AK 1-82 [blurry shot of the fire]
.380 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Emmonak, AK 1-82 [medical bed and wall posters]
.381 – [print and original negative] Sally Elliot, Emmonak, AK, 1-82 [woman seated in waiting room]
.382 – [print and original negative] Sally & Patrick[?] [woman standing, man seated in waiting room]
.383 – [print and original negative] Galena Air Port October 1981 [large building with helicopter and trucks]
.386 – Galena – loading plane 10/81, on way to Kaltag: Yukon River [aerial scenic view of mountain and Yukon]
.387 – Gambell, AK, 1980 [ocean and town on distant shore]
.388 – Gambell, AK, 1980 [plane with group of people in front]
.389 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [ocean, town, and mountains]
.390 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [small houses and ocean with mountains in background]
.391 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [view of town from a distance]
.392 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [canoes on shore of ocean]
.393 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [town from a distance]
.394 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [aerial view of town and ocean]
.395 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [plane and airstrip]
.396 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [ocean shore]
.397 – Looking toward Russia – 40 miles away, Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [ocean shore]
.398 – Looking toward Russia – 40 miles away, Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [ocean shore]
.399 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [ocean shore and waves]
.400 – Gambell, AK, Fall 1980 [shore and canoes]
.401 – [print and original negative] Thelma Apatiki – tattoos done w/ soot & bone needles, Gambell, AK, 8/81 [woman with tattoos on face]
.402 – [print and original negative] The Digs – old rock walls, Gambell, AK, 8/81 [rock wall]
.043 – [print and original negative] Kimberly Antogame, Carolyn Kulukhon [portrait of girls with lake in background]
.044 – [print and original negative] Wildflowers, Gambell, AK, 8/81
.045 – [print and original negative] Wildflowers, Gambell, AK, 8/81
.046 – [print and original negative] Wildflowers, Gambell, AK, 8/81
.047 – [print and original negative] Wildflowers, Gambell, AK, 8/81
.048 – [print and original negative] Wildflowers, Gambell, AK, 8/81
.049 – [print and original negative] Houses of Gambell – Old village, 8/81 [street view]
.050 – [print and original negative] Houses of Gambell – Old village, 8/81 [street view with debris in foreground]
.051 – [print and original negative] Houses of Gambell – Old village, 8/81 [street view with wildflowers in foreground]
.052 – [print and original negative] Houses of Gambell – Old village, 8/81 [small house in field]
.053 – Flying to Gambell [aerial view of ocean and distant land]
.054 – [print and original negative] Gambell mountain [town with small mountain in background]
.055 – [print and original negative] The hills of Russia [shore with Russia in the far distance]
.056 – [print and original negative] Umiaks up for the season [canoes on land]
.057 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 8/81, Longboat from old whaling vessel [large boat on barrels, house in background]
.058 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 8/81, Longboat from old whaling vessel [large boat on barrels, house in background]
.059 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 8/81, Longboat from old whaling vessel [large boat and houses]
.060 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 8/81, Longboat from old whaling vessel [underside of boat]
.061 – [print and original negative] Noodle fish caught by hand, Gambell, AK, 8/81 [small pool of fish in sand]
.062 – [print and original negative] Sinew rope being kept pliable, Gambell, AK, 8/81 [rope soaking in seawater]
.063 – [print and original negative] Daniel Iyakitan, Gambell 4/82 [portrait of man]
.064 – [print and original negative] Granddaughter Colleen, Gambell 4/82 [portrait of girl]
.065 – [print and original negative] Gambell 4/82, Daniel Iyakitan [carving ivory]
.066 – [print and original negative] Gambell 4/82, Daniel Iyakitan [carving ivory]
.067 – [print and original negative] Aaron Iworrigan, Gambell 4/82 [man in front of house]
.068 – [print and original negative] Aaron Iworrigan, Gambell 4/82 [man in front of house]
.069 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82, Nancy Walunga [portrait of woman]
.070 – [print and original negative] Al Koonooka, Archie Ungiviluk, & Shirlene Campbell, Marina Ungut, Vicki, Gambell, AK, 4-82
.071 – [print and original negative] Robert Apatiki, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [portrait of man wearing fur hat]
.072 – [print and original negative] Elinor Oozeva [portrait of woman]
.073 – [print and original negative] Lucy Apatiki & nephew, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [woman and child at desk]
.434 – [print and original negative] Nancy Walungu, Gambell, AK, 4-82 (Lucy’s mom) [woman seated]
.435 – [print and original negative] Janet & Lucy in clinic, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [two women working at desk]
.436 – [print and original negative] Janet in clinic, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [woman writing on desk]
.437 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [boy on woman’s lap]
.438 – [print and original negative] Luceen Apassingok, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [portrait of woman]
.439 – [print and original negative] Wilbur Booshu – polar bear paw hat, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [portrait of man wearing fur hat]
.440 – [print and original negative] Norma Silook, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [portrait of woman]
.441 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4-82 [canoes on snow]
.442 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4-82 [radio tower with mountain and tundra in the background]
.443 – [print and original negative] Bleached seal skin float, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [inflated sealskin]
.444 – [print and original negative] Bleached seal skin float, Gambell, AK, 4-82 [inflated sealskin]
.445 – [print and original negative] Whale lookout, Gambell, AK, 4/82 [small house with attic window]
.446 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [street view, obscure]
.447 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [animal hide on rack]
.448 – [print and original negative] Stitching polar bear hide, Gambell, AK, 4/82 [man in a clothing shop]
.449 – [print and original negative] Inside Gambell native store, 4/82 [interior of general store]
.450 – [print and original negative] Inside Gambell native store, 4/82 [grocery aisles]
.451 – [print and original negative] Gambell, 4/82 [ice and ocean]
.452 – [print and original negative] Gambell, 4/82 [tundra and snow banks]
.453 – [print and original negative] Umiaks ready for whaling, Gambell, AK, 4/82 [canoes on ocean shore]
.454 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [canoes on shore]
.455 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [shore, canoes, and snow banks]
.456 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [snow banks and ocean]
.457 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [snow banks and ocean]
.458 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [snow banks]
.459 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [houses with mountain in background]
.460 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [closer view of mountain]
.461 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [houses and mountain in background]
.462 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [small group of houses, mountain in background]
.463 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [large canoe with mountain in background]
.464 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4/82 [large canoe with mountain in background]
.465 – Gambell, AK, 4/82 [houses with snow bank in front]
.466 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4-82 [house with large barrels and snowmachines in front]
.467 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4-82 [collapsed house under snow bank]
.468 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4-82 [street view]
.469 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4-82 [street view during sunset]
.470 – [print and original negative] Gambell, AK, 4-82 [sky during sunset]
.471 – Golovin, 4/81 [aerial view of town and shore in winter]
.472 – Between Golovin & White Mtn. & Elim [aerial view of winter landscape]
.473 – Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [winter street view]
.474 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [building with sign reading: “Hooper Bay Public Safety Building”]
.475 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [street view]
.476 – [print and original negative] The local TV show, Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [dog in front of house]
.477 – Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [people with snowmachine and sled in front of plane, side labeled: “N546N”]
.478 – Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [obscure landscape, aerial?]
.479 – Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [building with sign reading: “U.S. Department of Health Education and Welfare – Public Health Service – Bureau of Medical Services – Division of Indian Health”]
.480 – [print and original negative] The local TV show, Marilyn Hoelscher & Gabriella Night, Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [two women with microphones on couch]
.481 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK 2/81 [street scene in winter]
.482 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [houses with large snow banks, dog in foreground]
.483 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [houses, snowmachines, and dog]
.484 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [winter landscape with sleds and snowmachines, houses in the distance]
.485 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay 2-81, TV [students at table with microphone; at AFN 2013, identified left to right as Leota Lake or Eleanor Smart; Mabel Atchak Pequeno of Chevak; and Victor Holly Bell]
.486 – Hooper Bay 2-81, TV [people in filming studio; at AFN 2013, woman identified as Mrs. Sharver, young man as Victor Holly Bell]
.487 – [print and original negative] Lena Lake, CHA, Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [woman seated at desk with telephone]
.488 – [print and original negative] Clatilda Stone, Holly (Victor) Bell, ACHA [woman seated, man standing in doorway]
.489 – [print and original negative] Stephanie Gump and daughter Tanya at Bethel Hospital (delivered 2/26 in Hooper Bay), Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [mother and newborn baby]
.490 - Stephanie Gump and daughter Tanya at Bethel Hospital (delivered 2/26 in Hooper Bay), Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [mother and newborn baby]
.491 – [print and original negative] Holly Bell, Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [note says: “Clatilda Stone”] [woman in kuspuk, seated]
.492 – [print and original negative] Richard Nanook, Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [man seated, wearing parka and mukluks]
.493 – Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [winter street with small houses]
.494 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [view of houses in sunset]
.495 – Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [man on top of snow bank]
.496 – Hooper Bay, AK, 2/81 [building partly covered by snow bank, sign reading: “Wien Air Alaska”]
.497 – Tanya Gump, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [blurry photo of baby]
.498 – Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [plane on snowy airstrip]
.499 – Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [group in front of plane with sled and snowmachine. Polaroid print]
.500 – Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [winter landscape with distant town, person wearing parka in foreground]
.501 – Sunset, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [street scene during sunset]
.502 – [print and original negative] School yard, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [two snowmachines and two sleds in foreground, group of children and buildings in background]
.503 – [print and original negative] Gladys Johnson, Charlie Johnson, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [man in winter coat]
.504 – [print and original negative] Charlie Johnson and his ivory rings, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [carved ivory rings]
.505 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [street scene in winter, collapsed house]
.506 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [snowmachines and sleds, two children playing in schoolyard, town in the distance]
.507 – [print and original negative] School yard, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [group of children in street, near houses and radio tower]
.508 – [print and original negative] School yard, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [large group of children and dog climbing on playground equipment, radio tower in background]
.509 – Maggie Smith, Hooper Bay, 1-82 [two women seated at desk with medical equipment, microscope]
.510 – [print and original negative] Maggie’s granddaughters, Vicky & Leann, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [two young girls in office]
.511 – Martha Kopanuk, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [woman in kuspuk]
.512 – [print and original negative] Cecilia Olsen, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [woman in kuspuk at desk]
.513 – [print and original negative] Teacher’s quarters, Hooper Bay, 1/82 [bedroom with desk]
.514 – [print and original negative] Teacher’s quarters, Hooper Bay, 1/82 [living room with small Christmas tree]
.515 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, 1/82 [room with doorway leading into kitchen]
.516 – [print and original negative] Theresa Gump, CHA, Hooper Bay, 1/82 [woman in office with medical supplies]
.517 – Martha Kopanuk, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [woman in kuspuk at desk]
.518 – Neva River [?] & dolls, Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [woman holding two handmade dolls]
.519 – Hooper Bay, AK, 1/82 [woman seated and holding a small boy wearing fur mukluks]
520 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay 1-82 [two boys outside with snowmachine in background; at AFN 2013, boy in foreground identified as Clifford Smart]
521 – [print and original negative] Jane Green, Hooper Bay, AK, 1-82 [portrait of woman]
522 – [print and original negative] Hooper Bay, 1-82 [small boy in winter clothes]
523 – [print and original negative] back to us: Ralph Williams, Joe Beetus with cap, Martha Oldman with yellow scarf, Celia Beetus with yellow scarf and glasses, late Charlie Sam? (unsure), Hughes, AK, 4-82
524 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK 4-82 [landscape and distant houses]
525 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK, 4-82 [snowy airstrip with distant hills]
526 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK, 4-82 [houses and hillside in background]
527 – [print and original negative] James Williams, Hughes, AK, 4-82 [man beside snowmachine, houses in background]
528 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK, 4-82 [street view of town]
529 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK, 4-82 [group in front of plane, two boys on sled attached to snowmachine, town in background]
530 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK, 4-82 [large group of people and dogs in front of plane, with snowmachines and sleds]
531 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [small house with graffiti on front reading: “Huslia is the place to be, so let it be”]
532 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [snowy street and houses, with trees and river in the background]
533 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [street scene with log cabins and birch trees]
534 – [print and original negative] My luggage at airstrip, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [sled with supplies]
535 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [forest landscape]
536 – [print and original negative] Episcopal Church, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [exterior of church]
537 – [print and original negative] Huslia on the Koyukuk River, 10-81 [church exterior from side]
538 – [print and original negative] Huslia on the Koyukuk River, 10-81 [log cabin]
539 – [print and original negative] Huslia on the Koyukuk River, 10-81 [log building with snowmachine and sled in front, slightly blurred]
540 – [print and original negative] Huslia on the Koyukuk River, 10-81 [log cabin and birch trees]
541 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [yard with dogs and dog houses, buildings in background]
542 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [close-up of dog yard]
543 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [buildings and trees during sunset]
544 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [blurry photo of wooden house frame]
545 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [more distant view of wooden house frame]
546 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [front of building with bulletin board, sign reading “Post Office – Huslia, Alaska”]
547 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [log building with truck, bicycle, and snowmachine in front]
.548 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [truck and canoes]
.549 – [print and original negative] Rose Ambrose at clinic, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [woman at desk with telephone]
.550 – [print and original negative] Late Harry (not George) Ambrose, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [man seated on couch]
.551 – [print and original negative] Inside Ambrose house, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [small bedroom with TV set]
.552 – [print and original negative] Cathy Atla working skin, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [woman with animal skin]
.553 – [print and original negative] Rose Ambrose, CHA, Huslia 10-81 [blurry portrait of woman]
.554 – [print and original negative] Harry Ambrose, outside clinic, Huslia 10-81 [man on snowmachine]
.557 – [print and original negative] Salina Sam, ACHA [woman in clinic]
.558 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Huslia, AK 10-81 [medical bed and supplies]
.559 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [office with medical supplies]
.560 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [winter coat, cot, and chairs]
.561 – [print and original negative] Harry Ambrose [portrait of man]
.562 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [street in winter with trees and distant house]
.563 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 10-81 [street in winter]
.564 – [print and original negative] Head Start bldg, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [large wooden building with snowmachine in front]
.565 – [print and original negative] Meeting hall, Huslia, AK, 10-81 [large distant wooden building, hexagonal shape]
.566 – [print and original negative] Rose Ambrose, unknown (possibly Seline Sam), and Annie Vent, Huslia – inside clinic, 10-81 [three women by desk]
.567 – Huslia, 4-82 [boxes piled in front of plane]
.568 – [print and original negative] Huslia, 4-82 [winter landscape with distant house]
.569 – [print and original negative] Huslia, 4-82 [log cabin behind trees]
.570 – [print and original negative] Inside Rose & Harry Ambrose home, Huslia, 4-82 [wood burner with kettles]
.571 – [print and original negative] Inside Rose & Harry Ambrose home, Huslia, 4-82 [kitchen with stove, sink, and small TV set]
.572 – [print and original negative] Inside Rose & Harry Ambrose home, Huslia, AK, 4-82 [kitchen supplies]
.573 - [print and original negative] Inside Rose & Harry Ambrose home, Huslia, AK, 4-82 [room with ironing board, bed]
.574 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 4-82 [landscape with sunset]
.575 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 4-82 [street view]
.576 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 4-82 [landscape with birch trees and sunset]
.577 – [print and original negative] Huslia, AK, 4-82 [street in winter, with logs and barrels]
.612 – Air North – Tri-Islander, Galena, AK [plane on snowy airstrip]
.613 – Flying over interior [aerial view of mountainous landscape]
.614 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK, 4-82 [group on airstrip, two boys with sled and snowmachine, town and hillside in background]
.615 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK, 4-82 [group on airstrip, sled and snowmachine, town and hill in background]
.616 – Hughes, AK, 4-82 [group in front of plane, side labeled “N59360”]
.617 – [print and original negative] Hughes, AK, 4-82 [landscape from airstrip]
.618 – [print and original negative] Seair[?] – Bethel, AK [people waiting in line, women standing behind counter]
.619 – Fairbanks, AK, 10-81 [plane on display, side labeled: “Air North” and “456-5555”]
.620 – Brooks Range [aerial view of mountains]
.621 – Brooks Range [aerial view of mountains, with wingtip of plane]
.622 – Chugach Mtns, 3-81 [landscape with mountains and clouds]
.623 – Cook Inlet, 3-81 [mountains and inlet]
.624 – Gambell 4-82, Mary Poland of Nome [woman seated in house]

B3
.625 – Kaltag, AK, 10-81 [houses, ship, barrels, and mountains in background] [print and original negative]
.626 – [print and original negative] Kaltag, AK, 10-81 [large log building]
.627 – [print and original negative] Kaltag, AK, 10-81 [street view of wooden houses]
.628 – [print and original negative] Kaltag, AK, 10-81 [street scene with mountains in background]
.629 – [print and original negative] Kaltag, AK, 10-81 [street scene]
.630 – [print and original negative] Post Office, Kaltag, AK, 10-81 [log building with lumber in foreground]
.631 – [print and original negative] Kaltag, AK, 10-81 [street scene in snow with woman, child, and dog in the distance]
.633 – [print and original negative] The mighty Yukon River at Kaltag, 10-81 [shore of Yukon with church, mountains in background]
.634 – [print and original negative] The mighty Yukon River at Kaltag, 10-81 [shore of Yukon]
.635 – [print and original negative] The mighty Yukon River at Kaltag, 10-81 [view of Yukon and distant mountains]
.636 - [print and original negative] Kaltag 10-81 [three boys outside building; at AFN 2013, identified as left to right: Gareth]
.637 – [print and original negative] Kaltag, 10-81, Virginia Kolland (her husband Edgar was one of the mushers who took vaccine to Nome – Iditarod fame) [woman seated in house]
.638 – [print and original negative] Kaltag, 10-81, Virginia Kolland (her husband Edgar was one of the mushers who took vaccine to Nome – Iditarod fame) [woman seated, view of kitchen stove and microwave]
Virginia’s living room, Kaltag, 10-81 [room with couch, table, and TV set]
Clinic, Kaltag, 10-81 [medical bed and table with supplies]
Kaltag – Anna Madros, CHA [woman on telephone at desk]
Anna’s husband and daughter, Kaltag, 10-81 [man and woman at dinner table]
Judy Ekada, ACHA (Nulato), Linda Ambrose, Mary Etta Nagloska, Anna Madros [portrait of four women seated in clinic]
Linda Ambrose [woman seated beside doorway]
Kaltag, AK, 11-81 [scene of buildings, wooden cache, distant mountains]
Kaltag, AK, 11-81 [town and mountains]
Kaltag, AK, 11-81 [view of buildings and wooden cache]
Kaltag, AK, 11-81 [large church building]
Kaltag, AK, 11-81 [log church building]
Kaltag, AK, 11-81 [buildings and sheds, distant mountains]
Kaltag, AK, 11-81 [silhouette of town during sunset]
Kaltag, AK, 11-81 [large plane labeled: “Air Alaska” and “N495IW”]
Kiana, 4-81 [view from snowy hillside looking down at village, group of four people walking toward town]
Kiana, 4-81 [view of town and mountains in background]
Kiana, 4-81 [view of town]
Kiana, 4-81 [exterior of house]
Kiana, 4-81 [woman in parka in foreground of landscape, including river and distant mountains]
Kiana, 4-81 [houses and mountains]
Kiana, 4-81 [small shed with animal fur drying on rack, forest in background]
Kiana, 4-81 [mountains and forest landscape]
Kiana – Pauline Schuerk cutting & hanging She-fish, 4-81 [woman working with fish]
Kiana – Pauline Schuerk cutting & hanging She-fish, 4-81 [woman beside rack of fish]
Inside clinic, Kiana, AK, 4-81 [room with medical bed and posters]
Agnes Smith (gave me beaver yo-yos) [woman in kuspuk holding yo-yo]
Kiana - Dolly Smith, CHP [portrait of woman at desk]
Lucy Jackson, CHP, Kiana 4-81 [woman at desk]
Inside Dolly Smith’s home, Kiana [wall with large grizzly bear skin and head]
Lucy Jackson’s home [house exterior with dog yard, forest in background]
.670 – [print and original negative] Friends’ Church, Kiana, 4/81 [church and surrounding buildings]
.671 – [print and original negative] Tommy Douglas, Friends’ pastor, Kiana [man seated at desk, holding mask]
.672 – [print and original negative] Elsie Douglas, Kiana [portrait of woman holding three fur-lined masks]
.673 – [print and original negative] Elsie Douglas, Kiana [woman near wood burning stove]
.674 – [print and original negative] Kiana, 4-81 [street view with mountain range in background]
.675 – [print and original negative] Katyaak Hotel, Kiana (Katyaak = place where 2 rivers come together) [exterior of hotel with sign reading: “Katyaak Inn – Kiana Hotel, Kiana, Alaska”]
.676 – [print and original negative] Kiana, 4/81 [close-up of branches covered in ice crystals]
.677 – [print and original negative] Kiana – from sled behind Ski-doo on way to Noorvik, 4-81 [man on snowy trail on snowmachine, trees surrounding]
.678 - [print and original negative] Kiana – from sled behind Ski-doo on way to Noorvik, 4-81 [man on snowy trail on snowmachine, trees surrounding]
.679 – [print and original negative] Sign in clinic (Taaku = thank you) [red sign reading “STOP: Have you paid for your room and board? Donations requested! Taaku.”]
.680 – [print and original negative] Medivac to plane to Kotzebue [airplane with group, sled and snowmachine]
.681 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [playground and surrounding forest]
.682 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [street with distant mountain range]
.683 – Bessie Ballot, Kiana, AK, 2-82 [woman seated]
.684 – Paul Ballot, Kiana, AK, 2-82 [man seated]
.685 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [view of town]
.686 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82, Hospital [building labeled “Kiana Hospital”]
.687 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [animal skins tied to a wire, forest in background]
.688 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [street scene]
.689 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [view of street and surrounding buildings]
.690 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [bell tower]
.691 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [small wooden shed]
.692 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [houses and distant forest]
.693 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [room with medical bed and vision test poster]
.694 – [print and original negative] Kiana, AK, 2-82 [desk with telephone and office supplies]
.695 – [print and original negative] Nellie Sheldon, ACHA, Lucy Jackson, Dolly Smith, Kiana, AK, 2-82 [group of three women]
.696 – [print and original negative] Nelly Sheldon, Lucy Jackson, Dolly Smith [portrait of three women]
.697 – [print and original negative] Sandra & Albertha Atouck, In clinic, Kiana, AK, 2-82 [woman seated with baby in lap]
.698 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Kiana, AK, 2-82 [two boys in winter clothes]
Approaching Kiana, 9-83 [view of some buildings from river]
Approaching Kiana, 9-83 [view of river shore and forest]
Kiana, 9-83 [scenic view of river from boat]
Kiana, 9-83 [man on boat with supplies, river in background]
Kiana, 9-83 [several boats on shore of river]
Kiana, 9-83 [hillside and river shore]
Kiana, 9-83, from the river [town and reflection on river]
Kiana, 9-83, from the river [scenic view of town and river reflection]
Kiana, 9-83 [closer view of town from river]
Kiana, 9-83 [view of boats on shore, two people]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [roof of house with sun [and moon?] visible in sky]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [silhouette of town during sunset]
Jail, Kipnuk, AK [small wooden building labeled “Jail House”, surrounding buildings, dog in background]
Kipnuk, AK [ice blocks on wooden sleds in front of house]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [roof of house, other houses in background]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [street scene]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [three buildings and snowy tundra]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [snowy landscape with small buildings and boats]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [dog on porch steps in front of house]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [view of town]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [snowmachine, town in background]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [view of town in distance]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [silhouette of town during sunset]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [street scene]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [view of snowy clearing]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [house, slightly blurry]
Crack in river ice, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [print and original negative]
Drying ptarmigan, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [birds on a rack to dry]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [wooden structure with sign reading: “No. 3 Wheel on Side Walk”]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [dog with two puppies in front of house]
Clinic, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [clinic exterior]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [interior of clinic, with tables and chairs]
Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [closer view of clinic exterior]
.732 – [print and original negative] High school, Kipnuk, 5-82 [students at desks in classroom; at AFN 2013, students in back row identified as left to right: Elena Davidson, Elizabeth Carl, Gwen Slim, Andrew Carl, Joey Kiunya, Paul, ?]

.733 – [print and original negative] Martha Attic, CHA, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [woman at desk]

.734 – [print and original negative] Jillian Carl, ACHA, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [woman at desk]

.735 – [print and original negative] Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [woman examining ear of young boy]

.736 – Albert John – Fannie John, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [portrait of boy and woman seated on couch, woman holding two woven baskets]

.737 – [print and original negative] Liz Smaha[?], PHN, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [woman at desk]

.738 – [print and original negative] Liz Smaha[?], PHN, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman]

.739 – [print and original negative] Helen Paul & Richardena, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman holding baby]

.740 – [print and original negative] Jillian Carl – Martha Attic – Joyce Dock, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [portrait of three women with bulletin board in background]

.741 – Mary Terchick[?], Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman and young boy]

.742 – [print and original negative] Doreen, Agnes (holding) Georgianna, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [two women and two young children]

.743 – [print and original negative] Lillian Carl & Mom Mary Lou Carl, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [portrait of two women]

.744 – [print and original negative] Mary Lou Carl, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [woman holding woven basket]

.745 – [print and original negative] Me (Marty Quimby) wading into clinic, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [portrait of photographer ankle-deep in water]

.746 – Molly Pavila & Mary Terchick, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [portrait of two women, one holding a woven basket]

.747 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [room with medical and office supplies]

.748 – [print and original negative] Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [town partially flooded]

.749 – Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [town during sunset]

.750 – Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [obscure photo of dog and sled team on snow]

.751 – [print and original negative] Julia Pavila, Kipnuk, AK, 5-82 [girl in clinic]

.752 – [print and original negative] Bebe-anna Kashatok [portrait of a young girl in kuspuk]

.753 - [print and original negative] Kipnuk, 5-82, at airstrip [at AFN 2013 woman in blue parka identified as Louisa Kanuk, man at right identified as Luke Amik]

.754 - [print and original negative] Kipnuk, 5-82, at airstrip [at AFN 2013 woman in blue parka identified as Louisa Kanuk]

.755 – [print and original negative] Kipnuk, 10-82 [small building with dried grass on roof]

.756 – [print and original negative] Kipnuk, 10-82 [small shed, town in the background]

.757 – Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [rack with drying fish[?], houses in background]

.758 – [print and original negative] Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [boardwalk with surrounding houses, barrels]

.759 – [print and original negative] Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [rack with drying fish, surrounding houses, boardwalk]
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [close-up of water pump], boardwalk in background
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [boardwalk over field, town in the background]
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [front porch with grass hanging to dry]
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [view of town in the distance from playground]
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [field with group of houses]
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [houses on the edge of a lake]
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [shed and dog with marshy area littered with trash]
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [group of men in front of plane, pile of boxes in foreground]
Inside clinic, Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [bedroom]
Health aides, Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [two women seated on floor playing cards]
Health aides hard at work, Kipnuk, 10-82 [at AFN 2013, women identified as (left) Mary Attie and (right) Martha Attie]
Joyce Dock, Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [woman at desk, medical supplies in background]
Kipnuk, AK, 10-82 [boy on medical bed, with woman and smiling man. At AFN 2016, boy identified as Harvey Dock, man at right as Norman Anaver]
Martha Attic & Bobby Dock, Kipnuk, 10-82 [woman holding small boy]
Martha Attic & Bobby Dock, Kipnuk, 10-82 [woman holding small boy]
Fannie Amik, Kipnuk, 10-82 [woman holding two woven baskets]
Maria Joseph, 10-82 [woman on couch beside two woven baskets]
Kipnuk, AK, 11-82 [bulldozer moving a metal cylinder on a field]
Kipnuk, AK, 11-82 [field with barrels, fish drying rack, and town in the distance]
Ella Kugtsun, Kipnuk, AK, 11-82 [woman holding two woven baskets]
Kipnuk, 11-82 [two boys in boots standing in water next to boardwalk; at AFN 2013, identified as James Paul (left) and Lewis Paul (right)]
Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [snowy field with houses in background]
Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [winter street scene]
Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [building in snow, sign reading: “Kivalina Native Store”]
Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [sled with houses surrounding]
Kivalina, AK, Health clinic [rack with animal hides, house in background and satellite dish]

Kivalina, AK, Health clinic [four dogs tied to a post, houses in background]

“New” clinic, Kivalina, AK, Health clinic [small building exterior]

Inside new clinic, Kivalina, AK, Health clinic [room with two small beds, bookshelf, other supplies]

Wien’s twin Ottis, Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [plane with sled, group of people in front]

Wien Agent – Caleb, Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [profile of man in parka, tundra in background; at AFN 2014, identified as Caleb Wesley]

Inside clinic, Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [medical bed with posters on wall, small table with medical supplies]

Waiting room, Kivalina clinic, AK, 1-83 [man and young girl seated; at AFN 2014, man identified as [blank] Adams]

Dorothy Koenig & daughters in clinic – Tamna[?], Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [woman seated with two girls]

Dorothy Koenig & daughters in clinic – Tamna[?], Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [woman seated with two girls, small boy on right]

Nolda[?] & Gary Koenig [woman in kuspuk with small boy on lap]

Stella Sage [woman at desk, on telephone]

Marilyn Frankson, Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [woman in kuspuk standing in waiting room]

Cora Wesley, Kivalina, AK, 1-83 [woman in kuspuk and moccasins]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of river]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of river]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of river and sky]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of river and sky]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of river, with tents on shore]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of river and sky]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [view of river with reflecting water]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of river with distant shore]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [view of trees on shore]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of river]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [view of river with water spray]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [view of shore and reflecting water]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [view of forest on shore]

Kobuk River, 9-83 [scenic view of distant shore and sky]

Kotlik, AK, 1981 [field and houses]

Kotlik, AK, 1981 [view of canoes and houses from on the river]
815 – Kotlik, AK, 1981 [view of river and town from boat]
816 – Smelt drying, Kotlik, AK, 1981 [fish on rack drying]
817 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [canoes on lakeshore, boardwalk in foreground]
818 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [town from on the river]
819 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [river shore with canoes, clotheslines, and sheds]
820 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [small house on shoreline]
821 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [shore with boardwalk, float plane in river, houses on opposite shore]
822 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [shed]
823 – Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [canoes, buildings]
824 – Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [boardwalk with houses surrounding]
825 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [small rack drying fish, field in background]
826 – Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [rack with animal carcasses]
827 – Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [group in front of airplane, boxes in foreground; at AFN 2017, man standing at right wearing sunglasses identified as Benny Apavezuk at old airport]
828 – Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [man in canoe rowing to shore]
829 – [print and original negative] In the clinic, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [exterior of small wooden building]
830 – [print and original negative] In the clinic, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [three women in clinic]
831 – [print and original negative] Clara Bordeaux, CHA, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [woman holding young girl]
832 – [print and original negative] Clara Bordeaux, CHA, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [woman working at microscope, second woman watching]
833 – [print and original negative] Alma Keyes & Regina Andrews, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [portrait of two seated women]
834 – [print and original negative] Joan Waska, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [small girl seated in waiting room]
835 – [print and original negative] Martina Aparazuk[?], Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [portrait of woman outside]
836 – [print and original negative] Margaret Andrews, CHA [portrait of woman outside clinic]
837 – Clara Bordeaux & daughter, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [portrait of woman with small girl on lap]
838 - [print and original negative] Kotlik, 6-81 [at AFN 2013, boy identified as either last name Hunt or Akaran]
839 – [print and original negative] Lisa & Roberta, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [portrait of two girls]
840 - Kotlik, 6-81 [at AFN 2013, identified as left to right Maria Hunt, Tan’gauq Roy Hunt, and their daughter]
841 – [print and original negative] Toni – Wien agent, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [man on boat, town in background]
842 – [print and original negative] Toni – Wien agent, Kotlik, AK, 6-81 [man on boat, river in background]
843 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, 1-82 [house in winter with satellite dish]
844 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, 1-82 [house in winter with satellite dish]
.845 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [town in winter, obscure]
.846 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [street view]
.847 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [small house and winter field]
.848 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [dogs tied to posts with houses in background, obscure]
.849 – [print and original negative] Post office, Kotlik, AK, 2-82 [small building labeled “United States Post Office”]
.850 – [print and original negative] Wien bldg., Kotlik, AK, 2-82 [building interior with chairs and posters]
.851 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Kotlik, AK, 2-82 [small wooden house]
.852 – [print and original negative] Bed inside clinic, Kotlik, AK, 2-82 [bedroom]
.853 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 2-82 [barrels outside of house in snow]
.854 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 2-82 [doorway with sign reading: “Water – Will Be Open At 8:00 A.M. – Close At 5:00 P.M.”]
.855 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 2-82 [house on snowy hillside]
.856 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 2-82 [distant view of town in winter]
.857 – [print and original negative] Veronica Seton, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [portrait of woman]
.858 – [print and original negative] Georgeanna Seton, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [baby girl sitting on floor of waiting room]
.859 – [print and original negative] School, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [group of students crowding around microscope in science lab]
.860 - [print and original negative] Kotlik school, 1-82 [students in science lab looking through microscopes; at AFN 2013, man standing at right identified as the teacher; at AFN 2014, teacher identified as Mr. Mike Wilson]
.861 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [sunset over houses]
.862 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [houses in winter, obscure]
.863 – [print and original negative] Landing on the river, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [plane with group in front on snowmachines]
.864 – [print and original negative] Landing on the river, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [distant view of plane and group]
.865 – [print and original negative] Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [house with satellite dish]
.866 – [print and original negative] Theresa Tonuchuk, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [portrait of woman]
.867 – [print and original negative] Barbara Aketachunak, ACHA, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [woman at desk, medical supplies in background]
.868 – [print and original negative] Anna Marie Seton, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [portrait of young girl]
[print and original negative]
.869 – [print and original negative] Mildred Unok, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [woman seated in waiting room, wearing kuspuk]
.870 – Clara Bordeaux & mom, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [portrait of two women]
.871 – Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [portrait of Mildred Unok]
.872 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Kotlik, AK, 1-82 [small boy waiting by door of waiting room]
.873 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, AK, 4-81 [street scene with dogs]
.874 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, AK, 4-81 [street scene]
.875 – [print and original negative] Street scene, Kotzebue, AK, 4-81 [canoes and houses]
.876 – [print and original negative] Looking out toward river, Kotzebue, AK, 4-81 [fence with whalebone, frozen river]
.877 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, AK, PHS hospital, 4-81 [street scene]
.878 – [print and original negative] Hotel, Kotzebue, AK, 4-81
.879 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, 5-82 [street scene]
.880 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, 5-82 [street scene]
.881 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, AK, 5-82 [street view, with sign reading: “Speed Limit: 10”]
.882 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, AK, 4-81 [street scene with building with sign reading: “Kotzebue Senior Citizens Cultural Center”]
.883 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [street view in winter with log cabins]
.884 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [wooden cache and trees, obscure]
.885 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [street scene in winter]
.886 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [street scene with forest in background]
.887 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [winter street scene]
.888 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [small shack covered in snow]
.889 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [houses in snow]
.890 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [houses and forest in winter]
.891 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [houses in winter]
.892 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [field and forest in winter]
.893 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [wide street view]
.894 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [winter road and trees surrounding]
.895 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [clothesline and forest in background]
.896 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [landscape, obscure]
.897 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [winter landscape]
.898 – [print and original negative] On the Yukon, Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [landscape with frozen river]
.899 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [airstrip, obscure]
.900 – [print and original negative] Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [frozen river]
.901 – Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [street scene with forest]
.902 – Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [street scene with forest and houses]
.903 – The bandit, Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [group in front of plane labeled: “Arctic Circle Air”]
.904 – Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [plane on airstrip]
.905 – Clinic, Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [log building in snow]
.906 – Clinic, Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [yard of clinic, with barrels]
.907 – Inside clinic, Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [room with medical bed, posters]
.908 – Inside clinic, Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [variety of posters on wall]
.909 – Inside clinic, Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [room with posters]
.910 – Inside clinic, Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [room with posters]
.911 – Koyukuk, AK, 11-82 [closet, obscure]
.912 – [print and original negative] Matilda Huntington [portrait of woman]
.913 – [print and original negative] Julia Dixon, Koyukuk, AK, 11/82 [woman writing at desk]
.914 – [print and original negative] Mary Mayfield[?], Koyukuk, AK, 11/82 [portrait of woman]
.915 – Koyukuk, AK, 11/82 [room with table and refrigerator, dark]
.916 – Koyukuk, AK, 11/82 [close-up of icicles, house and trees in background]
.917 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, AK, 1-83 [house with wooden cache]
.918 – Esther Curtis, C/T, Kotzebue, AK, 4-81 [woman at desk on telephone]
.919 – [print and original negative] Kotzebue, AK, 8/81 [building with polar bear sculpture, sign reading: “Ootukahkuktuvik – Place Having Old Things“ and a sign titled “Welcome to Kotzebue“]
.920 – Esther Curtis, Kotzebue, 4/81 [woman at desk on telephone]
.921 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [cemetery]
.922 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [Russian Orthodox church silhouette at sunset]
.923 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [silhouette of town at sunset]
.924 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [building labeled: “Kwethluk Native Store – Member ANICA Inc.”]
.925 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [wooden building with canoe, sign reading: “New Jobs For Your Community”]
.926 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [houses]
.927 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [boardwalk and house]
.928 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [exterior of building, sign reading: “Sarah S. Nicolai Medical Clinic” and “Kwethluk Health Clinic”]
.929 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [house with pile of firewood]
.930 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [room with bunk bed]
.931 – [print and original negative] Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [small house on river shore]
.932 – [print and original negative] The Beaver, Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [plane on airstrip]
.933 – [print and original negative] Mary Phillip & husband, Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [portrait of couple inside house, telephone and TV set in background]
.934 – [print and original negative] Martha G. Nicolai, ACHA, Martha N. Nicolai, CHA, Martha Philip, Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [portrait of three women]
.935 – [print and original negative] Alex Michaels, Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [small boy at table]
.936 – [print and original negative] Marcia Nicolai, Kwethluk, AK, 10-81 [portrait of small girl]

B4
.937 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [town, bay, and surrounding mountains]
.938 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of bay and mountains from town]
.939 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of town and mountains]
.940 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [scenic view of mountains and town]
.941 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [scenic view of mountains and bay]
.942 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of town and mountains]
.943 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of town, bay, and mountains]
.944 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of bay and mountains from town]
945 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [scenic view of moon over mountains]
946 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [street scene with houses, mountains in background]
947 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of mountains and bay]
948 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of mountains and bay]
949 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of mountains, town, and bay at sunset]
950 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of bay and surrounding mountains]
951 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [bridge over river]
952 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of bay shore, mountains]
953 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [view of houses in forest, mountains in background]
954 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [street view with house, forest, and mountains in background]
955 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay Clinic, Larsen Bay, AK, 12-81 [interior of clinic with medical bed and supplies]
956 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay Clinic, AK, 12-81 [kitchen]
957 – [print and original negative] Frieda Pansmaroff, CHA, Larsen Bay, 12-81 [portrait of woman]
958 – [print and original negative] Frieda’s house, Larsen Bay, 12-81 [house with truck]
959 – [print and original negative] Kathy Oberg, CHA, Larsen Bay, 12-81 [portrait of woman]
960 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, 12-81 [interior of house with table and chairs]
961 – In clinic, Larsen Bay, 12-81 [two women in clinic, one speaking into a radio]
962 – [print and original negative] Frieda Pansmaroff, Larsen Bay, 12-81 [portrait of woman]
963 - [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, 12-81 [two boys in house next to bird cage; at AFN 2013, identified as Brian McCormick (left) and Larry McCormick (right)]
964 - [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, 12-81 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Dolly McCormick]
965 – [print and original negative] Larsen Bay, 12-81 [landscape with bay and mountains in background]
966 – [print and original negative] Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [town with mountain range in background]
967 – [print and original negative] Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [street scene]
968 – [print and original negative] Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [small shed with barrels and cars, scenic view in background]
969 – [print and original negative] Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [stop sign with forest and mountains in background]
970 – [print and original negative] Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [street scene]
971 – [print and original negative] Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [playground with marshes and mountains in background]
972 – [print and original negative] Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [house with barrels in foreground, mountain range in background]
Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [cemetery]
Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [street scene]
Clinic (w/ Satellite dish), Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [buildings including clinic w/ satellite dish, mountain range in background]
Community health aides, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [group of three women working at a desk]
Annie Johns @ clinic w/children, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman with two boys]
Elena Evan, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman with handmade doll]
Anuska Necketa, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman]
Johnny Itumulisa, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of man]
Annie Itumulisa, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman]
Lucy Gloco, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [woman and boy sitting on couch]
& her home, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [kitchen and dining room]
Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [dining room]
Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [two boys on couch]
Johnny & Annie Itumulisa, Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of couple]
Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [two boys outside]
Manokotak, AK, 11-82 [boy in an office room]
Sand dunes, 6-83 [aerial view of landscape with sand dunes]
Kuskokwim River, McGrath, 1983 [scenic view of river and opposite shore]
Kuskokwim River, McGrath, 1983 [view of river and autumn trees]
Kuskokwim River, McGrath, 1983 [view of river from between autumn trees]
Kuskokwim River, McGrath, 1983 [view of river during sunset]
Kuskokwim River, McGrath, 1983 [scenic view of forest and river]
Kuskokwim River, McGrath, 1983 [view of river during sunset]
Kuskokwim River, McGrath, 1983 [building with bicycles and a car in front]
Kuskokwim River, McGrath, 1983 [bicycles and snowmachines in front of house]
McGrath, AK, 9-83 [house with driftwood fence]
McGrath, AK, 9-83 [house and surrounding forest]
.1000 – [print and original negative] McGrath, AK, 9-83 [houses behind a fence decorated with moose antlers, pole hung with moose antlers]
.1001 – [print and original negative] McGrath, AK, 9-83 [street view of house and birch trees]
.1002 – [print and original negative] Greenhouse, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [road with sheds and truck]
.1003 – [print and original negative] McGrath, AK, 9-83 [trucks parked beside airstrip with several planes]
.1005 – [print and original negative] McGrath, AK, 9-83 [man standing in front of building with sign reading “McGuire’s Tavern-Liquor Store”]
.1006 – [print and original negative] Gene & Sharon Hart, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [couple with airstrip in background]
.1007 – [print and original negative] Their house, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [woman in front of house with bicycle, piles of firewood]
.1008 – [print and original negative] McGrath, AK, 9-83 [street scene with building with sign reading: “Mcgrath Roadhouse – Rooms, Bar, Grill – Best Water in Town”]
.1009 – [print and original negative] Airstrip, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [airplane on airstrip]
.1010 – [print and original negative] Café, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [three men working in coffee shop]
.1011 – [print and original negative] Clinic, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [room in clinic]
.1012 – [print and original negative] Kathy Whitmire, Rose Wimbleman, Deena Andrews, McGrath, AK, 9-83
.1013 – [print and original negative] Kathy & Rose, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [two women writing at desk]
.1014 – [print and original negative] Health ambulance, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [same building as .996]
.1015 – [print and original negative] Sharon hart & Laura, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [woman and young girl]
.1016 – Helen Dick, McGrath, AK, 9-83 [portrait of woman outside holding birch drum]
.1017 – [print and original negative] Willie Hoffman & Sharon Hart [woman treating a boy in clinic]
.1018 – [print and original negative] Kuskokwim River, Mcgrath, AK, 9-83 [scenic view of river]
.1019 – [print and original negative] McGrath, AK, 9-83 [man and woman at Wien Air Alaska counter; at AFN 2013, man identified as manager Terry Bushue and woman as Lucille Snow Magnuson, poster in background reading: “Wien Air Alaska – International, Interstate, Alaskan – We Care Because we live Here”]
.1020 – [print and original negative] Noatak, AK, 1-83 [street view in winter]
.1021 – [print and original negative] Noatak, AK, 1-83 [log cabin in winter during sunrise]
.1023 – [print and original negative] Noatak, AK, 1-83 [street scene]
.1024 – [print and original negative] Noatak, AK, 1-83 [small house in winter]
.1025 – [print and original negative] Noatak, AK, 1-83 [street scene]
1026 – [print and original negative] Noatak, AK, 1-83 [view of houses and landscape in background]
1027 – [print and original negative] Noatak, AK, 1-83 [street view with town to the left, forest to the right]
1028 – Clinic, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [exterior of building with large satellite dish]
1029 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [room with bookshelf and posters]
1030 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [kitchen]
1031 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [water fountain with many posters on walls]
1032 – [print and original negative] Gussie Norton & Mary Arnold, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [two women inside clinic]
1033 – [print and original negative] Noatak, AK, 1-83 [two women at work in clinic, one examining patient, one writing notes]
1034 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [two women in clinic]
1035 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [boy wearing large fur hood]
1036 – [print and original negative] Esther Barger (at home), Noatak, AK, 1-83 [portrait of woman]
1037 – [print and original negative] “Jr.” Barger, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [portrait of sleeping baby]
1038 – [print and original negative] Inside Barger home – Cheryl Bailey, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [woman seated at dining room table]
1039 – [print and original negative] Ice inside Barger home, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [door with bottom encrusted with ice]
1040 – [print and original negative] Chuck Barger @ home, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [man with back turned to camera, working at stove]
1041 – [print and original negative] Kimmy Barger, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [young girl wearing headphones]
1042 – [print and original negative] Amil (2) & Whittier (5) Burna, Noatak, AK, 1-83 [portrait of two boys]
1043 – [print and original negative] Amil Burna (2 years), Noatak, AK, 1-83 [portrait of boy]
1044 – Nome, AK, by air 4/81 [aerial view of the town and ocean]
1045 – Nome, AK, by air 4/81 [aerial view of the town and ocean]
1046 – [print and original negative] Nome, AK, 4-81 [counter with signs reading: “Village Check-In” and “Wien Air Alaska”]
1047 – Shopping in Nome, AK, 10-81 [young girl asleep in shopping cart]
1048 – Munz Office, Nome, 11-81 [ticket counter]
1049 – Munz Office, Nome, 11-81 [people standing in line for ticket counter]
1050 – Nome, AK, 11-81 [plane on airstrip, slightly obscure]
1051 – [print and original negative] Munz, Nome, AK, 9-82 [entrance to building with signs reading: “Munz Northern Airlines” and “Passengers”]
1052 – [print and original negative] to Noorvik, AK, by Ski-doo, 4-81 [two people with snowmachine and sled, forest surrounding]
1053 – [print and original negative] to Noorvik, AK, by Ski-doo, 4-81 [view of scenery from sled]
1054 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [forest landscape]
1055 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [winter landscape]
1056 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [two puppies amidst wrecked house]
1057 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [silhouette of trees and house at sunset]
1058 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [houses with firewood]
1059 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [street scene]
1060 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [bell tower in front of building with sign reading “Noorvik Friends Church”]
1061 – [print and original negative] School, Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [exterior of large school building]
1062 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [street view]
1063 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [street view]
1064 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [street view]
1065 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [large building with snowmachine in front, sign reading: “U.S. Department of Health Education and Welfare – Public Health Service – Indian Health Service – Alaskan Native Health Station”]
1066 – [print and original negative] Grace Coffin, ACHP & Sally Harvey, CHP, Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [portrait of two women]
1067 – [print and original negative] Sally’s home, Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [large house]
1068 – [print and original negative] Charlie Harvey, Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [portrait of man in home]
1069 – “Jr.” Harvey, Noorvik, AK, 4-81 [portrait of boy in fur parka]
1070 – [print and original negative] Sally Harvey, Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [two women working in office room]
1071 – [print and original negative] Priscilla Downey, Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [portrait of woman in office]
1072 – Sally Harvey in clinic, Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [woman sitting in wheelchair]
1073 – [print and original negative] Lee Ann McKinley, Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [woman sitting in McKinley]
1074 - [print and original negative] Noorvik, 2-82 [at AFN 2013, location identified as school office, women identified left to right as last name Carter, health aide Sally Harvey, and last name Carter]
1075 – Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [view of town and distant mountains]
1076 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [two houses with sleds in front]
1077 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [street view]
1078 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [rows of fish racks covered in tarpaulin]
1079 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [empty fish rack and town in background]
1080 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [fish racks and canoes on shore]
1081 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 2-82 [town at night]
1082 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 9-83 [people on canoes]
.1083 – [print and original negative] Noorvik, AK, 9-83 [scenic view of the town from the water]
.1084 – [print and original negative] Sally Harvey, Noorvik, AK, 9-83 [portrait of woman wearing stethoscope]
.1085 – [print and original negative] Grace Coffin & Patsy Melton [two women at desk, one writing]
.1086 – [missing]
.1087 – [print and original negative] Erica[?] Melton & Sally Harvey, Noorvik, AK, 9-83 [woman examining newborn with stethoscope]
.1088 – [print and original negative] Glenna, Trina & Grace Coffin, Noorvik, AK, 9-83 [portrait of woman with two girls]
.1089 – [print and original negative] Charlie Harvey, Noorvik, AK, 9-83 [man on boat, river in background]
.1090 – [print and original negative] Kobuk River between Noorvik & Kiana [river and forest scenery]
.1091 – [print and original negative] Kobuk River between Noorvik & Kiana [scenic view of river with forest reflection]
.1092 – [print and original negative] Kobuk River between Noorvik & Kiana [river scenery]
.1093 – [print and original negative] Nuiqsut, AK, 3-81 [view of sunset and snow banks]
.1094 – [print and original negative] Nuiqsut, AK, 3-81 [street scene with snow banks]
.1095 – [print and original negative] Nuiqsut, AK, 3-81 [large satellite dish and houses]
.1096 – [print and original negative] Lena Simmonds, Nuiqsut, AK, 3-81 [sticker says: “Bessie Ekirlook”] [woman in kuspuk, holding fur-lined mask]
.1097 – [print and original negative] Susie Cox, Nuiqsut, AK, 3-81 [woman at desk, on telephone]
.1098 – [print and original negative] Cox’s masks, Nuiqsut, AK, 3-81 [collection of masks on a wall with baleen]
.1099 – [print and original negative] Scott(?) holding Sparkie, Nuiqsut, AK, 3-81 [three boys and a dog in front of TV set]
.1100 – Susie Cox, Nuiqsut, AK, 3-81 [two women at desks]
.1101 – Nuiqsut, 1-82 [snowbanks, houses, and satellite dish]
.1102 – Nuiqsut, 1-82 [two houses and moon, obscure]
.1103 – Nuiqsut, 1-82 [house and snowy street with moon]
.1104 – Nuiqsut, 1-82 [silhouette of houses at sunset]
.1105 – Nuiqsut, 1-82 [silhouette of landscape at sunset]
.1106 – Maggie Hobson, Nuiqsut, 1-82 [woman in kuspuk on telephone]
.1107 – Maggie Hobson, Nuiqsut, 1-82 [woman working at desk]
.1108 – [print and original negative] Brooks Range between Nuiqsut & Barrow [aerial view of mountains]
.1109 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [building with signs reading: “Welcome to Old Harbor, City of Three Saints, Second Class City Incorporated June 3, 1965, Population – 315” and “Keep Off Airstrip When Aircrafting is Landing or Taking Off – Beware of Props”]
1110 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 on Kodiak Island [view of town and surrounding scenery]
1111 – Old Harbor, AK, 8-82, on Kodiak Island [view of town and mountain slope]
1112 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82, on Kodiak Island [view of shore and mountain slope]
1113 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82, on Kodiak Island [scenic view of mountains and sky]
1114 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82, on Kodiak Island [view of harbor in fog]
1115 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82, on Kodiak Island [view of town, harbor, and mountains]
1116 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82, on Kodiak Island [view of town, including Russian Orthodox church]
1117 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82, on Kodiak Island [Russian Orthodox church]
1118 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82, on Kodiak Island [Russian Orthodox church]
1119 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [building with satellite dish]
1120 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [buildings with radio towers, steep mountain slope in background]
1121 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [view of mountains and sky]
1122 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [building with bulldozer in front, mountains and harbor in background]
1123 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [scenic view of harbor]
1124 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [scenic view of mountains]
1125 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [scenic view of harbor]
1126 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [view of harbor at low tide]
1127 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [view of harbor and pier]
1128 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [view of harbor, pier, and mountains]
1129 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [view of pier]
1130 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [view of seagulls and ships in harbor]
1131 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [view of pier]
1132 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [closer view of pier and boat]
1133 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [closer view of pier and boats]
1134 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [town and mountain slope]
1135 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [boats in harbor]
1136 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [boats in harbor]
1137 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [boats in harbor]
1138 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [boats in harbor]
1139 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [boats in harbor, abandoned boat on shore]
1140 – Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [mountains]
1141 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [shipwreck]
.1142 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [closer view of shipwreck]
.1143 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [fence enclosing geese]
.1144 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [group of geese]
.1145 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [geese up close, through fence]
.1146 – Incubator, Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [incubator for goose eggs] [print and original negative]
.1147 – [print and original negative] Stan & Stella Stanley, Old Harbor, 8-82 [portrait of couple on couch]
.1148 - [print and original negative] Old Harbor, 8-82 [woman holding grass basket; at AFN 2013, identified as Christine Ignatin]
.1149 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, 8-82 [airstrip]
.1150 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, 8-82 [airstrip with plane lifting off]
.1151 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [airstrip with scenery]
.1152 – [print and original negative] Old Harbor, AK, 8-82 [airstrip with scenery]
.1153 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [float plane with side labeled: “N7347Q”]
.1154 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [group of people in front of float plane with snowmobile and supplies]
.1155 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [houses and forest in background]
.1156 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [winter street with forest surrounding]
.1157 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [house in winter with forest and river]
.1158 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [house with trees surrounding]
.1159 – [print and original negative] Jillian Andrews, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [woman holding baby]
.1160 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [pier and canoe]
.1161 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [bay with boats]
.1162 – Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [long pier with small boats]
.1163 – [print and original negative] Russian Orthodox Church, Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [church in winter with forest surrounding]
.1164 – [print and original negative] Joyce Smith, CHA, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [portrait of woman, blurry]
.1165 – [print and original negative] Smiths’ home & clinic, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [large white house]
.1166 – [print and original negative] Joyce Smith, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [portrait of woman in kitchen]
.1167 – [print and original negative] Inside Joyce & Norm Smiths’ home, Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [kitchen and dining room]
.1168 – [print and original negative] Inside Joyce & Norm Smiths’ home, Ouzinkie, AK, 12-81 [living room with plants, piano]
.1169 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [door with sign reading: “Ouzinkie Community Clinic”]
.1170 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [room with medical bed and posters]
.1171 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [pier and canoes on shore]
.1172 – Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [pier at sunset]
1173 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [pier and bay, with abandoned boat on shore]
1174 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [pier and supplies on shore]
1175 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [pier and rocky shore]
1176 – [print and original negative] Russian Orthodox Church, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [road leading to church]
1177 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [scenic view of boat in bay]
1178 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [building with elevated boardwalk]
1179 – Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [pier and boats with reflecting water]
1180 – [print and original negative] Russian Orthodox Church, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [path leading toward church, forest in background]
1181 – Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [shoreline and town]
1182 – [print and original negative] Sasha Smith, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [portrait of woman]
1183 – [print and original negative] Jenny Chermikoff, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [portrait of woman]
1184 – [print and original negative] Sasha Smith and Jenny Chermikoff, Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [two women outside]
1185 – [print and original negative] Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [people boarding float plane]
1186 – Ouzinkie, AK, 8-82 [closer view of float plane]
1187 – [print and original negative] Flying between Ouzinkie & Kodiak, 8-82 [aerial view of landing strip, ocean]
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1188 – [print and original negative] Flying between Ouzinkie & Kodiak, 8-82 [aerial view of ocean]
1189 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 6-81 [street view]
1190 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 6-81 [airstrip with display of whalebones]
1191 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 6-81 [distant view of town]
1192 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 6-81 [building]
1193 – [print and original negative] St. Thomas Mission, Point Hope, AK, 6-81 [two church buildings]
1194 – [print and original negative] Native Store, Point Hope, AK, 6-81 [building with sign reading: “Tikigaq Whalers – Point Hope Native Store”]
1195 – [print and original negative] Inside St. Thomas, Point Hope, AK, 6-81 [interior of church with altar, altarpiece, and American flags]
1196 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Point Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman and child in waiting room of clinic]
1197 – [print and original negative] Erma Hunnicutt, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman on couch]
1198 – [print and original negative] Erma’s home, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [street view]
1199 – [print and original negative] Helen Stien, ACHP, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman in profile]
1200 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman at desk in clinic]
1201 – [print and original negative] Beach, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [shore with canoes]
1202 – [print and original negative] Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [canoes on shore with ice floes]
.1203 – [print and original negative] Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [seal carcass on beach tied to a wooden sled]
.1204 – [print and original negative] Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [wrapped seal carcasses[?] beside canoes, ice floes in background]
.1205 – [print and original negative] Arctic ice, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [ice floes and ocean]
.1206 – [print and original negative] Arctic ice, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [large ice floe, ocean in background]
.1207 – [print and original negative] Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [ice floes near shore with canoe]
.1208 – [print and original negative] Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [ice floes and ocean]
.1209 – [print and original negative] Ice floes, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [ocean and sea ice]
.1210 – [print and original negative] Ice floes, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [large ice floes]
.1211 – [print and original negative] Summer camp, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [small cabin on tundra]
.1212 – [print and original negative] Duck decoys, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [mock ducks set up on shore]
.1213 – [print and original negative] Man seal hunting, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [man waiting on sea ice]
.1214 – [print and original negative] Beach, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [canoe on shore, ice floes in background]
.1215 – [print and original negative] Nelda Kinneeveauk[?] & Charlie (brother), picnic on the beach. Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman pushing man in canoe off the shore]
.1216 – [print and original negative] Picnic on beach, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman and man on beach with food]
.1217 – [print and original negative] Aileen Tingook, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman sitting on beach]
.1218 – [print and original negative] Laura & Irma Hunnicutt, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman and girl sitting on beach]
.1219 – Aileen & Nelda start to skin oogruk (seal), Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [skinning seal on beach]
.1220 – Mary Quimby skinning oogruk, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [photographer skinning seal on beach]
.1221 – [print and original negative] Irma & Nelda cutting oogruk (bearded seal), Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [women butchering seal on beach]
.1222 – [print and original negative] Irma & Nelda cutting oogruk (bearded seal), Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [women butchering seal on beach]
.1223 – [print and original negative] Irma & Aileen skinning oogruk, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [women skinning seal, tent in background]
.1224 – [print and original negative]Irma & Nelda skinning oogruk, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [women skinning seal near tent]
.1225 – Preparing seal meat for cache, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [women butchering seal]
.1226 – [print and original negative] Preparing seal meat for cache, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [woman with butchered seal meat]
.1227 – [print and original negative] Irma & family checking fish net, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [Irma lifting net]
.1228 – [print and original negative] Irma & family checking fish net, Pt. Hope, AK, 6-81 [group on shore with fishing net, ice floes in background]
.1259 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [suspended canoe frame with buildings in background]
.1260 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [close-up of canoe frame]
.1261 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [tundra landscape]
.1262 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [distant view of town]
.1263 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [two dogs in snow, street scene in background]
.1264 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [distant view of town in winter]
.1265 – [print and original negative] Graveyard fenced & whalebone, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [aerial view of cemetery]
.1266 – [print and original negative] From the air, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [aerial view of town]
.1267 – [print and original negative] New Clinic, Irma Hunnicutt & Jon Peter Hunnicutt, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman with young boy on lap]
.1268 – [print and original negative] New Clinic, Irma Hunnicutt & Jon Peter Hunnicutt, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman with young boy on lap]
.1269 – [print and original negative] Inside of new clinic, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [desk with posters]
.1270 – [print and original negative] Inside of new clinic, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [waiting room with sofa and posters]
.1271 – [print and original negative] Inside of new clinic, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [close-up of posters on bulletin board, including sign reading: “Non-Natives: $9.00 donation for each clinic visit.”]
.1272 – [print and original negative] Inside of new clinic, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [close-up of artwork on wall]
.1273 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [close-up of artwork on wall]
.1274 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [three girls seated in waiting room]
.1275 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [boy and girl on sofa in waiting room]
.1276 – [print and original negative] Irma & Rose-ella Stone (tribal doctor), Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [two women in clinic by front desk]
.1277 – [print and original negative] (Traditional healer) – Dorcus[?] Rock & Nancy Florence Rock, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [woman with child on lap]
.1278 – [print and original negative] (Traditional healer) – Dorcus[?] Rock & Nancy Florence Rock, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [woman with child on lap]
.1279 – [print and original negative] Helen Tuzroluk & Hubert N. Koonuk, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [woman with child on lap in waiting room]
.1280 – [print and original negative] Helen Tuzroluk & Hubert N. Koonuk, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [woman with child on lap in waiting room]
.1281 – [print and original negative] Lizzy Frankson, ACHA, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman by front desk]
.1282 – [print and original negative] Lizzy Franson, ACHA, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman by front desk]
.1283 – [print and original negative] Lizzy w/ Nancy Florence Rock, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [child and woman wearing stethoscope]
.1284 - [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [close-up of ivory figurine of three swans]
.1285 – [print and original negative] David & Diana Frankson, dance leaders, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [portrait of man and woman in gymnasium]
.1286 – [print and original negative] David & Diana Frankson, dance leaders, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [portrait of man and woman in gymnasium with drum]
.1287 – [print and original negative] Learning Eskimo dancing, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children lined up in gymnasium dancing]
.1288 – [print and original negative] Learning Eskimo dancing, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children lined up in gymnasium dancing]
.1289 – [print and original negative] Learning Eskimo dancing, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children lined up in gymnasium dancing]
.1290 – [print and original negative] Learning Eskimo dancing, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children in gymnasium]
.1291 – [print and original negative] Learning Eskimo dancing, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children in gymnasium]
.1292 – [print and original negative] Learning Eskimo dancing, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children lined up in gymnasium dancing]
.1293 - [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children in gymnasium]
.1294 – [print and original negative] Eddie Gallahorn, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [man in hallway]
.1295 – [print and original negative] Kindergarten, 8th grade, GED & HS graduation, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [graduates in a gymnasium]
.1296 - [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [gymnasium with banner reading: “Home of the Tirigaq Harpooners”]
.1297 – [print and original negative] Kindergarten graduation, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children receiving certificates]
.1298 – [print and original negative] Kindergarten graduation, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [children receiving certificates]
.1299 – [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [child in gymnasium]
.1300 – [print and original negative] Louisa Stein, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [portrait of girl]
.1301 – [print and original negative] Crowd for graduation, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [bleachers filled with people]
.1302 – [print and original negative] Crowd for graduation, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [bleachers filled with people]
.1303 – [print and original negative] Crowd for graduation, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [bleachers filled with people]
.1304 - [print and original negative] Point Hope graduation, 5-82 [ceremony in gymnasium; at AFN 2013, man at right identified as Morris Oviak, man at left as S[?] Rivers]
.1305 – [print and original negative] Greg Tagarook & Patrick, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [two men seated in gymnasium]
.1306 - [print and original negative] Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [men seated in front of gymnasium, near podium]
.1307 – [print and original negative] Crowd for graduation, Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [bleachers filled with people]
.1308 - Point Hope, AK, 5-82 [child in gymnasium wearing fur parka]
.1309 – [print and original negative] Flying to Port Lions, AK, 8-82 [aerial view of islands]
.1310 – [print and original negative] Flying to Port Lions, AK, 8-82 [aerial view of shoreline and boat]
.1311 – [print and original negative] Flying to Port Lions, AK, 8-82 [aerial view of islands]
.1312 – [print and original negative] Flying to Port Lions, AK, 8-82 [aerial view of town]
.1313 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of water and small boat]
.1314 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of water and small boat]
.1315 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of shore, water, and fence]
.1316 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [scenic view of shore with spruce forest]
.1317 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [scenic view of water]
.1318 – [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [scenic view of forest and water]
.1319 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of bridge over water]
.1320 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of bridge leading to town]
.1321 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of shoreline]
.1322 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of forest and water]
.1323 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of pier, boats, and water]
.1324 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of town and mountain in background]
.1325 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [scenic view of water and hillsides]
.1326 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [scenic view of forest]
.1327 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [road leading through forest]
.1328 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [road and houses in forest, church in background]
.1329 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [street view]
.1330 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [view of town and scenery, radio antennae]
.1331 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [Russian Orthodox church]
.1332 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [houses and scenery, blurry]
.1333 - [print and original negative] Clinic, Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [building exterior with sign reading “Port Lions Clinic,” blurry]
.1334 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [scenic view of pier, forest, and distant hills, blurry]
.1335 - [print and original negative] Betty Nelson’s home, Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [exterior of house]
.1336 - [print and original negative] Betty Nelson’s home, Port Lions, AK, 9-82, on Kodiak Island [exterior of house and surrounding forest]
.1337 - [print and original negative] Betty Nelson, CHA, Port Lions, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman]
.1337a - [print and original negative] Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [scenic view of sunset on water]
.1338 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82 [scenic view of town from bridge, mountain in background]
.1338a - [print and original negative] Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [scenic view of shore with boats, buildings]
.1339 - [print and original negative] Port Lions, AK, 9-82 [scenic view of town and water from bridge]
.1339a - [print and original negative] Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [view of wetland, town in distance]
.1340 - [print and original negative] Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [view of wetland and buildings]
.1341 - Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [street scene. In 2019, identified by residents as airport road with, left to right, 1979 AVCP housing, old BIA housing now owned by Sam Cleveland, old corporation store “Qanirtuqq”, Quonset hut built by corporation, city office (distance) and mission house]
.1342 - [print and original negative] Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [view of house, more buildings in background. In 2019, identified by residents as Meta Bigjohn’s house, later owned by Sam Carter, buildings in distance as AVCP houses built in 1979]
.1343 - [print and original negative] Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [small shed, town in distance]
.1344 - [print and original negative] Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [church with boardwalk, buildings surrounding. In 2019, identified by residents as left to right: Henry Roberts house, old mission house, Moravian church, Friendly’s warehouse, warehouse]
.1345 - [print and original negative] Paul Beebe, CHA, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [portrait of man in clinic]
.1346 - [print and original negative] Pauline Beebe, ACHA, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [portrait of woman at desk]
.1347 - [print and original negative] Anna Beebe, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [portrait of two children]
.1348 - [print and original negative] Waiting in clinic, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [group of people in clinic. In 2019, identified by residents as Annie Fox in center back]
.1349 - [print and original negative] Martha Matthew & daughter Suzie, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [woman and young girl waiting in clinic]
Mary Cleveland, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [portrait of woman outside, snowmachine in background]

Lulu Cleveland & grandmother Mary, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [woman holding young girl]

Annie Fox, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [woman on telephone]

Annie Fox & Jennq (Fannie), Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [woman at desk with girl]

Jennq Fox, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [girl writing at table]

Mary Cleveland, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [portrait of woman with woven basket]

Karl Roddenbock, Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [portrait of young boy]

Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [street scene, obscure]

Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [street scene with buildings, boat, barrels]

Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [large puddle with child playing, building in background]

Quinhagak, AK, 10-82 [church with surrounding buildings, rainbow above]

Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [building exterior. In 2019, identified by residents as Kenneth & Mary Cleveland’s house, which was the old mission house]

Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [rusty boat with cemetery in background. In 2019, identified by residents as old Ekuk or Dillingham boat]

Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [street with group of three-wheelers, buildings in background. In 2019, identified by residents as left to right, AVCP housing owned by Andy Sharp, John Pleasant house (background), Willie Hill house (yellow/beige building), Matthew Johnson house]

Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [street view, obscure]

Clinic, Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [desk with bulletin board]

Clinic, Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [room with posters on wall, small table]

Clinic, Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [medical bed and desk with supplies]

Paul & Pauline Beebe, CHA & ACHA [portrait of couple, woman on telephone, Quinhagak]

Outside clinic, Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [bucket collecting rainwater on porch]

Annie Fox, Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [woman at desk]

Washing dishes, Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [man washing dishes]

Quinhagak, AK, 11-82 [room with sled, poster on wall]

Waterfront, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [shoreline and waves]

Waterfront, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [scenic view of ocean and shore]
.1375 – [print and original negative] Waterfront, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [shoreline and distant cliffs]
.1376 – [print and original negative] Waterfront, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [canoes, some elevated, and buildings in background]
.1377 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [foggy landscape]
.1378 – [print and original negative] Floyd, Savoonga, dollmaker, ivory seals, 1987 [at AFN 2013, man identified as Aaron Irrogan or Irrowrigan]
.1379 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [landscape with distant building and boats]
.1380 – [print and original negative] Airstrip, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [snowmachines and supplies on airstrip]
.1381 – Old housing, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [boardwalk with houses surrounding]
.1382 – [print and original negative] Old housing, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [boardwalk and houses]
.1383 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [house with racks of drying meat]
.1384 – [print and original negative] Savoonga from Airstrip, 8-81 [distant view of town]
.1385 – Clinic, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [room with medical bed and bunk bed]
.1386 – [print and original negative] Millie Kingeekuk, CHA, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [portrait of woman by medical bed]
.1387 – [print and original negative] Bunny Noongwook, CHA, & Carol Gologergren, ACHA [two women seated at desk]
.1388 – [print and original negative] Bunny Noongwook, CHA, & Carol Gologergren, ACHA [two women seated at desk]
.1389 – [print and original negative] Seeing patients, Savoonga, 8-81 [mother and daughter in clinic; in 2014, Savoonga residents identified women as Jane Kava and her daughter Vek Vek]
.1390 – [print and original negative] Seeing patients, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [two women at desk with child; at AFN 2014, woman identified as Linda Iyakitan]
.1391 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [buildings and radio tower]
.1392 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [church with belfry, entrance labeled: “Savoonga Presbyterian Church”]
.1393 – [print and original negative] Floyd Kingeekuk, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [portrait of man outside]
.1394 – [print and original negative] Female walrus hide slit & curing for umiak, Savoonga, AK, 8-81 [beach in background]
.1395 – [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [winter landscape with town in background]
.1396 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [winter landscape]
.1397 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [landscape with snow banks]
.1398 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [winter landscape]
.1399 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [snow banks and houses]
.1400 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [large snow banks]
.1401 – [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [street scene in winter]
.1402 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [snow bank and buildings, radio tower]
.1403 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [shed with signs reading: “This Water Hole is for Drinking and Household Use Only” and “Speed Limit 15 mph”]
1404 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [street view in winter]
1405 – [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [house covered in snow]
1406 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [street scene]
1407 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [two men on snowmachine, snow banks]
1408 – [print and original negative] Floyd Kingeekuk, Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [man in chair near desk]
1409 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [landscape]
1410 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [landscape with small house during sunset]
1411 – [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [elevated canoe frames over snow]
1412 - [print and original negative] Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [elevated canoe frame]
1413 – [print and original negative] Bernice Peneyak, Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [portrait of woman]
1414 – [print and original negative] Clara & Harrison Miklahook, Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [portrait of man and woman with ivory bear figurine]
1415 – [print and original negative] Harriet Peneyak, Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [portrait of woman at desk]
1416 – [print and original negative] Bunny Noongwook, CHA, Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [portrait of woman at desk]
1417 – [print and original negative] Mary Ann Sappila & Millie Kingeekuk, CHA, Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [two women at desk]
1418 – [print and original negative] Millie & Mayelline Wongelladin(?), Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [two women at desk, one writing]
1419 – [print and original negative] Tia & Karl Palowook in clinic, Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [two young children in waiting room]
1420 – [print and original negative] waiting in clinic, Savoonga, AK, 4-82 [woman and child seated in waiting room]
1421 – [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 3-81 [view of plane on airstrip, with town and hill in background]
1422 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 3-81 [view of plane on airstrip, with town and hill in background]
1423 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 3-81 [sled and buildings, obscure]
1424 – [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [small building with sign reading: “U.S. Post Office, Scammon Bay”]
1425 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [view of town and landscape]
1426 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [landscape and rainclouds]
1427 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [building exterior with sign reading: “Esther Kaganak Health Center”]
1428 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [street scene]
1429 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [street scene]
1430 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [town and hillside in background]
1431 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [town and hillside]
1432 – [print and original negative] Mamie Ulak, Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [portrait of woman holding handmade doll]
1433 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Scammon Bay, 9-81 [at AFN 2013, man identified as Roy Henry, woman as Betty Akerelrea]
1434 – [print and original negative] Mary-Ann Sundown, Inside clinic, Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [portrait of woman in waiting room]
1435 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Scammon Bay, 9-81 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Sylvia Akerelrea with children Agnes and Jason]
1436 – [print and original negative] Betty Akeralia, CHA, Gemma Akeralia & Karla Akeralia, Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [portrait of two women and girl]
1437 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, 9-81 [at AFN 2013, woman tentatively identified as Marion or Godelieu?] Tununchuk with baby Hubert Tununchuk III; or Elizabeth Walter; or Magdalene Manchuak; location suggested as Chefornak
1438 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Scammon Bay, 9-81 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Teresa Ulak Smith, young boy as Peter Ulak]
1439 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, 9-81 [young woman pulling three children in Red Flyer cart along gravel road; at AFN 2013, young woman identified as Louisa Ann Walker
1440 – [print and original negative] Cape Romanzof, Scammon Bay, AK, 3-81 [small building in snow banks with snowplow, sign reading: “Welcome to Cape Romanzof”]
1441 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [airstrip and landscape]
1442 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [street scene]
1444 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [small shed with snowmachine, buildings in background]
1445 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [view of town and hillside]
1446 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [wetland landscape with hillsides]
1447 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [view of town and boardwalks, hill in background]
1448 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [plane on airstrip with people on snowmachines with supplies]
1449 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [landscape with two buildings and boardwalk in foreground]
1450 - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [view of town with boardwalks and powerline]
1451a – [print and original negative] Store, Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [boardwalk leading toward buildings, truck and snowmachine in background]
1451b – [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, AK, 9-81 [sunset, foreground obscure]
1452a – [print and original negative] Generator, Scammon Bay, AK, 9-82 [small buildings and powerline]
1452b - [print and original negative] Scammon Bay, 9-81 [at AFN 2013, women identified as Gemma Akerelrea (right) and Betty Akerelrea George (left) with daughter Carla Akerelrea]
1453 – [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [view of town from water, sign on shore reading: “Slow – 10 mph”]
1454 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [boats on shore, landscape in background]
1455 – [print and original negative] Oscar Ramoth, Selawik, AK, 8-81 [portrait of man with river in background]
1456 – [print and original negative] An old igloo, Selawik, AK, 8-81 [igloo covered with metal panels, harbor in background]
1457 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [wooden cache, town and river in background]
1458 – [print and original negative] Leslie Burnett, Selawik, AK, 8-81 [portrait of woman indoors]
1459 - [print and original negative] Lady sitting in evening. Selawik, 8-81 [woman wearing printed parka with fur trim sitting outside house with firewood in background; at AFN 2013, identified as Mrs. Skin, Atluq?]
1460 – [print and original negative] Sunrise, Selawik, AK, 8-81 [silhouette of houses and powerlines at sunset]
1461 – [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [view of town and river, shed and snowmachine in foreground]
1462 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [boardwalk with houses surrounding]
1463 – Clinic, Selawik, AK, 8-81 [boardwalk leading toward clinic]
1464 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [boardwalk with houses]
1465 – [print and original negative] Munz Northern Airlines, Selawik, AK, 8-81 [wooden building with sign reading: “Munz Northern Airlines, Selawik”]
1466 – [print and original negative] Fritz (in clinic), Selawik, AK, 8-81 [boy sitting with one foot in a bucket of water]
1467 – [print and original negative] Magdaline Triket & Mildred Foster, Selawik, AK, 8-81 [two women seated in clinic waiting room]
1468 – [print and original negative] Emma Ramoth, Jillian Johnson, CHP, Magdaline Triket, Selawik, AK, 8-81 [three women seated in waiting room]
1469 – [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 2-82 [view of town in winter from back of a sled]
1470 – [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 2-82 [bridge spanning frozen river]
1471 - Selawik, AK, 2-82 [winter landscape with two dogs in foreground]
1472 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 2-82 [scenic view of river at sunset, town in background]
1473 – [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 2-82 [woman in kuspuk with snowmachine and sleds]
1474 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 2-82 [snowmachine and sled in front of building]
1475 – [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 2-82 [animal hide drying on rack]
1476 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [exterior of building]
1477 – Esther Curtus & Emma Ramoth, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [two women in waiting room]
1478 – Pauleen Harisson, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [portrait of woman]
.1479 – [print and original negative] Esther Curtis working on patient, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [woman working with patient on medical bed]
.1480 – [print and original negative] Vera Snyder in clinic, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [girl in waiting room]
.1481 – [print and original negative] Vera Snyder, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [portrait of girl]
.1482 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 2-82 [street view in winter]
.1483 – [print and original negative] High school, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [exterior of large school building]
.1484 – [print and original negative] High school, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [gymnasium]
.1485 – [print and original negative] High school, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [gymnasium]
.1486 – [print and original negative] High school, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [gymnasium]
.1487 – [print and original negative] High school, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [gymnasium]
.1488 – High school, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [classroom with students]
.1489 – High school students, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [classroom with students. At AFN 2015, man wearing glasses at left identified as Charlie McCanally, boy in center as Ronald Skin, girls at back as Ruth Cleveland (left) and Cheryl Cleveland (right), girl second from right as Patricia Knight]
.1490 – High school students, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [classroom with students. At AFN 2015, identified as (in foreground): Myra Foster and Wayne Henry; against back wall as (left to right): Florence Knox Hanshaw, Mrs. McCrum; center, Donna Mitchell; holding pencil, Carrie Kolhok, second right as Peggy Ramoth; far right as Marlene Foxglove]
.1491 – [print and original negative] Pauline Ramoth skinning rabbits, Selawik, AK, 2-82
.1492 – [print and original negative] Pauline Ramoth skinning rabbits, Selawik, AK, 2-82
.1493 – [print and original negative] Caribou legs for mukluks, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [skins drying on wall]
.1494 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 2-82 [street view in winter]
.1495 – Selawik, AK, 2-82 [exterior of building with barrels and bicycle]
.1496 - Selawik, AK, 2-82 [bridge over frozen river, obscure]
.1497 – [print and original negative] Mildred Foster & Effie Ramouth, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [two women near scales]
.1498 – [print and original negative] Paula & Bessie Ballot (Mildred’s folks), Selawik, AK, 2-82 [portrait of couple seated]
.1499 – Mildred’s little girl, Selawik, AK, 2-82 [portrait of young girl standing on scale]
.1500 - [print and original negative] Waiting at clinic. Selawik, 2-82 [four children in waiting area in front of health poster; at AFN 2013, boy at right identified as Ron Norell Jr., with sibling Norell second from right]
.1501 – [print and original negative] Effie Ramouth, Selawik, AK, 1982 [portrait of woman seated in waiting room]
.1502 - [print and original negative] Selawik airstrip, 1982 [passengers with luggage waiting outside for airplane; at AFN 2013, women identified left to right as Mrs. Skin?, May Walton? or sister, Esther Curtis from Noorvik]
.1503 – Helen Loon nursing baby, Selawik, AK, 1982 [portrait of woman with baby]
.1504 – [print and original negative] Airstrip, Selawik, AK, 1982 [group of people on airstrip with supplies]
.1505 – [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [view of river and houses]
.1506 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [wooden cache with houses and river in background]
.1507 - [print and original negative] Selawik, AK, 8-81 [river and boats]
.1508 – [print and original negative] Off to herd reindeer, Selawik, AK, 11-81 [snowy airstrip, sled dog team in distance]
.1509 – [print and original negative] Off to herd reindeer, Selawik, AK, 11-81 [winter airstrip with plane]
.1510 – [print and original negative] Off to herd reindeer, Selawik, AK, 11-81 [airstrip and town at sunset]
.1511 – Off to herd reindeer, Selawik, AK, 11-81 [house, radio tower, plane taking off in background]
.1512 – [print and original negative] Health aides at work, Shishmaref, AK, 11-81 [two women with patients, one with stethoscope, one working at desk]
.1513 – [print and original negative] Gertie & Vivien Obruk, Shishmaref, AK, 11-81 [two women, one on telephone, one at a desk]
.1514 – [print and original negative] Florina Snell, CHA, Shishmaref, AK, 11-81 [woman at desk]
.1515 – Gertrude Ningealook, Shishmaref, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman in clinic]
.1516 – [print and original negative] Florina Snell and her mom, Shishmaref, AK, 11-81 [portrait of two women]
.1517 – [print and original negative] Florina Snell and her mom, Shishmaref, AK, 11-81 [woman wearing fur kuspuk]
.1518 – [print and original negative] Shishmaref 11-81 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Irene Olanna]
.1519 – Robert Olanna, Shishmaref, AK, 11-81 [portrait of boy]
.1520 – [print and original negative] Shishmaref 11-81 [at AFN 2013, identified as Jennifer Jones Olanna with daughter Crystal; location questioned, suggested Brevig Mission]
.1521 – [print and original negative] Shishmaref 11-81 [at AFN 2013, identified as Susie Nayokpuk with son Garrett]
.1522 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [overturned boat ashore in winter, airplane and supplies in background]
.1523 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street scene in winter]
.1524 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [house with melting snow, racks of drying meat in background]
.1525 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [winter landscape]
.1526 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [town in winter, sleds and snowmachines]
.1527 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [houses]
.1528 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street view in winter]
.1529 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [truck and street in winter, melting snow]
.1530 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street view]
.1531 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street view with snow bank]
.1532 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street view]
.1533 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [house with melting snow, snowmachine, sled]
.1534 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street and buildings]
.1535 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street view with sled and snowmachines]
.1536 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [exterior of building with snow bank]
.1537 – Katherine Barr’s ulu, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [close-up on carved ulu on table]
.1538 – Heslie Nayukpuk’s dogs, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [dog yard with satellite dish]
.1539 – Katherine Barr, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman]
.1540 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street view with church]
.1541 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street view, church in distance]
.1542 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [river and buildings]
.1543 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [street view]
.1544 – Katherine Barr, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman]
.1545 – Katherine Barr, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman]
.1546 – Rachel Stasanko, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman in clinic]
.1547 – Alfred Snell, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of boy]
.1548 – Vivien Obruk, Esther, Angela, Annie, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman and children on couch]
.1549 – Annie Obruk, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of girl]
.1550 - [print and original negative] Esther Obruk, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of girl at dinner table]
.1551 – Angela Obruk, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [baby girl on couch with doll]
.1552 – Angela Obruk, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [baby girl on couch with doll]
.1553 – Wilsa Ahgupuk, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [portrait of girl]
.1554 – Nathan & Jason Wayioanna, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [woman with two boys]
.1555 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [exterior of building with sign reading: “Shishmaref Native Store”]
.1556 – Air strip, Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [plane on airstrip with man on snowmachine]
.1557 – Shishmaref airstrip 5-82 [at AFN 2013, man in center foreground identified as Alex Weyiouanna, young man at left as Perry Barr]
.1558 - Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [plane on icy airstrip]
.1559 – Shishmaref, AK, 5-82 [man and snowmachine on airstrip, town in background]
.1560 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [church at sunset]
.1561 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [building with sign reading: “Dog Team Crossing – Slow”]
.1562 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [ocean shore in winter at sunset]
.1563 – [print and original negative] Herbie’s Store, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [store with truck in front]
.1564 – [print and original negative] Herbie’s dogs, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [town in winter]
.1565 – [print and original negative] Herbie’s dogs, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [group of dogs in dog yard]
.1566 – [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [racks with drying meat]
.1567 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [winter landscape with boat]
1568 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [house with sled and snowmachine in front]
1569 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [building with signs reading: “Alaska’s First Airline – Wien Air Alaska” and “Munz Shishmaref”]
1570 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [street view in winter]
1571 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [street view in winter]
1572 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [street view in winter]
1573 – [print and original negative] Post office, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [exterior of post office building]
1574 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [winter landscape]
1575 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [ocean with ice floes]
1576 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [walls with posters]
1577 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [kitchen]
1578 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [kitchen]
1579 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [kitchen]
1580 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [room with medical bed and supplies]
1581 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [medical bed]
1582 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [building with radio tower]
1583 - [print and original negative] Shishmaref, AK, 11-82 [street view in winter]
1584 – [print and original negative] Sand dunes park on way to Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [aerial view of sand dunes]
1585 - [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [forest]
1586 - [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [street with distant forest and mountains]
1587 – [print and original negative] Old part of village, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [log cabins and forest]
1588 – [print and original negative] Old cold storage cache, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [cache with boy climbing wooden stairs]
1589 – [print and original negative] Native store, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [building with sign reading: “Shungnak Native Store”]
1590 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [building exterior]
1591 – [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [front desk and bulletin board]
1592 – [print and original negative] Garden, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [garden and sheds]
1593 – [print and original negative] School, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [large building with mountains in background]
1594 - [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [river and house with clothesline]
1595 - [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [river and boardwalk staircase]
1596 – [print and original negative] Fish processing, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [shore with canoes, forest and mountain range in background]
1597 – [print and original negative] Fish drying, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [fish drying racks with people working]
1598 – [print and original negative] Cutting and drying salmon, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [woman filleting salmon]
1599 – [print and original negative] Cutting and drying salmon, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [bowls of salmon]
1600 – [print and original negative] Cutting and drying salmon, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [bowls of salmon and salmon eggs]
1601 – [print and original negative] Cutting and drying salmon, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [racks of drying fish]
1602 – [print and original negative] Nellie Griest (?) & husband at fish racks [woman standing over salmon carcass, river and boats in background]
1603 – [print and original negative] Nellie Griest (?) & husband at fish racks [man standing in front of drying racks]
1604 – [print and original negative] Sara Wiesner, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [portrait of woman at salmon racks]
1605 – [print and original negative] Sara Wiesner, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [woman working at salmon racks]
1606 – [print and original negative] Wilson Tickett, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [man carving ivory[?]]
1607 – [print and original negative] Wilson Tickett, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [man carving ivory[?]]
1608 – [print and original negative] Nellie Griest, Lottie Tickett, CHP, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [portrait of two women in clinic]
1609a – [print and original negative] Bessie Custer (Nellie Griest’s sister), Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [portrait of woman in kuspuk, holding woven bowls]
1609b – [print and original negative] Sophie Cleveland w/ berry baskets, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [woman holding baskets]
1610 – [print and original negative] Mr. Griest, Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [man standing in front of salmon racks]
1611 – [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [river shore with canoes]
1612 – [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [log cabins and field]
1613 - [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [canoes on river shore]
1614 - [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [portrait of boy standing beside canoe]
1615 - [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [scenic sunset view of river]
1616 - [print and original negative] Shungnak, AK, 8-81 [town during sunset]
1617 – [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [airstrip with plane and men on snowmachines]
1618 – Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [helicopter on airstrip, mountains in distance]
1619 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [aerial view of town and coast]
1620 – [print and original negative] Gertie Steve, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman]
1621 – [print and original negative] Virginia Tom, Gertie Steve, Anna Mathias [three women seated]
1622 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [mailboxes with names, labeled: “Virginia Tom,” “Eva Nashoanak,” “Anna Mathias,” “Gertie Steve”]
1623 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [street view of town]
1624 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [street view]
1625 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [view of cabin and ocean in background]
1626 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [street view of buildings and church]
.1627 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [water fountain in street]
.1628 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [sheds by ocean shore]
.1629 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [man walking on airstrip, plane in background]
.1630 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [plane on airstrip, town in background]
.1631 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [inside clinic]
.1632 – [print and original negative] Waiting at clinic, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [man seated in waiting room; at AFN 2014, man tentatively identified as Kougig’s brother]
.1633 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [woman filling a bucket with water in clinic]
.1634 – [print and original negative] Julia Steve, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman]
.1635 – [print and original negative] Mary Branson & Pete, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of couple]
.1636 – [print and original negative] Mary Raymond & Lydia, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of mother with young girl]
.1637 – [print and original negative] Eva Nashoanak & Janella, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman and young girl]
.1638 – [print and original negative] Leo Tom, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of boy in clinic]
.1639 – [print and original negative] Jonathan Nashoank & Tessie, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman with baby boy]
.1640 – [print and original negative] Tessie Nashoanak, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman]
.1641 – [print and original negative] Eva Nashoanak, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [woman writing at desk]
.1642 – [print and original negative] Stebbins, 9-82 [at AFN 2013, identified as Maryann Sundown]
.1643 – [print and original negative] Virginia Tom, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman with baby]
.1644 – [print and original negative] Virginia Tom, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman holding newborn]
.1645 – [print and original negative] Virginia Tom, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of baby]
.1646 – [print and original negative] Leo Tom, Stebbins, AK, 9-82 [portrait of woman and boy]
.1647 – [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [snowy ocean shore with canoes]
.1648 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [scenic view of shore]
.1649 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [scenic view of shore]
.1650 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [winter street scene, with woman and dog]
.1651 - [print and original negative] Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [ocean shore during sunset]
.1652 – [print and original negative] Munz, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [plane on airstrip]
.1653 – [print and original negative] Sun-set, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [ocean shore during sunset]
.1654 – [print and original negative] Sun-set, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [silhouette of buildings during sunset]
.1655 – [print and original negative] Toni Van Pelt, ACHA, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman]
.1656 – [print and original negative] Virginia Tom, CHA, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman at desk]
.1657 – [print and original negative] Mary Raymond, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [woman with fur kuspuk and baby boy outside]
.1658 – [print and original negative] Adam Raymond, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [man smoking, shed and snowmachine in background]
.1659 – [print and original negative] At clinic, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [woman and two children in clinic waiting room; at AFN 2014, woman identified as Mary Dan, child in parka as Laina Dan]
.1660 – [print and original negative] Emma Mathias & daughter Eileen, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [woman with young girl in her lap, wearing fur kuspuk]
.1661 – [print and original negative] Mamie Johnson & Mary Raymond, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [portrait of two women on couch]
.1662 – [print and original negative] Leonard Raymond, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [man seated in front of TV set]
.1663 – [print and original negative] or St. Michaels, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [shed and ocean shore]
.1664 – [print and original negative] Mamie Johnson, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman on couch]
.1665 – [print and original negative] Lucy Bouchon, DOB 7-1-1897, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman with woven baskets]
.1666 – [print and original negative] Lucy Bouchon, DOB 7-1-1897, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman wearing fur mukluks]
.1667 – [print and original negative] Angela Odinzoff & basket, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman holding woven basket]
.1668 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [woman with two young children]
.1669 – [print and original negative] Eskimo dance hall, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [room with chairs, stove, man facing away from camera]
.1670 – [print and original negative] Drums (Eskimo dancers), Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [women seated on edge of dance floor, large drums hung up on wall; at AFN 2014, identified as, left to right, [blank] Kirk (Massingok), Ida Bouchin, Mary Bouchin Raymond]
.1671 – [print and original negative] Eskimo dancing, drummers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [people drumming]
.1672 – [print and original negative] drummers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [one man standing, holding drum, two women seated drumming]
.1673 – [print and original negative] drummers, George Dan, Mrs. Kirk, Mrs. Bouchin, & Alice Pete, Stebbins, AK, 11-81
.1674 – [print and original negative] male dance fans, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [dance fans displayed on table]
.1675 – [print and original negative] Eskimo dancers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [man on dance floor with fans]
.1676 – [print and original negative] Eskimo dancers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [man on dance floor with fans; at AFN 2014, man identified as Stanislaf “Kougie” Mike, woman wearing red parka as [blank] Martin, woman seated at right as [blank] Steve]
.1677 – [print and original negative] drummers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [men and women seated along wall; at AFN 2014, identified as, left to right, ?, Ida Bouchin, Alice Pete, [blank] Kirk (Massingok)]
.1678 – [print and original negative] Roseanna Dan, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [woman dancing on floor]
.1679 – [print and original negative] Eskimo dancers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [man on dance floor, people surrounding]
.1680 – [print and original negative] Clarence Steve, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [young man on dance floor]
.1681 – [print and original negative] Clarence Steve, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [young man on dance floor]
.1682 – [print and original negative] Clarence Steve, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [young man on dance floor]
.1683 – [print and original negative] Eskimo dancers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [man on dance floor with fans]
.1684 - [print and original negative] Eskimo dancers, Stebbins, AK,11-81 [man on dance floor with fans, drummers in background; at AFN 2014, dancer identified as Benny Katcheak, men seated along wall as, left to right, George Dan, Lewis Steve, Stanislaf “Kougie” Mike, Alex Hunt]
.1685 – [print and original negative] Julia Steve in green parka, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [woman in parka standing on dance floor, with fans]
.1686 – [print and original negative] Julia Steve, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [woman on dance floor with fans]
.1687 – [print and original negative] Eskimo dancers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [man and woman on dance floor; at AFN 2014, woman wearing blue parka identified as Alice Pete, woman in foreground as Ida Bouchin, man as Francis Pete]
.1688 – Eskimo dancers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [man on dance floor with fans]
.1689 – Eskimo dancers, Stebbins, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman; at AFN 2014, woman identified as Minnie Snowball]
.1690 - [print and original negative] Eskimo dances, Stebbins, 11-81 [portrait of man; at AFN 2014, identified as Francis Johnson]
.1691 – [print and original negative] Trail between Stebbins & St. Michael, 11-81 [winter landscape]
.1692 – [print and original negative] Trail between Stebbins & St. Michael, 11-81 [winter landscape]
.1693 – [print and original negative] St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [winter landscape, man wearing parka in foreground, town in background]
.1694 – Sunset, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [silhouette of town at sunset]
.1695 – St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [winter landscape]
.1696 - St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [winter landscape with town in background]
.1697 – [print and original negative] Clinic, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [woman in clinic at desk. At AFN 2015, identified as Liz Myoumik]
.1698 – [print and original negative] Clinic, St. Michael, 11-81 [woman holding child; at AFN 2014, woman identified as Bernie Joe]
.1699 – [print and original negative] Natalia Akaran, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman at desk holding woven basket]
.1700 – [print and original negative] Natalia Akaran, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman at desk holding woven basket]
.1701 – [print and original negative] Clinic, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [two women at desk, one writing, posters and certificates on wall]
.1702 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Kathrine Kobuk, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [one woman changing boy’s diaper, one woman working at desk]
.1703 – [print and original negative] Virginia Shears, ACHA, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman at desk]
.1704 – [print and original negative] Kathrine Kobuk, CHA, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [portrait of woman in office]
.1705 – [print and original negative] Kathrine Kobuk, Virginia Shears, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [portrait of two women]
.1706 – [print and original negative] Kathrine’s home, St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [living room with TV set and sofa, large tapestry of the Last Supper]
.1707 - [print and original negative] St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [woman holding young boy. At AFN 2015, identified as Linda Otten]
.1708 - St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [two men standing in front of plane on airstrip]
.1709 - [print and original negative] St. Michaels, AK, 11-81 [man boarding small plane]

B7
.1710 – [print and original negative] Tanana, AK, 4-82 [men in front of plane, labeled: “Air North”]
.1711 - [print and original negative] Tanana, AK, 4-82 [planes and truck on airstrip]
.1712 - [print and original negative] Tanana, AK, 4-82 [aerial view of town and river]
.1713 - [print and original negative] Tanana, AK, 4-82 [planes on airstrip]
.1714 – [print and original negative] Tanana, AK, 4-82 [plane on airstrip with men in front]
.1715 - [print and original negative] Tanana, AK, 4-82 [man in airport office]
.1716 - [print and original negative] Tanana, AK, 4-82 [sign reading: “Wien Air Alaska Welcomes You to Tanana on the Yukon”]
.1717 - [print and original negative] Tanana, AK, 4-82 [winter landscape and road]
.1718 - Tanana, AK, 4-82 [airstrip with planes and trucks]
.1719 - Tanana, AK, 4-82 [plane in foreground, sign reading: “Ralph M. Calhoun Memorial Airport, Tanana, Alaska”]
.1720 – [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [seascape with shore and town]
.1721 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [seascape from shore]
.1722 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [winter landscape and ocean]
.1723 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [seascape from shore]
.1724 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [seascape with distant mountain range]
.1725 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [seascape from shore]
.1726 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [seascape form shore]
.1727 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [birds and rocky shoreline]
.1728 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [metal equipment washed up on shore?]
.1729 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [building with sign reading: “The Teller Commercial Co.”]
.1730 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [street view]
.1731 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [street view of large buildings]
.1732 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [church buildings with sign reading: “St. Ann’s Catholic Church Youth Center”]
.1733 – [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [view of ocean and shore]
.1734 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [seascape]
.1735 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [view of shoreline and houses]
.1736 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [street view]
.1737 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [street view]
.1738 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Teller, AK, 10-81 [exterior of clinic with radio tower]
.1739 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Teller, AK, 10-81 [medical bed]
.1740 – [print and original negative] Port Clarence, Teller, AK, 10-81 [airstrip with small building in background]
.1741 – [print and original negative] USCG Loran Station [small building near airstrip]
.1742 – [print and original negative] Clara Topsok, Marvin Okleasik, Jenny Lee, CHA, Teller, AK, 10-81 [portrait of two women and man]
.1743 – [print and original negative] Becky Weyanna, CHA, Evelyn Topsekok, ACHA, Jenny Lee CHA [portrait of three women]
.1744 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 10-81 [men leaving plane on airstrip]
.1745 – [print and original negative] Ost Okleasik, Teller, AK, 10-81 [portrait of man]
.1746 – [print and original negative] Ost Okleasik, Teller, AK, 10-81 [portrait of man]
.1747 – [print and original negative] Ost signing ivory, Teller, AK, 10-81 [man working with ivory at a table]
.1748 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [aerial view of mountain range]
.1749 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [aerial view of mountains and landscape]
.1750 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [sign on building reading: “Landing Site of the Norge”]
.1751 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [street view]
.1752 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [aerial view of winter landscape]
.1753 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [aerial view of landscape and sea]
.1754 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [shoreline and distant mountains]
.1755 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [ocean in winter]
.1756 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [winter landscape]
.1757 - [print and original negative] Teller, AK, 5-82 [shoreline]
.1758 – Room in clinic, Teller, AK, 5-82 [room with three beds]
.1759 – Rose Okbaok, Teller, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman]
.1760 – Charleen Lee & Josie, Teller, AK, 5-82 [portrait of two girls]
.1761 – Morris Kugzrak, Teller, AK, 5-82 [portrait of man]
.1762 – Theresa Kugzrak, Teller, AK, 5-82 [portrait of woman outside]
.1763 – Theresa & Becky Weyanna, Teller, AK, 5-82 [portrait of two women outside]
.1764 – MariRose Weyanna, Teller, AK, 5-82 [portrait of a girl]
.1765 – [print and original negative] Togiak, AK, 11-82 [ocean and beach]
.1766 - [print and original negative] Togiak, AK, 11-82 [aerial view of town and shore]
.1767 - [print and original negative] Togiak, AK, 11-82 [rocky beach and distant mountains]
.1768 - [print and original negative] Togiak, AK, 11-82 [aerial view of town]
.1769 - [print and original negative] Togiak, AK, 11-82 [street view]
.1770 - [print and original negative] Togiak, AK, 11-82 [silhouette of town at sunset]
.1771 - [print and original negative] Togiak, AK, 11-82 [shelves with handmade dolls]
.1772 - [print and original negative] Togiak, AK, 11-82 [shelves with dolls, woven baskets, ivory carvings]
.1773 – [print and original negative] Rose Kannilak, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman on telephone]
.1774 – [print and original negative] Isabelle Oscar, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman]
.1775 – [print and original negative] Lucy James, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman]
.1776 – [print and original negative] Earrings by Lucy James, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [table with wood carvings]
.1777 – [print and original negative] Isabelle Oscar & Pauline Pitka, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [two women, seated]
.1778 – [print and original negative] Joan Walter w/ mom Suzie Walter, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman with child wearing kuspuk and moccasins]
.1779 – [print and original negative] Joan & Suzie Walter, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman with child]
.1780 - Tununak, AK, 11-82 [winter landscape with boats, town in the background]
.1781 - [print and original negative] Tununak, AK, 11-82 [view of town in winter]
.1782 - Tununak, AK, 11-82 [view of town in winter, cemetery, radio tower]
.1783 – Health clinic, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [street view, satellite dish]
.1784 – [print and original negative] Tununak, AK, 11-82 [view of small houses and ocean]
.1785 – [print and original negative] Health clinic, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [exterior of building]
.1786 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [waiting room of clinic, with sofa, chair, and posters]
.1787 - [print and original negative] Tununak, AK, 11-82 [clinic kitchen]
.1788 – [print and original negative] Maria & Dick Lincoln, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of couple in clinic]
.1789 – [print and original negative] Selling baskets at clinic, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [woman in front of table with woven plates and baskets]
.1790 – Eliza Fairbanks Tom Cod fishing, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman ice fishing]
.1791 – Tom Cod fishing – Eliza Fairbanks, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of woman ice fishing]
.1792 – [print and original negative] Dora Fairbanks & Clara Walker, Tununak, AK, 11-82 [portrait of two girls]
.1793 – [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [sled and snowmachine, houses covered in snow in background]
.1794 – [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [house with snow banks]
.1795 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [street view in winter]
1796 – [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [street view in winter]
1797 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [street view in winter, snow banks]
1798 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [sled and snowmachine, houses covered in snow in background]
1799 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [street view in winter]
1800 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [street view in winter]
1801 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [street view in winter]
1802 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [street view in winter]
1803 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [street view in winter]
1804 – [print and original negative] Staring seal & caribou, Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [animal hides]
1805 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [room with medical supplies]
1806 – [print and original negative] Ida Panick in clinic, Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [woman holding young girl]
1807 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, 3-81 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Elizabeth Panik Segevan with daughter Sonya]
1808 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [room with medical bed and chairs]
1809 – [print and original negative] Weir & Roseanna Negovanna & Bonnie Tovissy[?], PH Noutof Barrow[?], Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [portrait of man and two women on couch]
1810 – [print and original negative] Weir & Roseanna Negovanna, Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [portrait of man and woman]
1811 – [print and original negative] Waiting in clinic, Wainwright, 3-81 [at AFN identified as left to right Beeba, Ida Okpeaha, Bertha Tazruk of Point Lay]
1812 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [portrait of young girl]
1813 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [polar bear hide hanging on a rack]
1814 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [animal hides hanging on rack]
1815 – [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 3-81 [snow bank]
1816 – [print and original negative] Martha Jane Kagak examining her son, Wainwright, AK, 3-81
1817 – [print and original negative] Waiting in clinic, Wainwright, 3-81 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Elizabeth Panik Segevan with daughter Sonya]
1818 – Wainwright, 3-81 [young girl at kitchen table with food and soda can; at AFN 2013, identified as Dori Ahlalook]
1819 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [street view in winter]
1820 - Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [view of town in late evening]
1821 – [print and original negative] Alan Ahlalook, Airline station master, Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [portrait of man]
1822 – [print and original negative] Dorie Ahlalook, Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [portrait of girl]
1823 – [print and original negative] Janet Ahlalook, Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [portrait of baby girl]
1824 – [print and original negative] Sandra Ahmaogak, Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [portrait of woman]
1825 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [plane flying over ocean]
1826 – [print and original negative] Ethel Itta, Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [woman writing at desk]
1827 – [print and original negative] Ethel Itta, Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [portrait of woman at desk]
1828 – [print and original negative] Sandra Ahmaogak, Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [woman sitting at table]
1829 – [print and original negative] Lucy Segavan, Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [woman in kitchen]
1830 – [2 prints and original negatives] Lucy w/ daughter [woman standing with girl seated]
1831 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Wainwright, 1-82 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Grace Anashugak]
1832 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Wainwright, 1-82 [at AFN 2013, identified as Sandra Ahmaogak (Bigelow?) and daughter Roberta Ahmaogak]
1833 – [print and original negative] In clinic, Wainwright, 1-82 [at AFN 2013, identified as Margaret Ahmaogak with son Robert or Jason Ahmaogak]
1834 - Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [group with sled and snowmachine, buildings and snowy landscape in background]
1835 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, 1-82 [plane on airstrip, labeled “N3870G”]
1838 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [houses and street in winter]
1839 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [street view in winter]
1840 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [street view in winter]
1841 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [street view in winter, obscure]
1842 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [street view in winter, obscure]
1843 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [street view in winter, obscure]
1844 - Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [street view in winter, obscure]
1845 - Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [construction equipment]
1846 - Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [street view in winter at sunset]
1847 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [street view in winter, rack with animal hides]
1848 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [log cabin in winter]
1849 – [print and original negative] School kids, Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [portrait of three children outside in winter clothes. At AFN 2015, boy at left identified as Carl Ekak, girl at right as Tracey Ekak]
1850 – [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [group of adults and children in front of plane on airstrip]
1851 - Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [plane on airstrip]
1852 - [print and original negative] Wainwright, AK, fall 1980 [man in front of plane on airstrip, labeled: “Cape Smythe Air Service, Barrow, Alaska”]
1853 – [print and original negative] Ice on way to Wales, AK, 5-83 [aerial view of sea ice]
1854 – [print and original negative] Ice on way to Wales, AK, 5-83 [aerial view of sea ice]
1855 – [print and original negative] Brevig Mission, 5-83 [aerial view of town]
1856 – [print and original negative] Brevig Mission, 5-83 [aerial view of town]
1857 – [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [aerial view of tundra and snow]
.1858 – Wales, AK, 5-83 [landscape with group of people in the distance]
.1859 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [street view]
.1860 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [landscape, snowmachine in foreground]
.1861 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [street scene with melting snow banks]
.1862 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [landscape]
.1863 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [landscape with drying racks]
.1864 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [street view with snowmachine]
.1865 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [shore with melting snow]
.1866 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [canoes and drying racks on shore]
.1867 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [shore with melting snow, houses in background]
.1868 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [shore with bridge and melting snow]
.1869 – [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [landscape with houses]
.1870 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [foggy landscape and town in distance]
.1871 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [bridge and melting snow]
.1872 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83 [street view]
.1873 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83, 6-83 [mountain and buildings]
.1874 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83, 6-83 [landscape]
.1875 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83, 6-83 [landscape]
.1876 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83, 6-83 [foggy view of houses]
.1877 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83, 6-83 [ocean and shore with snow banks]
.1878 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83, 6-83 [foggy landscape]
.1879 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83, 6-83 [landscape with mountain]
.1880 - [print and original negative] Wales, AK, 5-83, 6-83 [foggy landscape]
.1881 – [print and original negative] Baleen from Wales whale, 6-83 [baleen in snow]
.1882 – [print and original negative] Baleen from Wales whale, 6-83 [baleen in snow]
.1883 – [print and original negative] Baleen from Wales whale, 6-83 [baleen in snow]
.1884 – [print and original negative] Baleen from Wales whale, 6-83 [baleen in snow]
.1885 – [print and original negative] Baleen, Wales, AK, 6-83 [baleen in snow]
.1886 – [print and original negative] Baleen, Wales, AK, 6-83 [baleen in snow]
.1887 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Wales, AK, 6-83 [exterior of clinic]
.1888 – [print and original negative] Clinic, Wales, AK, 6-83 [street view of clinic]
.1889 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Wales, AK, 6-83 [room with medical supplies]
.1890 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Wales, AK, 6-83 [room with medical bed and posters]
.1891 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Wales, AK, 6-83 [room with medical bed, posters, and supplies]
.1892 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Wales, AK, 6-83 [animal skin on wall with drawing of Alaska and Alaskan animals]
.1893 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Wales, AK, 6-83 [two posters: one reading: “Wales has been designated a Registered National Historical Landmark” and the other reading: “Martha Quimby PHN from Anchorage will be here on Tues. 31st. She will do pap smears for women and see prenatals too. Need to make an appointment at clinic, come or call.”]
.1894 – [print and original negative] Inside clinic, Wales, AK, 6-83 [room with medical bed]
.1895 – [print and original negative] Martin Okpealuk, Wales, AK, 6-83 [portrait of man in waiting room]
.1896 – [2 prints and original negatives] Evelyn Oxereok w/ Jason, Wales, AK, 6-83 [woman with young boy in waiting room – two photos]
.1897 – [print and original negative] Marie Soolook w/ Lane, Blair, Jacob, Wales, AK, 6-83 [woman with three children]
.1898 – [print and original negative] Marie Soolook w/ Jacob & Blair (baby), Wales, AK, 6-83 [woman with two children]
.1899 – [print and original negative] Lane Soolook, Wales, AK, 6-83 [child standing in room with medical supplies]
.1900 – [print and original negative] Martha Anungazuk, Wales, AK, 6-83 [portrait of woman in waiting room]
.1901 – [print and original negative] Ethel Sereadlook, Wales, AK, 6-83 [portrait of woman in waiting room]
.1902 – [print and original negative] Mabel Seelook, Wales, AK, 6-83 [portrait of woman]
.1903 – [print and original negative] Edna Angnaboogok, Wales, AK, 6-83 [portrait of woman in waiting room]
.1904 – [print and original negative] Veronica Oxereok, ACHA [portrait of woman]
.1905 – [print and original negative] Veronica Oxereok, ACHA & Linda Topokok, Teller’s CHA, Wales, AK, 6-83 [portrait of two women, one with blood pressure monitor on arm]
.1906 – [2 prints and original negatives] Helen Okpealuk, Wales, AK, 6-83 [portrait of woman in waiting room – two photos]
.1907 – [2 prints and original negatives] Nara & baby Heather Ongtowasruk [portrait of woman holding a baby girl – 2 pictures]
.1908 – [print and original negative] Watching brown bear on the ice, Wales, AK, 6-83 [group standing outside looking into the distance with binoculars]
.1909 – [print and original negative] The brown bear, Wales, AK, 6-83 [group with bikes standing over brown bear carcass]
.1910 – [print and original negative] The brown bear, Wales, AK, 6-83 [people standing over bear carcass]
.1911 – [print and original negative] The brown bear, Wales, AK, 6-83 [examining bear carcass]
.1912 – [print and original negative] The brown bear, Wales, AK, 6-83 [standing over carcass]
.1913 – [print and original negative] En route to White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [aerial view of winter landscape]
.1914 – [print and original negative] En route to White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [aerial view of river and forest]
.1915 – [print and original negative] Airstrip, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [view from plane, forest in background]
.1916 – [print and original negative] Airstrip, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [view from plane]
.1917 – [print and original negative] Airstrip & graveyard, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [airstrip with cemetery in the distance]
.1918 – [print and original negative] Plane taking off, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [plane over small building with radio tower]
1919 – [print and original negative] George Ashenfeltes loading gear, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [man beside snowmachine]
1920 – [print and original negative] Clinic, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [exterior of building with radio tower]
1921 – [print and original negative] Old boys dorm, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [exterior of abandoned dorm building]
1922 – [print and original negative] when had boarding school, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [dorm building and playground]
1923 – [print and original negative] High school, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [large building, forest and mountain range in background]
1924 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [street view]
1925 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [buildings with metal domed roofs]
1926 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [landscape with town]
1927 – [print and original negative] Soccer on X-Country ski landing on Fish River, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [group playing soccer on frozen river]
1928 - [print and original negative] Soccer on X-Country ski landing on Fish River, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [group playing soccer on frozen river, airstrip with plane]
1929 – [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [airstrip and snowy landscape]
1930 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [landscape with town]
1931 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [landscape with town]
1932 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [dog beside shed with canoe and sled with caribou antlers on roof]
1933 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [landscape from river]
1934 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [street view]
1935 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [street view of log cabin]
1936 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [distant view of house and surrounding forest]
1937 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [view of buildings from river]
1938 – [print and original negative] Willa Ashenfeltes, CHA, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [portrait of woman working at desk]
1939 – [print and original negative] Willa, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [woman working at desk]
1940 – [print and original negative] Willa w/ daughter Carol, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [woman with young girl]
1941 – [print and original negative] Waiting in clinic, White Mountain, 4-81 [at AFN 2013, identified as Mary Lincoln Tigik]
1942 – [print and original negative] Waiting in clinic, White Mountain, 4-81 [at AFN 2013, identified as Mary Lincoln Tigik]
1943 – [print and original negative] Waiting transport to Nome, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [man on stretcher]
1944 – [print and original negative] Getting water from river (school and clinic have electricity but haul water), White Mountain, 4-81 [man cutting ice; at AFN 2013, identified as Harry Garfield]
1945 – [print and original negative] Landing at White Mtn, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [aerial view of airstrip]
1946 – [print and original negative] Trail from airstrip, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [snowy trail through forest]
1947 – [print and original negative] Unloading plane, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [men removing supplies from airplane]
1948 – [print and original negative] White Mtn. from airstrip, White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [view of town and landscape]
1949 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [buildings and forest]
1950 - [print and original negative] White Mountain, AK, 4-81 [street view]
1951 - [print and original negative] White Mountain from river, AK, 4-81 [forest landscape]
1953 – [print and original negative] [Bettles, AK – same child as in .204]
1954 – [print and original negative] [Anaktuvuk Pass, AK, 1981?] [aerial view of mountains]
1955 – Prudhoe Bay, fall 1980 [oil rig silhouette at sunset]
1956 – Barrow, AK, fall 1980 [ocean with ice floes]
1957 - Barrow, AK, fall 1980 [ocean with ice floes]
1958 – Barrow, AK, fall 1980 [ice floes]
1959 - Barrow, AK, fall 1980 [ice floes]
1960 - Barrow, AK, fall 1980 [landscape at sunset]
1962 – Bonnie & Wilber Tivesay apt. in Barrow, 1982 [living room of apartment]
1963 – Bonnie & Wilber Tivesay apt. in Barrow, 1982 [kitchen]
1964 – Wien building, Bethel, AK, 3-81 [building with sign over door reading: “Bush Passenger Entrance”] [print and original negative]
1965 - Flying to Bethel, 1981 [at AFN 2013, woman identified as Maria Boyscout of Chevak, holding baby]
1966 – Bethel, AK, 3-81[?] [Wien planes lined up on airstrip] [print and original negative]
1967 – Whalebone scraps, Gambell, AK, 8-81 [whalebone on beach] [print and original negative]
1968 – Whalebone & driftwood cache, Gambell, AK, 8-81 [mountains and sea in background] [print and original negative]
1969 – Gambell, AK, 8-81[?] [aerial view of open ocean with very distant mountains]
1970 – Janet, Lucy, Luceen, Bessie, Gambell, 8-81 [four health aides posed inside clinic; in 2014, Gambell residents identified women as, left to right, Janet Oktokiyuk, Lucy Apatiki, Luceen Apassingok, Bessie Kaningok] [print and original negative]
1971 – Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [woman standing on frozen river with boat]
1972 - Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [view of town from river]
1973 - Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [view of town at sunset]
1974 - Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [street view]
1975 – [print and original negative] Water wagon, Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [large truck with woman in front]
1976 - [print and original negative] Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [street view]
.1977 - [print and original negative] Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [street view]
.1978 – Martha Bixler, Mirah Brower, Rose Kaigelak, Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [portrait of three women at desk]
.1979 – [print and original negative] Sarah Kunuknana, Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [portrait of woman]
.1980 – [print and original negative] Sarah Kunuknana, Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [portrait of woman]
.1982 – [print and original negative] Frances Napogiak – mask forms, Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [woman holding forms for traditional masks, girl in background]
.1983 - Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [silhouette of building at sunset]
.1984 - Clinic, Nuiqsut, Fall 1980 [two women with young child in waiting room; at AFN 2013, woman at right identified as Lena Simmonds, woman at left tentatively identified as Barbara Kanayorak from Barrow]
.1985 – Rose Kaigelak(?), CHA, Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [portrait of woman at desk, obscure]
.1986 – Rosie’s twins, Nuiqsut, AK, fall 1980 [woman with twin newborns on couch]
.1987 – [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [street view]
.1988 - Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [view of ocean and radio towers]
.1989 - [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [scenic landscape with town in distance]
.1990 - [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [girl in parka, street and buildings in background]
.1992 - [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [landscape with town in distance]
.1993 - [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [driftwood on beach]
.1994 - [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [close-up of driftwood]
.1994a - [print and original negative] [Misnumbered – should be .1995] - Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [scenic sunset over ocean]
.1995 - [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [scenic sunset over ocean]
.1996 - [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [sunset, obscure]
.1997 - [print and original negative] Shaktoolik, AK, Fall 1980 [sunset, obscure]
.1998 - Races, Anchorage Fur Rondy, 2/81 [dog race through Anchorage street]
.1999 – Fur auction, Anchorage Fur Rondy, 2/81 [group at auction]
.2000 – Races, Anchorage Fur Rondy, 2/81 [dog team in street with crowd surrounding]
.2001 – Races, Anchorage Fur Rondy, 2/81 [dog team on snowy trail]
.2002 – Races, Anchorage Fur Rondy, 2/81 [dog team on snowy trail with spectators]
.2003 - Anchorage Fur Rondy, 2/81 [group of spectators]
.2004 – Anchorage Fur Rondy, 2/81 [group of spectators]
.2005 – Parkas, Anchorage Fur Rondy, 2/81 [women wearing parkas on street] [print and original negative]
.2006 – Cook Inlet & Turnagain Arm [no date] [scenic view of ocean and mountains]
.2007 – Cook Inlet & Turnagain Arm [no date] [scenic view of mountains and railroad]
2008 – Mt. McKinley [no date] [aerial view of mountain]
2009 – Portage icebergs [no date] [scenic view of icebergs and mountain in background]

**Negatives only**
2010 – [original negative] [portrait of a woman, probably Mary Phillips, CHA, Akiak 10/81, seen in .17]
2011 – [original negative] [portrait of a woman and two children behind an office desk, probably Hannah Hilila ACHA w/ Duke & Kalie Phillips, Akiak 10/81, seen in .18]
2012 – [original negative] [portrait of two girls, probably Mary Lou Williams, Akiak 10/81, as seen in .36]
2013 – [original negative] [blurry, inverted view of building, probably the Akiak US Post Office as seen in .22]
2014 – [original negative] [portrait of woman with posters in background, probably Lydia Bergman, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .75]
2015 – [original negative] [street scene with sheds, location possibly Allakaket]
2016 – [original negative] [street view, location possibly Allakaket]
2017 – [original negative] [moose hide jacket, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .74, .79-81]
2018 – [original negative] [Bertha & Johnson Moses with moose hide jacket Bertha made, Allakaket 3/82, near duplicate of .79]
2019 – [original negative] [street scene, location possibly Allakaket]
2020 – [original negative] [street view, location possibly Allakaket]
2021 – [original negative] [Bertha & Johnson Moses with moose hide jacket, Allakaket 3/82, near duplicate of .81]
2022 - [original negative] [Bertha & Johnson Moses with moose hide jacket, Allakaket 3/82, near duplicate of .81]
2023 – [original negative] [Kitty David ACHA & Bertha Moses, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .61]
2024 – [original negative] [probably dog yard in Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .96]
2025 – [original negative] [unidentified person on snowmachine, possibly Allakaket 3/82]
2026 – [original negative] [street scene with dog yard in background, possibly Allakaket 3/82]
2027 – [original negative] [street scene with dog yard in background, possibly Allakaket 3/82]
2028 – [original negative] [portrait of woman, probably Kathleen Linus, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .66]
2029 – [original negative] [woman at work in clinic, possibly Bertha Moses, Allakaket 10-81, as seen in .63]
2030 – [original negative] [woman in chair, probably Amelia Edwards, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .73]
2031 – [original negative] [Kitty David & Caroline Bergman, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .76-77]
2032 – [original negative] [room with window, medical supplies, and crate with lamp labeled “Do Not Unplug”, possibly Allakaket]
2033 – [original negative] [portrait of a woman in clinic, probably Kitty David, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .77]
2034 - [original negative] [portrait of a woman in clinic, probably Kitty David, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .77]
2035 – [original negative] [portrait of unidentified baby girl, possibly in Allakaket]
2036 – [original negative] [street view with scenery, possibly Allakaket]
2037 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Allakaket]
2038 – [original negative] [Bertha & Johnson Moses with moose hide jacket, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .79-81]
2039 - [original negative] [Bertha & Johnson Moses with moose hide jacket, Allakaket 3/82, as seen in .79-81]
2040 – [original negative] [airstrip and trucks, possibly Aniak or Bethel]
2041 – [original negative] [Wien planes lined up on airstrip, near duplicate of .1966]
2042 – [original negative] [snowy scenery, possibly Buckland]
2043 – [original negative] [Grace Lu, Buckland 1/83, as seen in .229]
2044 – [original negative] [Jessie Hadley, Buckland 1/83, as seen in .227]
2045 – [original negative] [Grace Washington, Buckland 1/83, as seen in .226]
2046 – [original negative] [street view in winter, possibly Buckland]
2047 – [original negative] [portrait of Inez Koenig w/ baskets, Buckland 1/83, as seen in .233]
2048 – [original negative] [Nora Thomas sitting at desk, Buckland 1/83, as seen in .225]
2049 – [original negative] [James & Eva Lee, Buckland 1-83, as seen in .232]
2050 – [original negative] [scenery, possibly Buckland]
2051 – [original negative] [mountain scenery, location unknown]
2052 – [original negative] [portrait of June & Cheryllin Ballot, Buckland 1/83, near duplicate of .228]
2053 – [original negative] [street view of sunset, location unknown]
2054 – [original negative] [shed under construction, possibly Buckland]
2055 – [original negative] [shed under construction, possibly Buckland]
2056 – [original negative] [man standing in front of large spruce tree, location unknown]
2057 – [original negative] [scenic view of trees and harbor with mountains unknown, location unknown, possibly Kodiak]
2058 – [original negative] [portrait of woman in forest, location unknown]
2059 – [original negative] [pile of cod, Chefornak 9/81, as seen in .244a]
2060 – [original negative] [portrait of woman with woven basket, possibly Martina Wassillie, Chefornak 9/81, as seen in .252]
2061 – [original negative] [sunrise in Chevak 1/82, near duplicate of .296]
2062 – [original negative] [portrait of Anna Martin, Chevak 1/82, as seen in .298]
2063 – [original negative] [possibly Mary Paniyak’s daughter, Chevak 1/82, near duplicate of .305. In 2017, identified as Cynthia Paniyak]
2064 – [original negative] [Monica Slats, Chevak 1/82, near duplicate of .300]
2065 – [original negative] [portrait of a dog, location unknown]
2066 – [original negative] [Wien plane on airstrip labeled: “N303EH,” location unknown]
2067 – [original negative] [Wien plane unloading passengers, sleds and snowmachines, location unknown]
2068 – [original negative] [two unidentified women in Chevak clinic, 1/82]
2069 – [original negative] [man with hunting blanket at Fur Rondy ‘82, crowd surrounding]
2070 – [original negative] [beginning of blanket toss at Fur Rondy ‘82]
2071 – [original negative] [blanket toss at Fur Rondy ‘82]
2072 – [original negative] [crowd scene at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.2073 – [original negative] [crowd scene at Fur Rondy '82]
.2074 – [original negative] [truck with dog team supplies, labeled: “Woods Race Team – National Bank Drilling Co.”, at Fur Rondy '82]
.2075 – [original negative] [blanket toss participant in mid-air at Fur Rondy '82]
.2076 – [original negative] [blanket toss participant in mid-air at Fur Rondy '82]
.2077 - [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2078 – [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2079 – [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2080 – [original negative] [dog team in street, Fur Rondy '82]
.2081 – [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2082 - [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2083 - [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2084 - [original negative] [truck in street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2085 – [original negative] [trucks and dog teams in street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2086 - [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2087 - [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2088 - [original negative] [dog team racing through downtown street at Fur Rondy '82]
.2089 – [original negative] [blanket toss participant in mid-air at Fur Rondy '82]
.2090 - [original negative] [blanket toss participant in mid-air at Fur Rondy '82]
.2091 - [original negative] [blanket toss participant in mid-air at Fur Rondy '82]
.2092 – [original negative] [crowd in front of McDonalds, Anchorage ‘82]
.2093 – [original negative] [blanket toss participant in mid-air at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.2094 - [original negative] [blanket toss participant in mid-air at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.2095 - [original negative] [blanket toss participant in mid-air at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.2096 - [original negative] [crowd at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.2097 – [original negative] [crowd at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.2098 – [original negative] [crowd at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.2099 - [original negative] [crowd and dog team at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.3000 – [original negative] [crowd at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.3001 – [original negative] [man woodcarving at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.3002 – [original negative] [truck with dog kennels and dog team at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.3003 - [original negative] [truck with dog kennels and dog team at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.3004 – [original negative] [dog team in street at Fur Rondy ‘82]
.3005 – [original negative] [street scene, possibly Deering 1/83]
.3006 – [original negative] [winter landscape, possibly Deering 1/83]
.3007 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Deering 1/83]
.3008 – [original negative] [view of building exterior, Deering 1/83, as seen in .320]
.3009 – [original negative] [street view, Deering 1/83, as seen in .324]
.3010 – [original negative] [street view, Deering 1/83]
.3011 – [original negative] [street view, Deering 1/83, as seen in .324]
.3012 – [original negative] [portrait of Gifford Barr, Deering 1/83, near duplicate of .327]
.3013 – [original negative] [landscape, possibly Deering]
.3014 – [original negative] [baby on exam table, Deering 1/83, as seen in .317]
.3015 – [original negative] [unidentified child standing in clinic, Deering 1/83]
.3016 – [original negative] [boat and snowbank, probably Deering]
.3017 – [original negative] [portrait of Pauline Barr, Deering 1/83, as seen in .326]
.3018 – [original negative] [aerial view of unidentified town, possibly Elim]
.3019 – [original negative] [woman sleeping on couch under blankets, location unknown]
.3020 – [original negative] [street view with dog in foreground, location unknown]
.3021 – [original negative] [table with supplies, cloth hanging from wall, possibly in Elim]
.3022 – [original negative] [laundry room, location unknown]
.3023 – [original negative] [room with medical supply table, possibly Elim clinic]
.3024 – [original negative] [aerial winter landscape with mountains, location unknown]
.3025 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Elim]
.3026 – [original negative] [snowmachine on snowy airstrip, possibly Elim]
.3027 – [original negative] [people with snowmachines and sleds on airstrip]
.3028 – [original negative] [person walking in street, possibly Elim]
.3029 – [original negative] [landscape with trees and mountains, location unknown]
.3030 – [original negative] [landscape with trees and mountains, location unknown]
.3031 – [original negative] [landscape with house and shoreline, possibly Gambell]
.3032 – [original negative] [Baby Victor Augustine, Emmonak 1/82, as seen in .374]
.3033 – [original negative] [Maya Tupper & mom, Emmonak 1/82, as seen in .369]
.3034 – [original negative] [Amy Westlock, Emmonak 1/82, as seen in .370]
.3035 – [original negative] [Mary & friend Phyllis Moore, Emmonak 1/82, near duplicate of .376]
.3036 – [original negative] [Norma & Mary Shorty, Emmonak 1/82, near duplicate of .375]
.3037 – [original negative] [close-up of dog, location unknown]
.3038 – [original negative] [scenic view of mountain and bay, location unknown]
.3039 – [original negative] [view of boats in harbor, location unknown]
.3040 – [original negative] [view of boat, location unknown]
.3041 – [original negative] [three men, one inside plane[?], location unknown]
.3042 – [original negative] [sail boats near island and large bridge – possibly Golden Gate?]
.3043 – [original negative] [boats in harbor with city skyline, tall skyscrapers, possibly San Francisco?]
.3044 – [original negative] [harbor, possibly San Francisco]
.3045 – [original negative] [close-up of dog, location unknown]
.3046 – [original negative] [dog playing, location unknown]
.3047 – [original negative] [dog playing, location unknown]
.3048 – [original negative] [close-up of driftwood[?], location unknown]
.3049 – [original negative] [view of city from sail boat, possibly San Francisco]
.3050 – [original negative] [harbor and with city in background and large bridge, possibly San Francisco]
.3051 – [original negative] [ocean water, possibly San Francisco]
.3052 – [original negative] [ocean water, possibly San Francisco]
.3053 – [original negative] [woman and man on boat, bridge in background, location unknown]
.3054 – [original negative] [man on boat at sea, location unknown]
.3055 – [original negative] [woman on boat at sea, location unknown]
.3056 – [original negative] [close-up of sail boat on water, location unknown]
.3057 – [original negative] [portrait of man with forest in background, location unknown]
.3058 – [original negative] [scenic view of mountain and forest, location unknown]
.3059 – [original negative] [view of mountains and bay]
.3060 – [original negative] [portrait of man with forest and mountain in background, location unknown]
.3061 – [original negative] [town and mountain, most likely Gambell]
.3062 – [original negative] [landscape with canoe and distant house, location unknown, possibly Savoonga]
.3063 – [original negative] [landscape with town and canoes, possibly Savoonga]
.3064 – [original negative] [Luceen Apassingok writing, Gambell 4/82, as seen in .438]
.3065 – [original negative] [Wilbur Booshu w/ polar bear hat, Gambell 4/82, near duplicate of .429]
.3066 – [original negative] [Elinor Oozeva, Gambell 4/82, near duplicate of .432]
.3067 – [original negative] [Janet in clinic, Gambell 4/82, near duplicate of .436]
.3068 – [original negative] [Nancy Wulungu and Lucy Apatiki’s nephew, Gambell 4/82, as seen in .433-434]
.3069 – [original negative] [Janet Oktokiyuk, Lucy Apatiki, Luceen Apassingok, Bessie Kaningok, Gambell, near duplicate of .1970]
.3070 – [original negative] [portrait of two women, location unknown]
.3071 – [original negative] [Al Koonooka, Archie Ungiviluk, & Shirlene Campbell, Marina Ungut, Vicki, Gambell 4-82, near duplicate of .430]
.3072 – [original negative] [houses in winter, possibly Hooper Bay 2/81]
.3073 – [original negative] [building and sled in winter, possibly Hooper Bay]
.3074 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3075 – [original negative] [unidentified man and woman in kitchen, location unknown]
.3076 – [original negative] [street view in Hooper Bay 2/81, near duplicate of .475]
.3077 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3078 – [original negative] [portrait of woman in kuspuk, possibly Cecilia Olsen of Hooper Bay]
.3079 – [original negative] [portrait of woman in kuspuk, possibly Cecilia Olsen of Hooper Bay, as seen in .512]
.3080 – [original negative] [three people, snowmachines, sleds, and street view in background, location unknown]
.3081 – [original negative] [woman in kuspuk with snowmachine, town in background, location unknown]
.3082 – [original negative] [man with umiak, snowy landscape in background, location unknown]
.3083 – [original negative] [Maggie’s granddaughters, Vicky & Leann, Hooper Bay 1/82, near duplicate of .510]
.3084 – [original negative] [street scene, location unknown]
.3085 – [original negative] [scenic view of river and mountains, location unknown]
.3086 – [original negative] [view of marshy forest and mountain range, location unknown, possibly Turnagain Arm[?]]
.3087 – [original negative] [scenic view of mountains from highway]
.3088 – [original negative] [view of church, obscure, location unknown]
.3089 – [original negative] [close-up of trees, location unknown]
.3090 – [original negative] [view of a tall spruce, location unknown]
.3091 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape, location unknown]
.3092 – [original negative] [interior of house, possibly kitchen, obscure, location unknown]
.3093 – [original negative] [landscape with birch trees and sunset, Huslia 4/82, near duplicate of .576]
.3094 – [original negative] [unidentified woman, location unknown]
.3095 – [original negative] [forest landscape with birds, location unknown]
.3096 – [original negative] [Cathy Atla working skin, Huslia 10-81, as seen in .552]
.3097 – [original negative] [Shirley & Ramona Vent, Huslia 4-82, as seen in .595]
.3098 – [original negative] [unidentified woman leaning over baby [Edward Donald Vent?] on medical bed, possibly Huslia 4/82]
.3099 – [original negative] [Sunshine (Delores) & Helen Huffman, Huslia 4/82, near duplicate of .590]
.3100 – [original negative] [Rose at work, Amelia DeWilde & Sterling, Huslia 4/82, as seen in .586]
.3101 – [original negative] [view of spruce trees in winter, possibly Huslia]
.3102 – [original negative] [Amelia DeWilde & Sterling, Huslia 4/82, as seen in .586]
.3103 – [original negative] [Amelia DeWilde & Sterling, Huslia 4/82, as seen in .586]
.3104 – [original negative] [Annie Vent, Huslia 4/82, near duplicate of .584]
.3105 – [original negative] [young girl in clinic, probably Ramona Vent, Huslia 4/82, as seen in .596]
.3106 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic, possibly Kaltag 10/81]
.3107 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic, possibly Kaltag 10/81]
.3108 – [original negative] [unidentified building, possibly in Kaltag]
.3109 – [original negative] [unidentified building, possibly in Kaltag]
.3110 – [original negative] [side of building with trees, location unknown]
.3111 – [original negative] [Pauline Schuerk cutting and hanging fish, Kiana 4/81, as seen in .661]
.3112 – [original negative] [street view, probably Kiana 4/81]
.3113 – [original negative] [view of buildings, one reading “Smith’s,” probably Kiana 4/81]
.3114 – [original negative] [view of landscape, probably Kiana 4/81]
.3115 – [original negative] [view of landscape and sign reading: “Robert K Baker field, Kiana, Alaska. Elev. 150, Length 4000, Pop. 300”]
.3116 – [original negative] [two boys in winter clothes, Kiana 2/82, as seen in .698]
.3117 – [original negative] [view of branches with frost crystals, Kiana 4/81, as seen in .676]
.3118 – [original negative] [landscape with long bridge, location unknown]
.3119 – [original negative] [side of building with barrels, bicycle, and refuse, possibly Kiana]
.3120 – [original negative] [blurry view of exam room in Kiana clinic 4/81, as seen in .663]
.3121 – [original negative] [Agnes Smith, Kiana 4/81, as seen in .664]
.3122 – [original negative] [street scene, possibly Kiana]
.3123 – [original negative] [woman on telephone in clinic, possibly Lucy Jackson, Kiana 4/81]
.3124 – [original negative] [woman on telephone in clinic, possibly Lucy Jackson, Kiana 4/81]
.3201 – [original negative] [Kotlik classroom, 1/82]
.3202 – [original negative] [Kotlik classroom, 1/82]
.3203 – [original negative] [unidentified woman on telephone, possibly Kotlik]
.3204 – [original negative] [window, possibly in Kotlik clinic]
.3205 – [original negative] [people in clinic, including Clara Bordeaux, CHA, Kotlik 6/81, as seen in .830]
.3206 – [original negative] [Anna Maria Seton, Kotlik, AK, 1-82, near duplicate of .868]
.3207 – [original negative] [Veronica Seton, Kotlik 1/82, as seen in .857]
.3208 – [original negative] [Georgeanna Seton, Kotlik 1/82, as seen in .858]
.3209 – [original negative] [unidentified women, possibly in Kotlik clinic]
.3210 – [original negative] [unidentified woman on telephone, possibly in Kotlik]
.3211 – [original negative] [Margaret Andrews, CHA, Kotlik 6/81, near duplicate of .836]
.3212 – [original negative] [interior of clinic, possibly Kotlik]
.3213 – [original negative] [Annie Marie Seton, Kotlik clinic 1/82, as seen in .869]
.3214 – [original negative] [unidentified woman on telephone, possibly in Kotlik]
.3215 – [original negative] [Anna Marie Seton, Kotlik clinic 1/82, near duplicate of .870]
.3216 – [original negative] [road and surrounding forest with powerlines, location unknown]
.3217 – [original negative] [landscape with distant mountains, location unknown]
.3218 – [original negative] [landscape, figure in foreground, location unknown]
.3219 – [original negative] [forest, location unknown]
.3220 – [original negative] [forest, location unknown]
.3221 – [original negative] [buildings, some under construction, possibly Kotzebue]
.3222 – [original negative] [building with bicycles in front, location unknown]
.3223 – [original negative] [interior of plane? with net and windows, location unknown]
.3224 – [original negative] [forest, location unknown]
.3225 – [original negative] [forest, location unknown]
.3226 – [original negative] [forest with snowmachines, location unknown]
.3227 – [original negative] [landscape, location unknown]
.3228 – [original negative] [landscape, location unknown]
.3229 – [original negative] [people in winter clothes and supplies in front of Wien Air Alaska counter, location unknown]
.3230 – [original negative] [people in winter clothes and supplies in front of Wien Air Alaska counter, location unknown]
.3231 – [original negative] [forest, location unknown]
.3232 – [original negative] [forest and house, location unknown]
.3233 – [original negative] [forest and house, location unknown]
.3234 – [original negative] [interior of house, kitchen, location unknown]
.3235 – [original negative] [house and forest, location unknown]
.3236 – [original negative] [street view, Koyukuk 11/82, near duplicate of .889]
.3237 – [original negative] [Matilda Huntington, Koyukuk 11/82, as seen in .912]
.3238 – [original negative] [corrupted negative – half obscure view of Mary Mayfield, ACHA, Koyukuk 11/82, as seen in .914]
.3239 – [original negative] [Matilda Huntington, Koyukuk 11/82, as seen in .912]
.3240 – [original negative] [Mary Mayfield, ACHA, Koyukuk 11/82, as seen in .914]
.3241 – [original negative] [boy in winter clothes, location unknown, possibly Kwethluk]
.3242 – [original negative] [house, possibly in Kwethluk]
.3243 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Kwethluk]
.3244 – [original negative] [Mary Phillip & husband, Kwethluk 10/81, near duplicate of .933]
.3245 – [original negative] [goose incubator interior, Old Harbor, 8/82, as seen in .1146]
.3246 – [original negative] [Dolly McCormick, Larsen Bay 12/81, as seen in .964]
.3247 – [original negative] [Brian and Larry McCormick, Larsen Bay 12/81, as seen in .963]
.3248 – [original negative] [Frieda Panamaroff, Larsen Bay 12/81, as seen in .962]
.3249 – [original negative] [Lucy Gloco, Manokotak 11/82, as seen in .982]
.3250 – [original negative] [Anuska Necketa, Manokotak 11/82, near duplicate of .979]
.3251 – [original negative] [Elena Evan, Manokotak 11/82, near duplicate of B2001.03.978]
.3252 – [original negative] [kitchen in Manokotak 11/82, possibly Lucy Gloco’s home]
.3253 – [original negative] [unidentified boy, Manokotak 11/82, as seen in .987]
.3254 – [original negative] [boy in an office room, Manokotak 11/82, near duplicate of .988]
.3255 – [original negative] [boy on couch in Lucy Gloco’s home, Manokotak 11/82, as seen in .985]
.3256 – [original negative] [community health aides, Manokotak 11/82, as seen in .976]
.3257 – [original negative] [boy in an office room, Manokotak 11/82, as seen in .988]
.3258 – [original negative] [Annie Johns at clinic w/ children, Manokotak 11/82, near duplicate of .977]
.3259 – [original negative] [Johnny & Annie Itumulisa, Manokotak 11/82, as seen in .986]
.3260 – [original negative] [Johnny Itumulisa, Manokotak 11/82, as seen in .980]
.3261 – [original negative] [Annie Itumulisa, Manokotak 11/82, as seen in .981]
.3262 – [original negative] [café, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1010]
.3263 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kuskokwim River, as seen in .990]
.3264 – [original negative] [interior of house, McGrath 9/83]
.3265 – [original negative] [interior of house, McGrath 9/83]
.3266 – [original negative] [interior of house, McGrath 9/83]
.3267 – [original negative] [Kathy Whitmire & Rose Wimbleman, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1013]
.3268 – [original negative] [Kathy Whitmire, Rose Wimbleman, Deena Andrews, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1012]
.3269 - [original negative] [Kathy Whitmire, Rose Wimbleman, Deena Andrews, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1012]
.3270 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kuskokwim River, as seen in .991]
.3271 – [original negative] [Sharon hart & Laura, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1015]
.3272 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kuskokwim River, as seen in .993]
.3273 – [original negative] [interior of house, possibly McGrath 9/83]
.3274 – [original negative] [room with bed and window, possibly in McGrath clinic, 9/83]
.3275 – [original negative] [interior of McGrath clinic 9/83]
.3276 – [original negative] [Gene & Sharon Hart’s house, exterior, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1007]
.3277 – [original negative] [Helen Dick with birch drum, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1016]
.3278 – [original negative] [Terry Bushue and Lucille Snow Magnuson at Wien Air Alaska counter, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1019]
.3279 – [original negative] [Helen Dick with birch drum, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1016]
.3280 – [original negative] [Willie Hoffman in clinic, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1017]
.3281 – [original negative] [Willie Hoffman and Sharon Hart in clinic, McGrath 9/83, as seen in .1017]
.3282 – [original negative] [Noatak house at sunset, 1/83, near duplicate of .1021]
.3283 – [original negative] [woman and boy wearing large fur hood in clinic, Noatak 1/83, as seen in .1035]
.3284 – [original negative] [Noatak street view, 1/83]
.3285 – [original negative] [Noatak street view, 1/83]
.3286 – [original negative] [obscure]
.3287 – [original negative] [interior of plane with oxygen masks]
.3288 – [original negative] [interior of plane with figure grabbing oxygen mask]
.3289 – [original negative] [trail through wilderness, location unknown]
.3290 – [original negative] [Amil (2) & Whittier (5) Burna, Noatak 1-83, near duplicate of .1042]
.3291 – [original negative] [Gussie North & Mary Arnold, Noatak 1/83, as seen in .1032]
.3292 – [original negative] [“Jr.” Barger, Noatak 1/83, near duplicate of .1037]
.3293 – [original negative] [unidentified man smoking, obscure, possibly Noatak]
.3294 – [original negative] [sofa with pillows and blankets, sleeping baby, possibly the Barger household, Noatak 1/83]
.3295 – [original negative] [interior of Noatak clinic, 1/83]
.3296 – [original negative] [child in shopping cart in Nome 10/81, as seen in .1047]
.3297 – [original negative] [child in shopping cart in Nome 10/81, as seen in .1047]
.3298 – [original negative] [Nome airstrip]
.3299 – [original negative] [Nome airstrip, sign reading: “Fort Davis”]
.3300 – [original negative] [yard with dogs in Nome]
.3301 – [original negative] [yard with drying animal hides in winter, possibly Nome]
.3302 – [original negative] [room with medical bed and supplies, possibly Nome clinic]
.3303 – [original negative] [room with medical bed and supplies, possibly Nome clinic]
.3304 – [original negative] [possibly Nome airstrip]
.3305 – [original negative] [canoes on snowy shore, possibly Nome]
.3306 – [original negative] [room in clinic, possibly Nome]
.3307 – [original negative] [room, possibly Nome]
.3308 – [original negative] [building with sign reading: “The Bering Straights – Northwest Alaska’s Widest Read Newspaper” in Nome]
.3309 – [original negative] [street view in Nome]
.3310 – [original negative] [shore with ocean and boat, possibly Nome]
.3311 – [original negative] [industrial area in Nome with radio tower]
.3312 – [original negative] [harbor with industrial equipment and radio tower in Nome]
.3313 – [original negative] [shoreline in Nome]
.3314 – [original negative] [children at Nome harbor, boat in background]
.3315 – [original negative] [Nome harbor with boat in background]
.3316 – [original negative] [trucks, possibly in Nome]
.3317 – [original negative] [office area with whiteboard reading: “Marty Quimby: Physical Assist. & Trauma Prepared – 3 hrs...” possibly Nome]
.3318 – [original negative] [tundra landscape with wildflowers, possibly Nome]
.3319 – [original negative] [shoreline, possibly Nome]
.3320 – [original negative] [unidentified figure with landscape in background]
.3321 – [original negative] [shoreline, possibly Nome]
.3322 – [original negative] [man speaking in conference room with medical posters and charts, possibly Nome]
.3323 – [original negative] [men and women seated in conference room]
.3324 – [original negative] [women in conference room, charts and model skeleton in background]
.3325 – [original negative] [street scene with car and house, possibly Nome]
.3326 – [original negative] [conference room with whiteboard, TV set, and model human body]
.3327 – [original negative] [man and woman practicing medical procedures on dummy in conference room]
.3328 – [original negative] [man and woman practicing medical procedures on dummy in conference room]
.3329 – [original negative] [man and two women practicing medical procedures on dummy in conference room]
.3330 – [original negative] [room with lamp, iron, and sewing machine, location unknown]
.3331 – [original negative] [living room, location unknown]
.3332 – [original negative] [living room, location unknown]
.3333 – [original negative] [two men in front of unidentified plane, possibly in Nome]
.3334 – [original negative] [possibly Nome airstrip]
.3335 – [original negative] [landscape and town, possibly Nome]
.3336 – [original negative] [houses, sled, and silo with large snowbanks, possibly Nome or Brevig Mission]
.3337 – [original negative] [street view with racks for animal hides, possibly Brevig Mission]
.3338 – [original negative] [crowded dining hall, possibly Nome or Brevig Mission]
.3339 – [original negative] [front door with windows, location unknown]
.3340 – [original negative] [industrial area and shoreline, possibly Nome]
.3341 – [original negative] [Erica[?] Melton and Sally Harvey, Noorvik 9/83, as seen in .1087]
.3342 – [original negative] [Erica[?] Melton and Sally Harvey, Noorvik 9/83, as seen in .1087]
.3343 – [original negative] [Grace Coffin & Patsy Melton, Noorvik 9/83, as seen in .1085]
.3344 - [original negative] [Grace Coffin & Patsy Melton, Noorvik 9/83, as seen in .1085]
.3345 – [original negative] [Glenna, Trina & Grace Coffin, Noorvik 9/83, near duplicate of .1088]
.3346 - [original negative] [Glenna, Trina & Grace Coffin, Noorvik 9/83, near duplicate of .1088]
.3347 – [original negative] [silhouette of trees and town, possibly Noorvik 9/83]
.3348 – [original negative] [silhouette of trees and town, possibly Noorvik 9/83]
.3349 – [original negative] [Charlie Harvey on Kobuk River between Noorvik and Kiana, as seen in .1089]
.3350 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kobuk River between Noorvik and Kiana]
.3351 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kobuk River between Noorvik and Kiana]
.3352 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kobuk River between Noorvik and Kiana]
.3353 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kobuk River between Noorvik and Kiana]
.3354 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kobuk River between Noorvik and Kiana]
.3355 – [original negative] [scenic view of Kobuk River between Noorvik and Kiana]
.3356 – [original negative] [Kiana from sled behind ski-doo on way to Noorvik 4/81, as seen in .677]
.3357 – [original negative] [Kiana from sled behind ski-doo on way to Noorvik 4/81, as seen in .677]
.3358 – [original negative] [Sally Harvey in Noorvik clinic 2/82, as seen in .1070]
.3359 – [original negative] [Sally Harvey in Noorvik clinic 2/82, as seen in .1070]
.3360 – [original negative] [Kobuk River scenic view]
.3361 – [original negative] [Kobuk River scenic view]
.3362 – [original negative] [Kobuk River scenic view]
.3363 – [original negative] [Kobuk River scenic view]
.3364 – [original negative] [travel between Noorvik and Kiana on ski-doo and sled]
.3365 – [original negative] [aerial view of Brooks Range]
.3366 – [original negative] [shoreline and mountain range, location unknown]
.3367 – [original negative] [shoreline and mountain range, location unknown]
.3368 – [original negative] [shoreline and mountain range, location unknown]
.3369 – [original negative] [shoreline and mountain range, location unknown]
.3370 – [original negative] [three unidentified women in clinic, location unknown]
.3371 – [original negative] [street scene in winter, possibly Nuiqsut 3/81]
.3372 – [original negative] [house with snowbank, possibly Nuisqut 3/81]
.3373 – [original negative] [Scott[?] and two boys in a living room, Nuiqsut 3/81, as seen in .1099]
.3374 – [original negative] [two women and a child in parkas seated on a sofa, possibly Nuiqsut 3/81, woman may be Maggie Hobson as seen in .1106]
.3375 – [original negative] [unidentified woman and child, possibly Nuiqsut 3/81]
.3376 – [original negative] [Wainwright 3/81 seal skin and animal hides, near duplicate of .1804]
.3377 – [original negative] [Bessie Ekirlook, Nuiqsut 3/81, as seen in .1096]
.3378 – [original negative] [aerial view of plane wing, open water, location unknown]
.3379 – [original negative] [Brooks Range between Nuiqsut and Barrow, as seen in .1108]
.3380 – [original negative] [unidentified woman at desk, location unknown]
.3381 – [original negative] [obscure figure wearing fur hood, possibly inside airplane]
.3382 – [original negative] [obscure figure wearing fur hood, possibly inside airplane]
.3383 – [original negative] [unidentified woman on telephone in clinic, possibly Old Harbor]
.3384 – [original negative] [unidentified woman on telephone in clinic, possibly Old Harbor]
.3385 – [original negative] [foggy shoreline, Old Harbor 8/82]
.3386 – [original negative] [Christine Ignatin holding woven basket, Old Harbor 8/82, near duplicate of .1148]
.3387 – [original negative] [Stan & Stella Stanley, Old Harbor 8/82, near duplicate of .1147]
.3426 – [original negative] [street view with dogs, possibly Pt. Hope]
.3427 – [original negative] [inside St. Thomas church, Pt. Hope 6/81, as seen in .1195]
.3428 – [original negative] [signs reading: “Ticketed Passengers Baggage Check-in” and “Alaska Airlines,” location unknown]
.3429 – [original negative] [cockpit of a plane with pilot and co-pilot, location unknown]
.3430 - [original negative] [cockpit of a plane with pilot and co-pilot, location unknown]
.3431 – [original negative] [scenic tundra view, possibly Pt. Hope]
.3432 – [original negative] [obscure]
.3433 – [original negative] [cache in Pt. Hope, partially obscure]
.3434 – [original negative] [Pt. Hope ice floes 6/81]
.3435 – [original negative] [Pt. Hope shoreline with ice floes, 6/81]
.3436 – [original negative] [view of town, possibly Pt. Hope]
.3437 – [original negative] [scenic tundra view, possibly Pt. Hope]
.3438 – [original negative] [table with figurines, photographs, and a decorated paper fan, location unknown]
.3439 – [original negative] [artwork on wall, location unknown]
.3440 – [original negative] [Mary Tirschick and unidentified woman holding woven basket, Kipnuk 2/82]
.3441 – [original negative] [inside Pt. Hope clinic 6/81, corrupted]
.3442 – [original negative] [Mary Tirschick and unidentified woman, Kipnuk 2/82]
.3443 – [original negative] [Mary Tirschick and baby boy, near duplicate of .741]
.3444 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3445 – [original negative] [window, location unknown]
.3446 – [original negative] [unidentified man in chair, location unknown]
.3447 – [original negative] [Louisa Stein, Pt. Hope 5/82, as seen in .1300]
.3448 – [original negative] [interior of house or clinic with couch, location unknown]
.3449 – [original negative] [interior of house, location unknown]
.3450 – [original negative] [dogs in snow of Pt. Hope 5/82, near duplicate of .1263]
.3451 – [original negative] [woman at desk in Pt. Hope clinic, 5/82, near duplicate of .1200]
.3452 – [original negative] [artwork depicting whale hunt, location unknown, probably Pt. Hope]
.3453 – [original negative] [learning Eskimo dancing in Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3454 – [original negative] [learning Eskimo dancing in Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3455 – [original negative] [boy and woman on couch holding woven baskets]
.3456 – [original negative] [boy and woman on couch holding woven baskets]
.3457 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3458 – [original negative] [ice floes, probably Pt. Hope]
.3459 – [original negative] [artwork depicting whale hunt, location unknown, probably Pt. Hope]
.3460 – [original negative] [gift shop, location unknown]
.3461 – [original negative] [children learning Eskimo dancing, PT. Hope 5/82]
.3462 – [original negative] [graduates at Pt. Hope kindergarten, 8th grade, GED and high school graduation ceremony 5/82]
.3463 - [original negative] [graduates at Pt. Hope kindergarten, 8th grade, GED and high school graduation ceremony 5/82]
.3464 – [original negative] [graduate receiving diploma, Pt. Hope kindergarten, 8th grade, GED and high school graduation ceremony 5/82]
.3465 – [original negative] [learning Eskimo dancing in Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3466 - [original negative] [learning Eskimo dancing in Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3467 – [original negative] [girl receiving kindergarten diploma, Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3468 – [original negative] [crowd at graduation ceremony, Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3469 – [original negative] [crowd at graduation ceremony, Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3470 – [original negative] [boy receiving kindergarten diploma, Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3471 – [original negative] [girl receiving kindergarten diploma, Pt. Hope 5/82]
.3472 – [original negative] [graduates at Pt. Hope kindergarten, 8th grade, GED and high school graduation ceremony 5/82]
.3473 – [original negative] [flying into Port Lions, AK, 9/82]
.3474 – [original negative] [flying into Port Lions, AK, 9/82]
.3475 – [original negative] [Port Lions scenery, 9/82]
.3476 – [original negative] [Port Lions scenery, 9/82]
.3477 – [original negative] [Betty Nelson, CHA, Port Lions 9/82, as seen in .1337]
.3478 – [original negative] [Port Lions view from road, 9/82]
.3479 – [original negative] [Betty Nelson, CHA, Port Lions 9/82, as seen in .1337]
.3480 – [original negative] [scenic view of boats and shore, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1338a]
.3481 – [original negative] [scenic view of boats and shore, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1338a]
.3482 – [original negative] [Quinhagak scenery 10/82]
.3483 – [original negative] [scenic view of boats and shore, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1338a]
.3484 – [original negative] [view of town, Scammon Bay 9/81]
.3485 – [original negative] [Quinhagak street view including church, 10/82]
.3486 – [original negative] [street view with building labeled: “A & C Market – General Merchandise,” Quinhagak 10/82]
.3487 – [original negative] [view of clouds during sunset, location unknown, possibly Quinhagak]
.3488 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown, possibly Quinhagak]
.3489 – [original negative] [view of marsh and distant town, Quinhagak 10/82]
.3490 – [original negative] [Quinhagak street view 10/82]
.3491 – [original negative] [Quinhagak street view 10/82]
.3492 - [original negative] [Quinhagak street view 10/82]
.3493 – [original negative] [Quinhagak street view 10/82]
.3494 – [original negative] [landscape, location unknown, probably Quinhagak]
.3495 – [original negative] [aerial view of lakes and rivers, location unknown, possibly Bethel or Kipnuk]
.3496 – [original negative] [landscape, possibly Kipnuk]
.3497 – [original negative] [landscape, possibly Kipnuk]
.3498 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Kipnuk]
.3499 – [original negative] [landscape, possibly Quinhagak]
.3500 – [original negative] [landscape, possibly Quinhagak]
.3501 – [original negative] [landscape, possibly Kipnuk or Quinhagak]
.3502 – [original negative] [Kipnuk landscape, 11/82, as seen in .778]
.3503 – [original negative] [street view, Quinhagak]
.3504 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Quinhagak]
.3505 – [original negative] [two boys outside on bicycle, probably Quinhagak 9/82]
.3506 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Quinhagak]
.3507 – [original negative] [girl with flower crown, location unknown, possibly Quinhagak]
.3508 – [original negative] [Quinhagak street view 9/82]
.3509 – [original negative] [Paul & Pauline Beebe, CHA & ACHA, Quinhagak 10/82, near duplicate of .1368]
.3510 – [original negative] [Anna Beebe, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1347]
.3511 – [original negative] [Annie Fox, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1370]
.3512 – [original negative] [Quinhagak street view, 10/82]
.3513 – [original negative] [Jennq Fox, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1353]
.3514 – [original negative] [Karl Roddenbock, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1356]
.3515 – [original negative] [unidentified woman, possibly Quinhagak 10/82]
.3516 – [original negative] [Martha Matthew & daughter Suzie, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1349]
.3517 – [original negative] [view of house and landscape, location unknown, probably Quinhagak]
.3518 – [original negative] [cat on sofa, location unknown]
.3519 – [original negative] [Mary Cleveland holding woven basket, Quinhagak 10/82, as seen in .1355]
.3520 – [original negative] [Quinhagak town and puddles, 10/82, as seen in .1359]
.3521 – [original negative] [cat on sofa, location unknown]
.3522 – [original negative] [shoreline, Savoonga 8/81]
.3523 – [original negative] [Savoonga street view, 4/82]
.3524 – [original negative] [Savoonga raised canoes, 4/82]
.3525 – [original negative] [building, possibly Savoonga 4/82]
.3526 – [original negative] [blank]
.3527 – [original negative] [Anchorage airport B terminal, date unknown]
.3528 – [original negative] [unidentified women in clinic, possibly Savoonga]
.3529 - [original negative] [unidentified women in clinic, possibly Savoonga]
.3530 - [original negative] [unidentified women in clinic, possibly Savoonga]
.3531 – [original negative] [boy in clinic, possibly Savoonga]
.3532 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in kuspuk and apron in clinic, possibly Savoonga]
.3533 - [original negative] [unidentified woman in kuspuk and apron in clinic, possibly Savoonga]
.3534 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic, possibly Savoonga]
.3535 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic, possibly Savoonga]
.3536 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic at desk, possibly Savoonga]
.3537 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic at desk, possibly Savoonga]
.3538 – [original negative] [Savoonga airstrip 8/81, as seen in .1384]
.3539 – [original negative] [Claire & Harrison Miklahook, Savoonga 4/82, near duplicate of .1414]
.3540 – [original negative] [Millie & Maybelline Wongellaldin, Savoonga 4/82, as seen in .1418]
.3541 – [original negative] [child wearing parka, possibly Savoonga clinic]
.3542 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Savoonga]
.3543 – [original negative] [Floyd Kingeekuk, Savoonga 4/82, as seen in .1408]
.3544 – [original negative] [girl holding a puppy, location unknown, possibly Savoonga]
.3545 – [original negative] [Harriet Peneyak, Savoonga 4/82, near duplicate of .1415]
.3546 – [original negative] [Bernie Peneyak, Savoonga 4/82, as seen in .1413]
.3547 – [original negative] [Bunny Noongwook, CHA, Savoonga 4/82, as seen in .1416]
.3548 – [original negative] [Millie & Mary Ann Kingeekuk, Savoonga 4/82, as seen in .1417]
.3549 – [original negative] [Millie & Mary Ann Kingeekuk, Savoonga 4/82, as seen in .1417]
.3550 – [original negative] [Tia & Karl Palowook in clinic, Savoonga 4/82, .1419]
.3551 – [original negative] [rocky shoreline with ice floes, location unknown]
.3552 – [original negative] [two children with peacock at zoo, possibly San Diego, California]
.3553 – [original negative] [peacock at zoo, possibly San Diego, California]
.3554 – [original negative] [peacock at zoo with crowd, possibly San Diego, California]
.3555 – [original negative] [lake scenery, location unknown, possibly Mat-Su valley]
.3556 – [original negative] [lakeshore with houses, mountain in background, location unknown, possibly Mat-Su valley]
.3557 – [original negative] [lakeshore with houses, mountain in background, location unknown, possibly Mat-Su valley]
.3558 – [original negative] [lakeshore with mountain in background, location unknown, possibly Mat-Su valley]
.3559 – [original negative] [cat in living room, location unknown]
.3560 – [original negative] [forest, obscure, location unknown]
.3561 – [original negative] [forest with street sign reading: “Buckingham Palace road,” Willow, AK]
.3562 – [original negative] [lakeshore, possibly Mat-Su valley]
.3563 – [original negative] [beach with boats, mountain, location unknown]
.3564 – [original negative] [beach scene, location unknown]
.3565 – [original negative] [beach scene with mountain, location unknown]
.3566 – [original negative] [man in chair with cat, location unknown]
.3567 – [original negative] [rocky shore, location unknown]
.3568 – [original negative] [rocky shore, location unknown, possibly California]
.3569 – [original negative] [rocky shore, possibly California]
.3570 – [original negative] [unidentified women in Savoonga clinic]
.3571 – [original negative] [dollmaker, Savoonga 1987[?], as seen in .1378]
.3572 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in Savoonga clinic]
.3573 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in Savoonga clinic]
.3574 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in Savoonga clinic on telephone]
3575 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in Savoonga clinic]
3576 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in Savoonga clinic on telephone]
3577 – [original negative] [cat, location unknown]
3578 – [original negative] [Wien Air Alaska building with graffiti reading: “Nope!” location unknown, possibly Scammon Bay]
3579 – [original negative] [sheds and cars in snow, location unknown]
3580 – [original negative] [obscure]
3581 – [original negative] [Scammon Bay street view, building with sign reading: “Luther R. Aguchak Memorial Building”]
3582 – [original negative] [family in Scammon Bay clinic]
3583 – [original negative] [woman and child in clinic, possibly Scammon Bay]
3584 – [original negative] [unidentified woman holding woven bowl, possibly Scammon Bay]
3585 – [original negative] [family in Scammon Bay clinic]
3586 – [original negative] [obscure]
3587 – [original negative] [woman and baby on plane, location unknown]
3588 – [original negative] [unknown woman and baby, woman tentatively identified as Marion or Godelieu(?), Tununchuk with baby Hubert Tununchuk III; or Elizabeth Walter; or Magdalene Manchuak; location suggested as Chefornak, as seen in .1437]
3589 – [original negative] [sunrise, Selawik 8/81, as seen in .1460]
3590 – [original negative] [view from sled behind snowmachine, Selawik 8/81, as seen in .1469]
3591 – [original negative] [Pauline Ramoth skinning rabbits, Selawik 2/82, as seen in .1492]
3592 – [original negative] [Leslie Burnett, Selawik 8/81, as seen in .1458]
3593 – [original negative] [tundra view in Selawik 2/82]
3594 – [original negative] [Paul Ballot, Selawik 2/82, as seen in .1498]
3595 – [original negative] [Magdaline Triket & Mildred Foster, Selawik 8/81, as seen in .1467]
3596 – [original negative] [Bessie Ballot, Selawik 2/82, as seen in .1498]
3597 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in Selawik clinic, possibly Esther Curtis]
3598 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in Selawik clinic, possibly Esther Curtis]
3599 – [original negative] [radio tower, Shishmaref 11/81]
3600 – [original negative] [tundra landscape, location unknown]
3601 – [original negative] [tundra landscape, location unknown]
3602 – [original negative] [tundra landscape, possibly Shishmaref]
3603 – [original negative] [Florina Snell, CHA, Shishmaref 11/81, as seen in .1514]
3604 – [original negative] [Susie Nayokpuk with son Garrett, Shishmaref 11/81, as seen in .1521]
3605 – [original negative] [Florina Snell’s mother, Shishmaref 11/81, as seen in .1517]
3606 – [original negative] [Irene Olanna, Shishmaref 11/81, near duplicate of .1518]
3607 – [original negative] [garden in Shugnak 8/81]
3608 – [original negative] [buildings, location unknown]
3609 – [original negative] [airstrip, location unknown]
3610 – [original negative] [houses on hillside, possibly Shugnak 8/81]
3611 – [original negative] [river with fish racks, possibly Shugnak 8/81]
3612 – [original negative] [TV set, possibly Shugnak]
.3613 – [original negative] [Sophie Cleveland w/ berry baskets, Shugnak 8/81, near duplicate of .1609b]
.3614 – [original negative] [scenery around Shugnak 8/81]
.3615 – [original negative] [town of Shugnak 8/81]
.3616 – [original negative] [town of Shugnak 8/81]
.3617 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Shugnak 8/81]
.3618 – [original negative] [scenic landscape view, possibly Shugnak 8/81]
.3619 – [original negative] [landscape view, possibly Shugnak 8/81]
.3620 – [original negative] [landscape view, possibly Shugnak 8/81]
.3621 – [original negative] [scenic view of river and landscape, possibly Shugnak 8/81]
.3622 – [original negative] [river with mountain range in landscape in background, location unknown]
.3623 – [original negative] [aerial view of lakes and meandering rivers, location unknown]
.3624 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape, location unknown]
.3625 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape, location unknown]
.3626 – [original negative] [plane on airstrip with side labeled: “N23W[?]___,” location unknown, possibly Stebbins]
.3627 – [original negative] [evening landscape with buildings, probably Stebbins 11/81]
.3628 – [original negative] [Eva Nashoank, Stebbins 9/82, as seen in .1641]
.3629 – [original negative] [obscure]
.3630 – [original negative] [Eskimo dancers, Stebbins 11/81, as seen in .1675]
.3631 – [original negative] [Mary Raymond & Lydia, Stebbins 9/82, near duplicate of .1636]
.3632 – [original negative] [Mary Raymond & Lydia, Stebbins 9/82, near duplicate of .1636]
.3633 – [original negative] [Virginia Tom, Stebbins 9/82, near duplicate of .1643]
.3634 – [original negative] [Virginia Tom, Stebbins 9/82, as seen in .1644]
.3635 – [original negative] [Gertie Steve, Stebbins 9/82, near duplicate of .1620]
.3636 – [original negative] [Eva Nashoank, Stebbins 9/82, as seen in .1641]
.3637 – [original negative] [Leo Tom, Stebbins 9/82, near duplicate of .1646]
.3638 – [original negative] [baby, possibly Jonathan Nashoank, Stebbins 9/82, as seen in .1639]
.3639 – [original negative] [baby, possibly Jonathan Nashoank, Stebbins 9/82, as seen in .1639]
.3640 – [original negative] [Jonathan Nashoank & Jessie, Stebbins 9/82, as seen in .1639]
.3641 – [original negative] [Eva Nashoank & Janella, Stebbins 9/82, near duplicate of .1637]
.3642 – [original negative] [Julie Steve, Stebbins 9/82, near duplicate of .1634]
.3643 – [original negative] [Eskimo dancers, Stebbins 11/81, as seen in .1679]
.3644 – [original negative] [children in Stebbins clinic, 11/81, as seen in .1668]
.3645 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in Stebbins clinic, 9/82 or 11/81]
.3646 – [original negative] [Maryann Sundown, Stebbins 9/82, as seen in .1642]
.3647 – [original negative] [Maryann Sundown, Stebbins 9/82, near duplicate of .1642]
.3648 – [original negative] [Mary Branson & Pete, Stebbins 9/82, as seen in .1635]
.3649 – [original negative] [child in clinic with fur hood, Stebbins 11/81, as seen in .1659]
.3650 – [original negative] [Emma Mathias & daughter Eileen, Stebbins 11/81, near duplicate of .1660]
.3651 – [original negative] [Virginia Tom in Stebbins clinic, 9/82, as seen in .1644]
.3652 – [original negative] [Emma Mathias & daughter Eileen, Stebbins 11/81, near duplicate of .1660]
.3653 – [original negative] [Angela Odinzoff & basket, Stebbins 11/81, as seen in .1667]
.3654 – [original negative] [Julie Steve Eskimo dancing, Stebbins 11/81, as seen in .1686]
.3655 – [original negative] [Mrs. Kirk, Mrs. Bouchin, and Alice Pete drumming at Eskimo dancing, Stebbins 11/81, as seen in .1673]
.3656 – [original negative] [Roseanna Dan Eskimo dancing, Stebbins 11/81, as seen in .1678]
.3657 – [original negative] [house on hill, town in background, possibly St. Michaels]
.3658 – [original negative] [seascape with houses on opposite shore, possibly St. Michaels]
.3659 – [original negative] [cemetery with houses in background, possibly St. Michaels]
.3660 – [original negative] [houses and yard, possibly St. Michael]
.3661 – [original negative] [plane labeled: “N410WR,” on airstrip with men and supplies, possibly St. Michael]
.3662 – [original negative] [plane labeled: “N410WR,” on airstrip with men and supplies, possibly St. Michael]
.3663 – [original negative] [landscape with radio towers, possibly St. Michael]
.3664 – [original negative] [house on ocean shore, possibly St. Michael]
.3665 – [original negative] [shore with houses, possibly St. Michael]
.3666 – [original negative] [canoes and supplies on ocean shore, possibly St. Michael]
.3667 – [original negative] [house on shore with fish drying rack, possibly St. Michael]
.3668 – [original negative] [fish drying rack, location unknown]
.3669 – [original negative] [woman sewing, location unknown]
.3670 – [original negative] [woman sewing, location unknown]
.3671 – [original negative] [drying grass, location unknown]
.3672 – [original negative] [woman sewing, location unknown]
.3673 – [original negative] [St. Michaels tundra, 11/81, as seen in .1693]
.3674 – [original negative] [Lucy Bouchon, St. Michaels or Stebbins 11/81, as seen in .1666]
.3675 – [original negative] [woman holding baby boy, St. Michael 11/81, as seen in .1707]
.3676 – [original negative] [St. Michaels tundra landscape, as seen in .1693]
.3677 – [original negative] [boardwalk and surrounding houses, location unknown]
.3678 – [original negative] [street view of house, location unknown]
.3679 – [original negative] [woman sewing, location unknown]
.3680 – [original negative] [group in front of plane labeled, “N59360,” Tanana 4/82, as seen in .1710]
.3681 – [original negative] [luggage in front of plane on airstrip, Tanana 4/82]
.3682 – [original negative] [mountain landscape, location unknown]
.3683 – [original negative] [waterscape, possibly Teller]
.3684 – [original negative] [waterscape, possibly Teller]
.3685 – [original negative] [Clara Topsok, Marvin Okleasik, Jenny Lee, CHA, Teller 10/81, near duplicate of .1742]
.3686 – [original negative] [aerial landscape, possibly Teller]
.3687 – [original negative] [clinic interior, probably Teller]
.3688 – [original negative] [hilly landscape, possibly Teller]
.3689 – [original negative] [truck on airstrip, tundra in background, possibly Teller]
.3690 – [original negative] [Teller street view by shoreline, 10/81]
.3691 – [original negative] [landscape, location unknown]
.3692 – [original negative] [landscape, location unknown]
.3693 – [original negative] [seascape with town on shoreline, possibly Teller]
.3694 – [original negative] [ivory figurines on a table, possibly rings, location unknown]
.3695 – [original negative] [shoreline, possibly Teller]
.3696 – [original negative] [landscape view, possibly Teller]
.3697 – [original negative] [seascape with drying animal hide, location unknown]
.3698 – [original negative] [street view with sign reading “slow,” location unknown]
.3699 – [original negative] [shoreline, possibly Teller]
.3700 – [original negative] [river and house, location unknown]
.3701 – [original negative] [aerial[?] landscape, location unknown]
.3702 – [original negative] [house, obscure, location unknown]
.3703 – [original negative] [house on river shore, location unknown]
.3704 – [original negative] [houses on river shore, location unknown]
.3705 – [original negative] [river, location unknown]
.3706 – [original negative] [waterscape and town, possibly Teller]
.3707 – [original negative] [street view of town, possibly Teller]
.3708 – [original negative] [large driftwood tree on shore, location unknown]
.3709 – [original negative] [hilly landscape at sunset, location unknown]
.3710 – [original negative] [hilly landscape at sunset, location unknown]
.3711 – [original negative] [river[?], location unknown]
.3712 – [original negative] [river, possibly Teller]
.3713 – [original negative] [river, possibly Teller]
.3714 – [original negative] [river, possibly Teller]
.3715 – [original negative] [river and landscape, possibly Teller]
.3716 – [original negative] [aerial view of Teller]
.3717 – [original negative] [aerial view of Teller]
.3718 – [original negative] [street view, possibly Togiak]
.3719 – [original negative] [cemetery, possibly Togiak]
.3720 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape and rivers outside of Togiak]
.3721 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape and rivers outside of Togiak]
.3722 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape and rivers outside of Togiak]
.3723 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape and rivers outside of Togiak]
.3724 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape, town, and rivers, possibly Togiak]
.3725 – [original negative] [aerial view of mountains and forest landscape, possibly outside of Togiak]
.3726 – [original negative] [aerial view of mountains and forest outside of Togiak]
.3727 – [original negative] [view from airstrip of town and surrounding hills, location unknown]
.3728 – [original negative] [aerial view of delta, possibly near Togiak]
.3729 – [original negative] [aerial view of landscape, possibly near Togiak]
.3730 – [original negative] [aerial view of delta, possibly near Togiak]
.3731 – [original negative] [rocky beach, Togiak 11/82]
.3732 – [original negative] [Togiak town and beach, 11/82, near duplicate of .1765]
.3733 – [original negative] [Togiak at sunset, 11/82]
.3734 – [original negative] [rocky beach, Togiak 11/82]
.3735 – [original negative] [Togiak beach, 11/82]
.3736 – [original negative] [Togiak beach, 11/82]
.3737 – [original negative] [Togiak beach, 11/82]
.3738 – [original negative] [aerial view of river delta, outside of Togiak 11/82]
.3739 – [original negative] [Togiak beach, 11/82]
.3740 – [original negative] [Togiak beach, 11/82]
.3741 – [original negative] [Togiak beach, 11/82]
.3742 – [original negative] [shop with Alaskan Native gifts, tools, Togiak 11/82]
.3743 – [original negative] [aerial landscape with mountains and rivers, possibly outside of Togiak 11/82]
.3744 - [original negative] [aerial landscape with mountains and rivers, possibly outside of Togiak 11/82]
.3745 – [original negative] [aerial landscape with Togiak shoreline, 11/82]
.3746 – [original negative] [Togiak beach, 11/82]
.3747 – [original negative] [Togiak during sunset, 11/82]
.3748 – [original negative] [Togiak beach and ocean, 11/82]
.3749 – [original negative] [scenic view of Tunanak 11/82, as seen in .1780]
.3750 – [original negative] [view of cemetery through chain-link fence, possibly Tunanak]
.3751 – [original negative] [Pauline Pitka, Tunanak 11/82, as seen in .1777]
.3752 – [original negative] [view of drying racks in winter, Tunanak 11/82]
.3753 – [original negative] [Rose Kannilak, Tunanak 11/82, as seen in .1773]
.3754 – [original negative] [landscape and snowmachine, possibly Tunanak]
.3755 – [original negative] [Joan & Suzie Walter, Tunanak 11/82, as seen in .1779]
.3756 – [original negative] [landscape, possibly Tunanak]
.3757 – [original negative] [puppy, location unknown]
.3758 – [original negative] [Maria & Dick Lincoln, Tunanak 11/82, as seen in .1788]
.3759 - [original negative] [Maria & Dick Lincoln, Tunanak 11/82, as seen in .1788]
.3760 - [original negative] [Maria & Dick Lincoln, Tunanak 11/82, as seen in .1788]
.3761 – [original negative] [snow bank, Wainwright 3/81, as seen in .1815]
.3762 – [original negative] [house, possibly in Wainwright]
.3763 – [original negative] [building with large satellite dish, possibly Wainwright clinic]
.3764 – [original negative] [scenic view of lake[?], location unknown]
.3765 – [original negative] [scenic view of lake[?], location unknown]
.3766 – [original negative] [Marie Jane Kagak examining her son, Wainwright 3/81, as seen in .1816]
.3767 – [original negative] [Sandra Ahmaogak (Bigelow?) and daughter Roberta Ahmaogak, Wainwright 1/82, as seen in .1832]
.3768 – [original negative] [unidentified person, obscure, location unknown]
.3769 – [original negative] [two women in clinic office, location unknown]
.3770 – [original negative] [woman in clinic office, location unknown]
.3771 – [original negative] [Lucy Segavan, Wainwright 1/82, as seen in .1830a]
.3772 – [original negative] [Sandra Ahmaogak, Wainwright 1/82, as seen in .1828]
.3773 – [original negative] [inside Wainwright clinic, 1/82]
.3774 – [original negative] [room filled with supplies, location unknown]
.3775 – [original negative] [plane labeled: “N529N” on airstrip, location unknown]
.3776 – [original negative] [plane and group boarding on airstrip, location unknown]
.3777 – [original negative] [room filled with supplies, location unknown]
.3778 – [original negative] [Janet Ahlalook, Wainwright 1/82, as seen in .1823]
.3779 – [original negative] [Dorie Ahlalook, Wainwright 1/82, as seen in .1822]
.3780 – [original negative] [obscure]
.3781 – [original negative] [snow banks on shore, location unknown]
.3782 – [original negative] [street view of large building, possibly Wainwright]
.3783 – [original negative] [Wainwright street view, fall 1980, as seen in .1839]
.3784 – [original negative] [group with grizzly bear, Wales 6/83, as seen in .1909]
.3785 – [original negative] [woman in Wales clinic, 6/83]
.3786 – [original negative] [woman in Wales clinic, possibly Veronica Oxereok, ACHA, 6/83]
.3787 – [original negative] [woman holding baby, location unknown, possibly Brevig Mission]
.3788 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3789 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3790 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3791 – [original negative] [interior of clinic, location unknown]
.3792 – [original negative] [Anchorage Fur Rondy dog racing, possibly 2/81]
.3793 – [original negative] [portrait of couple at Anchorage Fur Rondy, possibly 2/81]
.3794 – [original negative] [Anchorage Fur Rondy dog racing, possibly 2/81]
.3795 – [original negative] [young girl, location unknown]
.3796 – [original negative] [young girl, location unknown]
.3797 – [original negative] [street scene, location unknown]
.3798 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3799 – [original negative] [street view, location unknown]
.3800 – [original negative] [unidentified woman, location unknown]
.3801 – [original negative] [unidentified woman, location unknown]
.3802 – [original negative] [woman holding baby, location unknown]
.3803 – [original negative] [unidentified woman at desk, location unknown]
.3804 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic, location unknown]
.3805 - [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic, location unknown]
.3806 – [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic, location unknown]
.3807 - [original negative] [unidentified woman in clinic, location unknown]
.3808 - [original negative] [unidentified woman at desk, location unknown]
.3809 – [original negative] [Mabel Seelook, Wales 6/83, as seen in .1902]
.3810 – [original negative] [portrait of couple, possibly Wales clinic]
.3811 - [original negative] [portrait of couple, possibly Wales clinic]
.3812 - [original negative] [portrait of couple, possibly Wales clinic]
.3813 - [original negative] [Martha Anungazuk, Wales 6/83, as seen in .1900]
.3814 – [original negative] [picture of a seal in a magazine, possibly Wales]
.3815 – [original negative] [Ethel Sereadlook, Wales 6/83, as seen in .1901]
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